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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates techniques for precision prostate cancer radiotherapy. The initial 

developments in prostate radiotherapy dose escalation involved creating conformal dose 

distributions around the prostate. Further accuracy required improved design and targeting, 

as precision depends on the weakest link in the radiotherapy chain. The thesis focuses on 

improving image guidance by using multi-modality imaging to design the target, better 

understanding of target motion and subsequent margins, and utilising fiducials for precise 

radiotherapy delivery. Chapter 1 provides a comprehensive overview of prostate cancer and 

its treatment to provide a background for the radiotherapy management. This leads to 

Chapter 2 that reviews the rationale for precision radiotherapy and the technical aspects in 

the design and delivery of modern dose escalated intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) 

with image guidance radiotherapy (IGRT) 

Chapter 3 examined the use of MRI in combination with the simulation CT to define the 

vesicourethral anastomosis (VUA), the commonest recurrence site in post-prostatectomy 

radiotherapy. Guidelines acknowledge that CT is most often used for VUA identification; 

however, they admit that MRI has superior soft tissue contrast but has not been validated. 

The study illustrated that the MRI-defined VUA is most often caudal to the CT-defined VUA. 

It validated the use of MRI as part of the multi-modality imaging for target delineation in 

post-prostatectomy radiotherapy. 

Patients with locally advanced prostate cancer have a high risk of seminal vesical 

involvement. Guidelines recommend that proximal seminal vesicles be included in the 

clinical target volume. While verification is performed by aligning to the prostate, the 

seminal vesicles can move relative to the prostate. Chapter 4 used fiducials inserted into the 
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prostate and proximal seminal vesicles to track their displacement. The study confirmed that 

seminal vesicles move relative to the prostate and proposed that greater margins are 

required for the seminal vesicles. 

Chapters 5 and 6 compared polymer fiducials to the standard gold for prostate cancer 

radiation. Our preliminary investigation using a purpose-built MRI and CT tissue-equivalent 

phantom found that while the polymer fiducials have a lower contrast than gold, they were 

well seen on CT and MRI with far less artefact. This led to a clinical study in which polymer 

fiducials were compared to gold for verification using kilovoltage, planar imaging and cone 

beam CT radiotherapy. The study illustrated that polymer fiducials have good visibility and 

minimal artefact compared to gold on CT. However, neither were well seen on MRI because 

of tissue heterogeneity. The polymer fiducials, unlike gold, could not be visualised on kV 

planar imaging. 

The final two chapters compare a liquid glue fiducial to gold in a porcine bladder model and 

a tissue-equivalent phantom. Chapter 7 describes the successful cystoscopic insertion of the 

glue fiducials into a water-filled ex vivo porcine bladder to simulate the use in post 

prostatectomy or bladder radiotherapy. Chapter 8 compared the imaging characteristics of 

the glue fiducials relative to gold in both models. The studies showed that the glue fiducials 

could be well visualised on CT, CBCT and kV planar imaging. Although contrast was lower, 

they produced less artefact than gold. 

The thesis follows the theme of and processes for improving precision radiotherapy for 

prostate cancer. It aims to show that modern multi-modality imaging, including MRI, CT and 

CBCT with new fiducials, can improve target definition and verification of prostate 
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radiotherapy. These incremental technical gains in precision are aimed at improving the 

outcome of patients with locally advanced prostate cancer undergoing radiotherapy. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 

This introductory chapter is a comprehensive overview of prostate cancer to provide a 

background and perspective for the technical aspects of prostate radiotherapy that is 

reviewed in Chapter 2.  

The final update was performed in December 2020. 

1.1 EPIDEMIOLOGY 

It is estimated that, worldwide, over 1 million men are diagnosed with prostate cancer each 

year; this equates to about 15% of cancers diagnosed in men [1]. The majority, 70%, occur in 

developed countries, but there is 25 times variation in incidence between countries [1]. The 

highest rates are seen in Australia, New Zealand, North America and Western and Northern 

Europe. However, some less developed regions also have high rates, including Southern 

Africa and South America [2]. The lowest rates are seen in Central and Southeast Asia [3]. 

Prostate cancer is the fifth leading cause of all cancer deaths worldwide. Death from 

prostate cancer is more common in less developed regions. The mortality is high in Black 

populations, intermediate in North America and Oceania, and low in Asia [2]. 

Among Australian men, prostate cancer is the most common cancer (excluding skin cancer) 

and the second commonest cause of cancer-related deaths. An Australian Government 

publication reported that 21,808 new cases were reported in 2009. This represented an 

increase from 79 new cases per 100,000 males in 1982 to 194 per 100,000 in 2009. The 

mortality rates are decreasing but still represented 3,294 deaths (or 31 deaths per 100,000) 

in 2011. Prostate cancer is the fourth leading cause of all deaths among Australian males [4]. 
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1.2 AETIOLOGY AND RISK FACTORS 

The aetiology of prostate cancer is uncertain, but three reasonably well-defined risk factors 

include increasing age, ethnicity, and heredity or family history [2]. The risk of developing 

prostate cancer increases with age. It is rare before 40 years and uncommon before 50 years 

of age. The incidence generally peaks in the late 60s to 70s. The incidence rate at 65 years of 

age is approximately 60% [2]. The median age of men with prostate cancer in Australia is 

69 years, and by 85 years, 1 in 5–9 men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer [4]. 

The evidence for a genetic factor in prostate cancer is based on family history and ethnic 

background. Familial studies have shown a two-fold risk if one first-degree relative has 

prostate cancer. True hereditary prostate cancer represents about 5–9% of patients. 

Hereditary prostate cancer was explicitly defined and based on families meeting at least one 

of the following criteria: 1) prostate cancer in three or more first-degree relatives; 

2) prostate cancer in three successive generations of the maternal or paternal lineages; or 

3) two first-degree relatives affected at age ≤55 years [5]. In summary, this means three or 

more affected relatives, or at least two relatives diagnosed with early-onset prostate cancer, 

before the age of 55 [6]. 

Ethnicity has also been shown to affect the incidence of prostate cancer. It is thought to be 

related to genetic factors, although other factors such as diet may also be a factor. A UK 

study showed that Black men are roughly at twice the risk of diagnosis and death as white 

men, who are, in turn, at nearly twice the risk of diagnosis and death compared to Asian 

men [7]. The risk of dying – one in three – was similar in all ethnic groups. This rate contrasts 
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with studies in the USA that show a higher risk of death in Black men once diagnosed [8]. It is 

uncertain whether this is related to socio-economic differences or difference in biology. 

Genetic studies have shown that no single gene is responsible for prostate cancer, although 

many genes have now been implicated [9]. Genome-wide association studies, including a 

meta-analysis, have identified 100 common loci contributing to prostate cancer [10]. Several 

notable genetic mutations have been related with a higher risk of developing prostate 

cancer, including BRCA1/BRCA2 gene mutations, homeobox B13 (HOXB13) gene mutations 

and Lynch syndrome (also known as hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer; mutations 

of MSH2 and MLH1) [11]. P53 mutations in primary prostate cancer are rare but are more 

frequently seen in metastatic disease and, thus, are associated with a poor prognostic 

finding [12]. Many other single nucleotide polymorphisms and genes that mainly promote 

cancer cell growth have been linked to an increased prostate cancer risk. These include, 

various androgen and vitamin D receptors, hereditary prostate cancer gene 1 (HPC1), HPC2, 

hereditary prostate cancer, X-linked (HPCX), carcinoma prostate brain (CAPB), post-meiotic 

segregation increased 2 (PMS2), checkpoint kinase 2 (CHEK2), nibrin (NBN), BRCA1-

interacting protein C-terminal helicase 1 (BRIP1), ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) and 

the TMPRSS2-ETS gene family (TMPRSS2-ERG and TMPRSS2-ETV1/4) [9, 11, 13, 14]. 

Prostate cancer was previously considered to be mainly sporadic, with the gene mutations 

being acquired mutations (somatic), developing during a man’s life, rather than being 

inherited (germline) [15]. However, it is now estimated that heritability, or the proportion of 

prostate cancer attributed to germline genetics, is about 58% [16]. 
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A Western diet [17], comprising a diet high in animal fat and low in vegetables, has been 

inconsistently and weakly associated with prostate cancer. Other dietary factors that have 

been weakly associated with prostate cancer or aggressive prostate cancer include high 

alcohol and total alcohol abstinence, high intake of dairy products, fried foods and saturated 

fats, red or processed meat, low and high vitamin D, and high nail selenium (long-term 

exposure) [18-26]. Factors that may weakly reduce the risk include fish and vegetarian diets, 

lycopene, and phytoestrogens [27-29]. Metabolic syndrome is also weakly associated with 

prostate cancer. In a meta-analysis of metabolic syndrome that included high body mass 

index, dyslipidaemia, glycaemia, high triglycerides and low high-density lipoprotein 

cholesterol, only hypertension and waist circumference (>102cm) were associated with a 

greater risk of prostate cancer, by 15% and 56% respectively [30]. 

Medications are also thought to have a role in prostate cancer. Epidemiologic studies and 

multiple meta-analyses have investigated the potential protective properties of aspirin in 

prostate cancer. However, while it appears that aspirin confers a benefit, its use remains 

controversial [31-40]. 

Meta-analyses and systematic reviews have inferred that 5-alpha-reductase inhibitors (5-

ARIs) may reduce the risk of developing prostate cancer [41-44]. A review of 15 randomised 

controlled trials (RCTs) noted that men who were regularly screened for prostate-specific 

antigen (PSA) for early detection of prostate cancer might benefit from 7 years of 5-ARIs by 

prostate cancer being prevented [41]. However, there is a potential risk that if they do 

develop prostate cancer, it may be high-risk disease [41, 44]. There appears to be no 

significant overall survival benefit with the use of 5-ARIs [45]. 
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Statins have also been studied in multiple prospective studies to investigate a possible 

protective effect, but studies have shown conflicting results [46]. A meta-analysis and results 

of the REDUCE study did not confirm the preventive effect of statins on prostate cancer risk 

[47]. Other studies have reported that statins reduce the risk of advanced prostate cancer 

[46, 48-52] and possibly lethal prostate cancer [53]. Statins may improve survival when used 

with androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) in advanced prostate cancer [48]. 

The diabetic medication metformin has been investigated for its association with prostate 

cancer. It is not associated with an increased risk of prostate cancer and may have a 

preventive effect [54, 55]. 

While testosterone promotes the progression of prostate cancer, testosterone replacement 

in hypogonadal men has not been shown to increase the risk of prostate cancer [56, 57]. 

Other associations and environmental factors are associated with prostate cancer, but a 

direct causative link is uncertain. Environmental carcinogens, such as Agent Orange, have 

been associated with a high incidence, higher grade and higher stage of prostate cancer. 

Balding, gonorrhoea, night-shift work, cigarette smoking and cadmium exposure have been 

associated with an increased risk. Ultraviolet radiation exposure, circumcision and high 

ejaculatory frequency have been associated with a lower prostate cancer risk [58]. 

1.3 THE FUNCTION OF THE PROSTATE GLAND 

The sperm, produced in the testes, enters the prostate’s upper portion through the vas 

deferens via the seminal vesicles. Sperm and fluid from the seminal vesicles then mix with 

secretions emitted from the prostate to form the seminal fluid that is expelled at the time of 
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ejaculation [59]. Seminal fluid is a thin, milky, alkaline liquid rich in spermine, phospholipids, 

cholesterol, fibrinogenase, citric acid, fibrinolysin, zinc, and acid phosphatase and other 

proteins. The prostate contributes 20–30% of the volume of the seminal fluid.  

The prostatic secretions are alkaline and neutralise the acidity in the vagina and thus protect 

the sperm from denaturation. During ejaculation, the smooth muscle surrounding the small 

glands of the prostate contracts. This squeezes the secretions into the prostatic urethra, 

where it is mixed with the seminal fluid. 

The prostate also plays a part in urethral sphincter function as an internal sphincter; it 

supports the function of the external urethral sphincter in maintaining urinary control and is, 

therefore, one of the reasons that men rarely have urinary stress incontinence. The internal 

sphincter also plays a vital role during ejaculation, as it contracts during ejaculation and 

blocks the ejaculate from passing to the bladder. 

1.4 ANATOMY 

The prostate is conical or pyramid-shaped, with its base surrounding the bladder neck outlet 

superiorly and its apex abutting the urogenital diaphragm inferiorly. This inverted pyramid 

envelops the prostatic urethra and ejaculatory ducts. The ejaculatory ducts connect to the 

seminal vesicles, which are attached to the posterolateral prostate. The prostate is 

surrounded by a “true” capsule which is a thin layer of connective tissue around the 

periphery, although it is usually deficient inferiorly at the apex. Outside this is a “false” 

capsule, which is a condensation of the pelvic fascia. A prostatic plexus of veins lies between 

the two capsules.  
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The normal prostate gland weighs about 20g in the young adult male and measures 

approximately 3.8 x 2.5 x 3.2cm with a volume of 25cc. However, the prostate generally 

enlarges with age due to benign prostate hyperplasia. Anatomically, the prostate has been 

described as consisting of five lobes: anterior and posterior lobes, two lateral lobes, and one 

median lobe. This has mainly been replaced by a zonal anatomical description [59]. 

1.4.1 Prostate zones 

McNeal (1981) described the anatomic zones based on biological and histological concepts 

[60]. The prostate is divided into five histological zones: the non-glandular anterior 

fibromuscular layer and four glandular components. The four glandular zones consist of the 

peripheral zone, central zone, transition zone and the periurethral glandular tissue. These 

make up 70%, 25%, 5% and <1% of the prostate’s glandular tissue, respectively. Each zone 

originates from the prostatic urethra and has specific architectural features. The peripheral 

zone forms the rim of tissue surrounding the posterolateral and inferior aspect of the 

prostate. Its glandular ducts open into the prostatic urethra distal to the verumontanum. In 

the younger man, this rim is well defined and relatively thick, but it can often atrophy with 

age and be compressed by benign prostatic hypertrophy of the transition zone. Most cancers 

arise in the peripheral zone. The central zone is wedge-shaped and surrounded by the 

peripheral zone laterally and inferiorly. With age, it is often compressed by hypertrophy of 

the transition zone, forming a pseudo-capsule. Malignancy uncommonly arises from the 

central zone. The transition zone consists of two lobes of glandular tissue lateral to the 

urethra in the fibromuscular components of the pre-prostatic sphincter. The transition zone 

enlarges with age being the most typical site of benign prostatic hypertrophy. The 

periurethral zone consists of small ducts and acini along the urethra and periprostatic 
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sphincter. The anterior fibromuscular layer covers the convex anterior surface of the 

prostate. The apical portion of this area is rich in striated muscle and blends into the gland 

and the pelvic diaphragm muscle. 

1.4.2 Urethra 

The male urethra is approximately 18 to 20cm long and can be divided into the posterior and 

anterior urethra. The posterior urethra consists of the prostatic and membranous urethra. 

The prostatic urethra is about 3.5cm in length. It traverses the prostate gland from the 

bladder neck outlet to the apex where it is continuous with the membranous urethra in the 

urogenital diaphragm. At the verumontanum level, midway between the prostatic base and 

apex, the urethra curves 35 degrees antero-caudally towards the bladder neck. The 

verumontanum is where the urethral crest (the longitudinal ridge of smooth muscle on the 

posterior wall) widens and protrudes into the urethra. The verumontanum has a saccular 

depression called the prostatic utricle. The paired ejaculatory ducts enter the posterior 

urethra slightly distal and lateral to the utricle, adjacent to the verumontanum. The prostatic 

urethra ends at the urogenital diaphragm, which is composed of transversely oriented 

muscle covered by a superior and inferior fascia. 

The membranous urethra is approximately 1 to 1.5cm long and traverses through the 

urogenital diaphragm. The urogenital diaphragm contains the transverse perinei muscle, 

external urethral sphincter and a Cowper’s gland on each side of the diaphragm. 

The anterior urethra includes the bulbous and the penile urethra. The bulbous urethra 

extends from the inferior urogenital diaphragm to the penoscrotal junction. The penile 

urethra extends from the penoscrotal junction, through the corpus spongiosum, and 
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terminates at the external meatus. Before terminating at the glans penis, it forms the fossa 

navicularis, a mildly widened portion of the urethra, 1 to 1.5cm in length. 

1.4.3 Seminal vesicles 

Seminal vesicles are paired thin-walled grapelike or lobulated sacs, about 3 to 5cm long and 

1cm in diameter, situated posterolateral to the prostate, between the bladder and rectum. 

They are separated from the rectum by Denonvilliers’ fascia. They produce 60% of the 

ejaculate fluid. The seminal vesicle ducts join at the caudal tip with the vas deferens to form 

the ejaculatory ducts. The ejaculatory ducts traverse the central prostate zone to open in the 

posterior urethra at the verumontanum, on either side of the utricle [61]. 

1.4.4 Anatomical Relationships 

Superiorly, the prostate’s base is continuous with the neck of the bladder and internal 

urethral sphincter muscles. Inferiorly, the apex lies on the superior aspect of the urogenital 

diaphragm, the bulbourethral glands of Cowper and rectovesical space. The urethra leaves 

the prostate just above the apex on its anterior surface. Anterior to the anterior fibrous 

muscular layer of the prostate is the retropubic space of Retzius, venous plexus of Santorini 

and the pubic symphysis. Posteriorly, the prostate is related to the seminal vesicles, and 

rectovesical fascia of Denonvilliers that overlies the rectal ampulla. Along the inferolateral 

prostate, the surface is the pubourethralis portions of the levator ani muscle. 

1.4.5 Lymphatic drainage 

The prostate’s primary lymphatic drainage is to the periprostatic lymphatic plexus and the 

obturator nodes (external iliac), and superior to the internal iliac systems. Further lymphatic 
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drainage is laterally to the external iliac system, and posteriorly to the presacral lymph nodes 

adjacent first to third sacral segments (S1-S3) and then to the para-aortic lymphatic system 

1.4.6 Blood supply 

Arterial supply is provided by branches of the inferior vesical and middle rectal arteries. 

Venous drainage is by way of small veins that form a prostatic venous plexus, lying outside 

the prostate capsule. In addition to small prostatic veins, the plexus of Santorini also receives 

the deep dorsal vein of the penis and numerous vesical veins. The plexus drains into the 

internal iliac veins. 

1.4.7 Nerve supply 

The prostate’s nerve supply arises from the pelvic plexus formed by the parasympathetic, 

visceral, efferent and preganglionic fibres from the sacral levels S2 to S4, and the 

sympathetic fibres from the lumbar levels L1 to L2. Consequently, the inferior hypogastric 

plexus supplies the nerve fibres to innervate the prostate. Sympathetic stimulation causes 

smooth muscles to contract and thus squeezes the secretions out of the prostate during 

ejaculation. 

1.4.8 Appearance on magnetic resonance imaging 

The zonal anatomy of the prostate, including the peripheral zone, central zone, transition 

zone and the anterior fibromuscular layer, are best visualised on T2-weighted magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) [61-65] (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2). 
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AFL = anterior fibromuscular layer, CZ = central zone, PU = periurethral tissue, PZ = peripheral zone, SV = 
seminal vesicles, TZ = transition zone 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 1.1  Sagittal view of prostate zonal anatomy  
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AFL = anterior fibromuscular layer, Ca = prostate capsule, CZ = central zone, PU = periurethral zone, PZ = 
peripheral zone, SV = seminal vesicles, TZ = transition zone 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 1.2  MRI of axial, sagittal and coronal views of prostate zonal anatomy  

The anterior fibromuscular stroma contains no glandular tissue and thus is hypointense or 

dark on T2-weighted MRI, and is contiguous with the bladder neck. The peripheral zones are 

hyperintense, forming the posterolateral and inferior parts of the prostate. They are 

incompletely surrounded by a thin line of the hypointense capsule that is most often 

deficient inferiorly at the apex. The transition zone has a low signal in young men, but with 

age is most often heterogeneous, with an increasing chaotic pattern of low and high signal 

that can be asymmetrical as benign prostatic hypertrophy progresses. 

On T2-weighted MRI, the central zone is generally a homogeneous low signal intensity (dark) 

that symmetrically surrounds the ejaculatory ducts from the prostatic base to the 

verumontanum, which usually has a high T2 signal. With age, benign prostatic hypertrophy 

compresses the central zone to a thin hypointense rim of the pseudo-capsule. The seminal 
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vesicles are paired grapelike pouches filled with fluid and thus exhibit a high signal intensity. 

The associated ejaculatory duct appears as a low-T2-signal, thick muscular structure that 

traverses the central zone to the verumontanum. 

The distal prostatic urethra is seen as a central hyperintense inverted “U” with a 

hypointense rim of periurethral tissue. However, the proximal urethra, having a similar 

intensity to the surrounding prostate, often cannot be defined in the mid-gland until the 

bladder outlet. The membranous urethra can be seen on axial T2-weighted images as a low-

signal-intensity ring surrounding the high-signal-intensity epithelial surface. The bulbous 

urethra traverses the root of the penis. It is a lower-signal-intensity tubular structure in the 

midline, within the bulb of the corpus spongiosum. Sagittal and coronal T2-weighted images 

may show the course of the anterior and posterior urethra. The distal penile urethra is often 

not seen on MR images. 

1.5 PROSTATE CANCER HISTOPATHOLOGY 

The vast majority (more than 90%) of prostate cancer cases are adenocarcinomas of the 

prostate [66]. In contrast, sarcomas of the prostate are rare and account for only 0.1% to 

0.2% of all malignant prostatic tumours, and are generally aggressive cancers. The most 

common prostate adult sarcomas are rhabdomyosarcomas and leiomyosarcomas [66-68]. 

Primary urothelial carcinoma of the prostate without bladder involvement accounts for 1% 

to 4% of all prostate carcinomas [69, 70]. Primary lymphoma of the prostate is rare, being 

less common than secondary lymphoma infiltration [71, 72]. 

There are uncommon subtypes of prostate adenocarcinoma. Mucinous adenocarcinoma of 

the prostate gland is one of the least common morphologic variants. It behaves like non-
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mucinous prostate carcinomas, having a propensity to develop bone metastases with 

advanced disease [73]. Neuroendocrine differentiation is evident in a large proportion of 

prostate adenocarcinomas; almost half show neuroendocrine differentiation with 

immunohistochemistry evaluation using multiple neuroendocrine markers [74, 75]. The 

proportion appears to increase following the use of hormone therapy [76]. Small cell 

carcinomas of the prostate behave similarly to small cell carcinomas of the lung and have an 

inferior prognosis [77-79]. Between 0.4% and 0.8% of prostatic adenocarcinomas arise from 

prostatic ducts with most defined as intraductal adenocarcinomas. Intraductal carcinomas 

often present in an advanced stage and have an aggressive clinical course with poor 

response to therapy and poor prognosis [80-85]. 

The Gleason score is the most widely accepted method of scoring prostate cancer 

histopathology [86]. It was originally based on five Gleason patterns ranging from least to 

most aggressive on a scale of 1 to 5. The Gleason score was derived from the most extensive 

(primary) pattern, plus the second most common (secondary) pattern if two patterns are 

present. If only one pattern is present, the Gleason pattern value is doubled to yield the 

Gleason score. The Gleason systems have undergone many updates by the International 

Society of Urological Pathology (ISUP), leading to the modified Gleason score [87-89]. 

Nowadays, Gleason patterns 1 and 2 are rarely scored as they are regarded as reflecting 

benign disease. More aggressive patterns such as ductal and small cell are now graded as 

Pattern 4 and 5, respectively. The modified Gleason score also includes a tertiary pattern if 

there is a small component of aggressive cancer such as Pattern 5. 

Further attempts have been made to better correlate the Gleason scoring system with 

prognosis. The 2014 ISUP Gleason Grading Conference proposed a five-grade system [88, 
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90]. This system was accepted by the World Health Organization in 2016 and the College of 

American Pathologists in 2018. It consists of the following five ISUP Grade Groups: 

1. Grade Group 1 (Gleason score 3+3 = 6): only individual discrete well-formed glands 

2. Grade Group 2 (Gleason score 3+4 = 7): predominantly well-formed glands with a 

lesser component of poorly formed/fused/cribriform glands 

3. Grade Group 3 (Gleason score 4+3 = 7): predominantly poorly formed, fused, 

cribriform glands with a lesser component of well-formed glands 

4. Grade Group 4 (Gleason score 8): only poorly formed, fused glands; or predominantly 

well-formed glands and lesser component lacking glands; or predominantly lacking 

glands and a lesser component of well-formed glands 

5. Grade Group 5 (Gleason scores 9 and 10): lacking gland formation (or with necrosis), 

with or without poorly formed/fused/cribriform glands 

1.6 CLINICAL PRESENTATION 

Approximately 30% of men with prostate cancer are asymptomatic at diagnosis [91]. Early-

stage prostate cancer is most often detected because of a raised PSA or less frequently an 

abnormal digital rectal examination (DRE). Most prostate cancers are located in the prostate 

gland’s peripheral zone and may be evident as a nodule on DRE. Approximately 18% of 

prostate cancers are detected by DRE alone, but DRE by itself has a low detection rate of 

3.2% [92, 93]. Abnormal DRE findings warrant a PSA test and prostate biopsy as DRE alone 

has a positive predictive value of 10% even with a normal PSA [94]. 

Symptoms may appear when cancer invades the urethra and obstructs the urinary flow, 

i.e., lower urinary tract symptoms. These include difficulty initiating urine flow, hesitancy, 

poor stream and terminal dribbling [95, 96], although these symptoms are more frequently 

associated with benign prostatic hypertrophy. Other less common symptoms include 
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haematuria and haematospermia. In severe obstruction, acute or chronic urinary retention 

can result in renal failure. Uncommonly nowadays in the PSA era, locally advanced prostate 

cancer can obstruct the rectum. 

In advanced or metastatic disease, patients may complain of bone pain, mainly in the axial 

skeleton, e.g., back pain due to vertebral metastasis in association with fatigue or lethargy. If 

the metastatic disease invades or compresses the spinal cord or cauda equina, patients can 

develop neurological signs. 

Progressive spinal metastases can lead to spinal cord compression or cauda equina 

syndrome. Typical symptoms are back pain associated with lower limb weakness, 

paraesthesia, perineal/saddle anaesthesia, and urinary and faecal incontinence. This clinical 

situation requires urgent assessment, with MRI for diagnosis, and treatment with steroids, 

radiotherapy and/or decompressive surgery. Extensive involvement of lymph nodes can 

result in lymphoedema of the pelvis and lower limbs. Visceral metastases most often occur 

late in the course of advanced metastatic prostate cancer, when the cancer is 

undifferentiated and classified as metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC). 

1.7 STAGING AND RISK CATEGORISATION 

1.7.1 Digital rectal examination 

DRE is a standard part of clinical examination to evaluate male lower urinary tract 

symptoms, but its utility for the initial detection of cancer is limited because of its relatively 

low sensitivity and specificity in a screened population. Most patients detected with prostate 

cancer during the screening PSA program have normal DRE. By itself, DRE has a low cancer 

detection rate of 3.2% [92, 93]. An abnormal DRE has a positive predictive value of 42.3% for 
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prostate cancer, and a normal DRE has a negative predictive value of 84.2%. Therefore, 

palpation of irregularity or nodule during DRE remains an indication for prostate biopsy 

regardless of the level of PSA [97], and is of prognostic importance when prostate cancer is 

diagnosed as it is more likely to detect clinically significant cancers with extra-prostatic 

extension or seminal vesicle invasion [98]. 

1.7.2 Prostate-specific antigen and prostate cancer biomarkers 

Blood-based biomarkers 

PSA, or kallikrein-3 (KLK3), is a glycoprotein enzyme encoded in humans by the KLK3 gene. 

PSA is present in the blood in multiple isoforms, some being more cancer-specific than 

others. PSA is relatively organ-specific, but elevations in serum PSA levels are not cancer-

specific. PSA is secreted by the prostate gland into the prostatic ducts. Usually, only low 

levels of PSA enter the bloodstream. However, pathological processes such as benign 

prostatic hypertrophy, prostatitis and malignancy disrupt the prostate blood barrier and 

allow increasing levels of PSA to enter the bloodstream [99]. 

A PSA level greater than 4.0ng/mL is generally regarded as abnormal. It has a sensitivity of 

21–44% and specificity of 91–92% for detection of prostate cancer. With a 3.0ng/mL 

threshold, the sensitivity increases to above 32%, but the specificity decreases to 85% [100, 

101]. The positive predictive value for a PSA level >4.0ng/mL is approximately 30% [92], and 

the negative predictive value for a PSA value <4.0ng/mL is 85% [102]. However, some forms 

of prostate cancer, including aggressive cancers, can present with a low PSA [103, 104]. 

Modifications of PSA measurement such as PSA density and PSA kinetics have been 

developed to improve its specificity. The PSA density is the PSA level divided by the prostate 
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volume determined by transrectal ultrasound. Lower densities are more indicative of benign 

prostatic hypertrophy, whereas higher densities imply a greater probability of a significant 

cancer. PSA velocity (PSAV) is the increase in PSA over time (ng/mL/year), and PSA doubling 

time (PSA-DT) is the exponential increase in PSA measured against previous values. A rapid 

PSAV and PSA-DT indicate more aggressive disease or an increased likelihood of metastatic 

disease. They may have a role in prognosis but are of limited diagnostic use [105]. The 

free/total (f/t) PSA ratio may be used to differentiate benign prostatic hypertrophy from 

prostate cancer, particularly in the PSA grey zone range of 4.0–10.0ng/mL [106, 107]. The 

lower the f/t PSA ratio, the greater the probability of prostate cancer. Recommended 

thresholds have ranged from 0.14 to 0.25. However, a meta-analysis concluded that f/t PSA 

ratio had low sensitivity and specificity and should only be used in conjunction with other 

diagnostic tools [108]. 

Human kallikrein 2 (hK2) is closely related to PSA, being a serine protease belonging to the 

kallikrein family. Studies have used a panel of markers including hK2, such as the FDA-

approved Prostate Health Index (PHI), to guide biopsy decisions. 

Blood-based prostate biomarkers such as the PHI and four kallikrein score (4K) are forms of 

PSA testing that measure a range of kallikreins in serum and plasma. Their primary use has 

been to reduce the number of unnecessary repeat biopsies in previously biopsy-negative 

men by increasing the specificity of PSA testing and indicating a greater risk of a clinically 

significant cancer [109-112]. The PHI is calculated from the combination of free and total 

PSA and the PSA isoform p2PSA. Studies have shown that the PHI can improve high-risk 

prostate cancer detection and is associated with prostate cancer aggressiveness [113-116]. 

The 4K score measures free, intact and total PSA and kallikrein-like peptidase 2 (hK2). It also 
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accounts for clinical information, such as age, DRE and prior biopsy results. A meta-analysis 

noted that the 4K score is associated with an improvement in predicting biopsy-confirmed 

prostate cancer while avoiding 48–56% of repeat prostate biopsies [117]. It has also shown 

that it can improve the discrimination of high-grade cancer [118]. A comparison of PHI and 

4K has shown that they have similar performance [119]. 

Urine-based biomarkers 

Prostate cancer antigen 3 mRNA (PCA3) is overexpressed in 95% of prostate cancers. The 

PCA3 gene is located on chromosome 9q21-22 [120]. PCA3 is detectable in urine as a 

prostate cancer–specific biomarker, using the commercially available test, Progensa. PCA3 is 

used with PSA to estimate whether the risk of prostate cancer warrants repeat biopsies for 

men with previous negative biopsies, particularly when PSA levels are persistently elevated 

in the intermediate range [121, 122]. PCA3 does not, however, appear to improve on PHI in 

predicting cancer on initial or repeat biopsies [123, 124]. 

Another urine-based mRNA biomarker is SelectMDX, which tests for the presence of HOXC6 

and DLX1 mRNA. These are included in the SelectMDX score, which uses an algorithm that 

also includes total PSA, PSA density, DRE, age and family history [125]. It provides a risk of 

prostate cancer and the presence of high-risk disease and thus could assist in avoiding 

unnecessary biopsies [125, 126]. 

Gene rearrangements have been described in multiple cancers and can be measured in 

urine. The TMPRSS2-ERG fusion gene, comprising the androgen-responsive gene TMPRSS2 

and erythroblast transformation-specific (ETS)-related gene (ERG), was observed in 40–80% 

of prostate cancers [127]. Both genes are located on chromosome 21. A recent meta-
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analysis showed that TMPRSS2-ERG overexpression is associated with tumour stage, but not 

with disease recurrence or mortality in men treated with radical prostatectomy [128]. 

The Mi-Prostate Score (MiPS) combines the prognostic significance of urine TMPRSS2-ERG 

and urine PCA3 with serum PSA to generate a prostate cancer risk assessment score [126]. 

MiPS is superior to PSA alone in predicting biopsy-confirmed prostate cancer and high-grade 

disease [129] and may reduce the number of biopsies required [130]. 

Tissue-based biomarkers 

A number of tissue-based biomarkers that test for multiple molecular species, notably 

mRNA, have been developed to determine prostate cancer aggressiveness and prognosis, 

thereby aiding in clinical decisions (Table 1.1). 

ConfirmMDx is a tissue-based epigenetic test. The ConfirmMDx test quantifies the 

methylation level of promoter regions of three genes, Ras association (RASSF1), glutathione 

s-transferase Pi1 (GSTP1) and adenomatous polyposis coli (APC), in benign prostatic tissue. It 

helps distinguish a true-negative biopsy from possible occult cancer and may help avoid 

repeat biopsies [126, 131, 132]. 

Prolaris is a commercially available biomarker. It calculates a cell cycle progression score by 

analysing 31 cell cycle progression transcripts [133]. It has been shown to be of prognostic 

value by predicting outcome following treatment with prostatectomy and radiotherapy, and 

in surveillance populations. It thereby may indicate the utility of the treatment modality 

[134-136]. 
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The Decipher® test measures the RNA expression of 22 marker genes, including non-coding 

and intronic sequences to produce a genetic signature  [126]. Decipher signature has been 

validated to be of prognostic value for prostate cancer–specific mortality [137, 138]. It 

predicts for systemic progression and development of metastatic disease following 

prostatectomy, and for the benefit of post-prostatectomy radiotherapy in high-risk patients 

[139-142]. Decipher is commercially available as a prognostic tool to assist in clinical 

decision-making. 

The Oncotype D® X Genomic Prostate Score (GPS) is a genomic tissue-based test of 12 genes 

relating to prostate cancer progression and housekeeping genes for normalisation [143]. The 

prognostic value has been shown in the pre-operative biopsy diagnosis of low- to 

intermediate-risk cancer. GPS can predict high-grade adverse pathology, high-stage disease 

and biochemical relapse in men with low- or low-intermediate-risk prostate cancer [126, 

144]. Following these promising results, it has been made available commercially. 

ProMark® is a quantitative proteomics-based test that measures eight proteins (DERL1, 

CUL2, SMAD4, PDSS2, HSPA9, FUS, pS6 and YBOX1) [145]. It predicts potential 

aggressiveness in Gleason 3+3 and 3+4, or very low, low- and low-intermediate-risk prostate 

cancer [126]. Early validation studies suggest it can separate favourable from unfavourable 

pathology and Gleason score 6 from non–Gleason score 6 [146]. 

Recently, several biomarkers have been proposed for predicting response to therapy. These 

include AR-V7, measured in circulating tumour cells for predicting enzalutamide and 

abiraterone resistance; mutant BRCA1/2 from prostate tissue for predicting response to a 

poly [ADP–ribose] polymerase (PARP) inhibitor, olaparib; the PORTOS test in prostate tissue 
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for predicting response to radiotherapy; and circulating tumour DNA for predicting 

resistance to enzalutamide in castrate-resistant prostate cancer [121, 147]. 

The studies of biological markers appear promising and may greatly assist in the 

management of prostate cancer [121, 147, 148]. However, while some tests are available, 

they are expensive. Further rigorous prospective validation data and comparisons with 

standard tools are required before such markers can be adopted in routine clinical practice 

[126, 143]. 

Table 1.1  Evolving indications for prostate cancer biomarkers 

Indication Biomarker 

Need for initial biopsy 1. Prostate Health Index (PHI) 

2. SelectMDx 

3. Four kallikrein score (4K) 

4. Mi-Prostate Score (MiPS) 

Need for repeat biopsy 1. Prostate cancer antigen 3 mRNA (PCA3) 

2. Confirm Dx 

3. 4K 

4. MiPS 

Active surveillance vs intervention/treatment 1. Oncotype DX 

2. Promark 

3. Prolaris 

4. Decipher 

Post-prostatectomy observation vs adjuvant 
treatment 

1. Prolaris 

2. Decipher 

 

 

1.7.3 Transperineal vs transrectal biopsy 

Biopsy remains the clinical cornerstone for the diagnosis of prostate cancer. Historically, 

transrectal ultrasound-guided (TRUS) biopsy with a 12-core extended sextant was 

recommended by guidelines as it was regarded as sufficiently accurate, with only 15–31% of 
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patients requiring repeated biopsies to make the diagnosis [100, 149]. Repeat biopsies are 

typically due to sampling errors, especially with anterior and apical tumours [150]. It also has 

been noted that the Gleason grading from TRUS biopsies was not consistent with 

prostatectomy specimens in up to 31.5% cases [151], and, in another study, was upgraded in 

33.2% to 50% of cases [152-154]. TRUS biopsies have generally been regarded as being safe 

with an antibiotic cover. Complications such as bleeding and infection occur in 

approximately 6% of cases, with haematospermia being the most common complication 

(37.4% of cases). Severe complications, such as abscess formation and gram-negative 

septicaemia, occur in less than 1% of cases [105, 153]. 

Transperineal template biopsy (TPB) has been increasingly utilised because of its improved 

diagnostic accuracy and lower complication rate [154]. It has been estimated that about 30% 

of patients are diagnosed with prostate cancer with a TPB after an initial negative TRUS 

biopsy. Transperineal biopsies enable the procedure to utilise a greater number of cores, 

including saturation biopsies of up to 50 cores, to increase the detection rate. Severe 

complication rates, including prostatic abscess and septicaemia, are lower with TPB than 

TRUS [154]. 

To further improve biopsy diagnostic accuracy, multi-parametric MRI (mpMRI) guidance has 

been used to perform targeted biopsy [155, 156]. The mpMRI comprises sequences including 

T2-weighted and diffusion-weighted imaging with or without dynamic contrast-enhanced 

MRI. The interpretation of results has been standardised by the Prostate Imaging Reporting 

and Data System (PI-RADS) [157-159]. The PI-RADS categorises prostate lesions based on the 

likelihood of cancer according to a five-point scale: PI-RADS 1 – clinically significant cancer is 

highly unlikely to be present; PI-RADS 2 – clinically significant cancer is unlikely to be 
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present; PI-RADS 3 – the presence of clinically significant cancer is equivocal; PI-RADS 4 – 

clinically significant cancer is likely to be present; and PI-RADS 5 – clinically significant cancer 

is highly likely to be present. 

MRI can be used in several ways, including in-bore biopsies, cognitive MRI ultrasound fusion, 

or device- or software-mediated MRI ultrasound fusion [160]. MRI in-bore biopsies require 

significant magnet time and are costly, so their utilisation has been limited to dedicated 

centres. Cognitive fusion is logistically easier, and the detection rate is similar to device-

mediated fusion [160, 161]. A meta-analysis has illustrated that mpMRI fusion biopsies 

improve the diagnosis of significant cancer and decrease the detection of indolent cancers 

[162, 163]. It has a sensitivity of 80–95% [164]. 

Three recent and important trials have elucidated the use of mpMRI-guided biopsy: PROMIS 

[150], randomised PRECISION [165] and the 4M Study [149]. They have confirmed that the 

use of mpMRI-guided biopsies increases the likelihood of a clinically significant cancer being 

identified, reduces over detection of clinically indolent insignificant cancers, and results in 

fewer biopsies being required. The use of MRI before biopsy and MRI-targeted biopsy was 

superior to standard transrectal ultrasonography-guided biopsy in men at clinical risk for 

prostate cancer who had not undergone biopsy previously [150, 165]. It has also been 

proposed that mpMRI-targeted biopsy could omit the need for systematic sampling to 

reduce the diagnosis of low-risk disease and thereby decrease the potential treatment harm 

to patients [166]. 

MpMRI-guided TPB is increasingly being considered the primary pathological diagnostic tool 

in prostate cancer and is increasingly used in Australia. 
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1.7.4 Computed tomography 

Pelvic computed tomography (CT) is regarded as the standard investigation for the 

assessment of lymph node involvement in intermediate- and high-risk prostate cancer [154, 

167]. The risk of lymph node metastases is based on site, number, shape, lymph node 

architecture and size, mainly a diameter greater than 8–12mm in the short axis [168-170]. 

According to diameter, the sensitivity is relatively low, with a median of 0.42, as CT cannot 

detect microscopic nodal involvement; however, its specificity is relatively high at 0.82 [154, 

169]. CT with positron emission tomography (PET), particularly prostate-specific membrane 

antigen (PSMA) PET, has been used to improve the performance of CT [154]. 

1.7.5 Technetium bone scan 

Technetium bone scan is regarded as the standard investigation for bone metastases in high-

risk and symptomatic prostate cancer [167]. It has a sensitivity of 79% and a specificity of 

82% [167, 171]. However, technetium scintigraphy performs poorly with PSA values 

<20ng/mL [172]. Its performance may be improved with single-photon emission computed 

tomography (SPECT); however, more recently, whole-body MRI and sodium fluoride (NaF) 

PET have been proposed as alternatives to bone scan [167, 172, 173]. 

1.7.6 Magnetic resonance imaging 

While mpMRI is important for targeted biopsies and radiotherapy planning [174], its utility 

for local staging before surgery is debatable. MRI has relatively low sensitivity in detecting 

extracapsular extension as it will not detect microscopic capsular invasion. Therefore, it is 

not generally recommended for low-risk prostate cancer patients. However, in intermediate- 
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and high-risk disease, a meta-analysis has shown a sensitivity of 71% and specificity of 82% 

for extraprostatic extension and seminal vesicle invasion [175]. 

Whole-body MRI is an appealing modality for prostate cancer staging because of its high soft 

tissue contrast and anatomical detail. It can image bone marrow, nodal and soft tissue 

metastases, in addition to the locoregional disease, in a single scan session. It allows for 

combining sequences such as T1-weighted, T2-weighted and diffusion-weighted scans, 

providing not only morphological but also structural and functional information [176]. A 

meta-analysis of whole-body MRI found that MRI outperformed bone scan in the staging of 

bone metastases in high-risk prostate cancer, and offered anatomical and structural 

information [171]. However, it may be less sensitive than PET for bone  metastasis and 

lymph node staging [177-179]. 

1.7.7 Positron emission tomography  

PET has been shown to have an increasing role in the diagnosis and staging of prostate 

cancer. It has also been utilised for the targeting of biopsy, radiotherapy planning and 

response assessment [180-182]. 

18F-FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose) PET/CT is widely used in cancer imaging, but it appears to have 

low sensitivity and limited activity in prostate adenocarcinoma diagnosis and staging 

because of the low metabolic activity of prostate [176, 183]. However, it appears to be more 

useful in staging aggressive high-grade and high Gleason score cancers, including small 

cell/neuroendocrine tumours and metastatic medical castration-resistant prostate cancer 

[171, 184]. 
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Choline PET/CT, using either 11C- or 18F-labelled choline, has been utilised in a limited 

number of centres for the assessment of prostate cancer. 11C has the advantage of lower 

urinary excretion compared to 18F, but the shorter half-life necessitates a local cyclotron. 

Due to its low sensitivity in the diagnosis and initial staging of prostate cancer, the role for 

choline PET/CT appears limited. While some studies have shown choline PET/CT to be useful 

in detecting intra-prostatic lesions for radiotherapy planning, and in combination with multi-

modality imaging for correlation with the Gleason score [185-187], other studies have been 

conflicting [188, 189]. Choline PET/CT appears more useful for evaluating lymph node 

metastases or recurrence outside the pelvis in the setting of a PSA recurrence after local 

therapy. A recent review reported an improvement with choline PET/CT compared to 

anatomical imaging for metastatic lymph node detection, with pooled positive predictive 

values ranging between 75% and 85.8% [190]. However, comparison of choline PET/CT with 

PSMA PET shows that PSMA PET has a higher sensitivity than 11C-choline or 18F-fluciclovine 

PET/CT imaging, along with higher levels of specificity [191]. 

PSMA PET is rapidly emerging as an important investigative tool for prostate cancer 

diagnosis, staging and response assessment due to its excellent sensitivity and specificity 

compared to other available imaging [192]. PSMA is a promising imaging and therapeutic 

target because of its preferential overexpression by most prostate cancer cells, its 

correlation with tumour grade, low presence in the bloodstream and sufficient retention. A 

meta-analysis of 15 studies showed that PSMA PET had a large impact on management in 

prostate cancer patients, with greater PET positivity associated with a higher proportion of 

changes in management [193]. 
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While mpMRI is increasingly utilised for the diagnosis and local staging of prostate cancer, 

studies have indicated that its performance in targeting biopsies and the staging of 

extracapsular extension and seminal vesicle invasion may be improved with PSMA PET [194, 

195]. 

PSMA has an increasing role in assessing lymph node metastases, both for staging and for 

PSA relapse following treatment. Traditionally, CT has been used clinically, with a sensitivity 

of 42% and specificity of 82%; more recently, mpMRI, with sensitivity of 39% and specificity 

of 82%, has also been used [169]. A number of studies have illustrated the improved 

accuracy and detection of PSMA PET overall, but especially with smaller lymph nodes 

apparently uninvolved on standard imaging [196-198]. A recent prospective study of pre-

operative staging with 68Ga-PSMA-11 PET/MRI found a good sensitivity (68.8%), excellent 

specificity (100%) and high accuracy (93%) for detection of lymph node metastases [196]. 

PSMA PET also has a role in detecting recurrent disease, particularly after treatment with 

prostatectomy, radiotherapy or both [199]. In a large prospective study, PSMA PET could 

localise the recurrent prostate cancer in 75% of cases. The detection rates were significantly 

increased with higher levels of PSA [200]. Similar results have been confirmed in multiple 

meta-analyses [201]. However, existing studies are heterogeneous and limited by 

retrospective design, publication bias and limited reference standards. Therefore, the results 

need to be confirmed in prospective clinical trials [202]. 

PSMA PET’s ability to accurately stage high-risk localised and metastatic prostate cancer is 

further highlighted by a systematic review of 37 articles involving 4,790 patients [203]. The 

review confirmed the increase in the percentage of positive scans with increasing PSA. For 
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PSA categories 0–0.19, 0.2–0.49, 0.5–0.99, 1–1.99 and ≥2ng/mL, the percentages of positive 

scans were 33%, 45%, 59%, 75% and 95%, respectively. The review showed that PSMA PET 

had a high sensitivity (75%) and excellent specificity (99%) on a per-node analysis. It 

concluded that PSMA PET improved the detection of metastases with PSA recurrence, 

particularly at low PSA levels where most other imaging fails [203]. 

PSMA PET, however, is not without its caveats. False positives may occur due to physiologic 

uptake in normal tissue, such as the kidney, gut, breast, brain, adrenal, ovary, salivary gland, 

celiac ganglion, small intestine and reactive lymph nodes. Additionally, other benign and 

malignant tumours, such as non-small-cell lung carcinoma, neuroendocrine tumours, renal 

cell carcinomas and Paget’s disease of the bone, can show PSMA activity [204-206]. 

False negatives can also occur with PSMA PET as it has a low sensitivity for nodal disease at 

<4mm, and nodes cannot often be detected at <2mm. Notably, 5–10% of prostate cancers 

do not express PSMA, although some of these are the small cell neuroendocrine or de-

differentiated prostate cancers that are FDG avid [197, 206, 207]. 

18F-NaF PET/CT has been increasingly utilised in cancer patients as a more sensitive 

alternative to the other methods, including technetium bone scan, for detecting bone 

metastases [208, 209]. Previous meta-analyses have illustrated this improved performance 

in various cancers, including prostate cancer [210, 211]. The improved performance is 

essential for high-risk prostate cancer as it has a propensity to metastasise to bone, which 

can be a major cause of morbidity. A meta-analysis of 14 studies published in 2019 

systematically analysed NaF PET in prostate cancer [212]. The authors concluded that 

NaF PET had an excellent diagnostic performance for staging and restaging of bone 
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metastases in prostate cancer. Its performance was superior to technetium bone 

scintigraphy and SPECT, and comparable to diffusion-weighted MRI. Comparisons of NaF PET 

and PSMA PET in the detection of bone metastases have been conflicting. A recent pooled 

analysis in prostate cancer showed that PSMA PET had the highest per-patient sensitivity, 

but NaF PET/CT had the highest sensitivity per lesion. PSMA PET/CT and NaF PET/CT were 

equivalent to or outperformed MRI and choline PET/CT, whereas bone scan was the least 

effective [213]. 

1.8 TREATMENT WITH CURATIVE INTENT 

1.8.1 Active surveillance 

Active surveillance is the active monitoring of low-risk or low-intermediate-risk prostate 

cancer. Intervention with treatment with curative intent is only instituted if there is disease 

progression [214]. The aim is to avoid unnecessary treatment-related toxicities in men 

whose cancer is unlikely to progress in their lifetime. 

For men diagnosed with prostate cancer, approximately 50% will have low-risk disease, 

typically a Gleason score of 6 or, more recently, Grade Group 1 [215-217]. Many of these will 

be indolent tumours that remain clinically insignificant for many years, possibly for the 

remainder of the man’s life. There is a discordance between prostate cancer prevalence and 

the risk of mortality from prostate cancer [217]. Autopsy studies of men have shown that 

many harbour prostate cancer that has remained asymptomatic and not metastasised. 

Molecular genetic testing has also illustrated that Gleason pattern 3 cancers, unlike Gleason 

pattern 4 cancer, often do not have the genetic or molecular aberrations associated with 

cancer progression and metastases [217, 218]. This is clinically evident in that only a small 
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proportion of men with Gleason pattern 6 cancer will have metastases; one study estimated 

this proportion to be 0.2% at 20 years [218]. Studies have shown that most patients with 

low-risk disease will not benefit from radical treatment and that active surveillance may be a 

more reasonable option in these men. 

The Swedish Prostate Cancer Group‐4 (SPCG‐4) study randomly assigned men with localised 

prostate cancer to radical prostatectomy or watchful waiting. Patients were recruited over 

10 years, from 1989 to 1999, and followed until 2012. Watchful waiting consisted of no 

immediate treatment or active monitoring, except a transurethral resection of the prostate 

(TURP) if required, which was in contrast to contemporary active surveillance protocols. The 

SPCG‐4 study found that men with localised prostate cancer benefited from prostatectomy 

compared with watchful waiting [219]. They noted that the number needed to treat to 

prevent one death was eight. The greatest benefit was seen in men younger than 65 years 

with intermediate-risk prostate cancer, although prostatectomy was associated with a 

reduced risk of metastases in older men. 

The Prostate Intervention versus Observation Trial (PIVOT), which randomised 731 men with 

localised prostate cancer (mainly low risk and intermediate risk) to observation versus 

radical prostatectomy from 1994 to 2002, provides randomised evidence supporting active 

surveillance [220]. The authors reported an updated series with nearly 20 years of follow-up 

and confirmed no difference in all-cause or prostate cancer–specific mortality. Treatment 

was associated with an increased frequency of adverse events but a lower frequency of 

treatment for disease progression.  
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Similarly, the ProtecT trial randomised 1,643 men with localised prostate cancer to undergo 

active monitoring, radiotherapy or surgery from 1999 to 2009 [221]. Approximately 80% of 

the patients in this study were considered low risk. A recent update of 10-year mortality, 

disease progression and side effects of the study reported a low incidence of prostate cancer 

mortality. With no difference between the treatment groups, 95% of patients with low- and 

intermediate-risk prostate cancer did not die of prostate cancer. There was a trend towards 

increasing prostate cancer deaths and an increase in progression and metastatic disease 

with active monitoring. However, the increased patient-reported harms due to treatment, in 

part, balanced the adverse prostate cancer effects [222]. 

Clinical evidence supporting active surveillance for intermediate-risk patients comes from 

prospective institutional cohorts. Cooperberg et al. reported data comparing intermediate- 

and low-risk patients who underwent active surveillance [223]. After 4 years of follow-up, 

the study found no difference in the rate of cancer progression or the proportion of men 

undergoing treatment between the two groups [223]. In contrast, a previous report from the 

University of Toronto showed an increased risk of late metastasis in men with intermediate-

risk prostate cancer who chose active surveillance [224]. Men with Gleason 7 prostate 

cancer primarily drove this relationship. However, these men were selected and monitored 

by clinical and pathologic criteria only and perhaps underwent serial biopsy too infrequently 

for their level of risk. A systematic review of active surveillance in intermediate-risk prostate 

cancer showed a higher risk of prostate-directed treatment and metastatic disease [225]. 

Patients with Gleason 6 cancers and Gleason 3+4 with a low percentage of pattern 4 are 

considered active surveillance candidates. Patients are followed with serial PSA and rectal 

examinations, and repeat biopsies. The American Society of Clinical Oncology encourages 
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the following testing schedule for active surveillance: a PSA test every 3 to 6 months, a DRE 

at least once every year, another prostate biopsy within 6 to 12 months, then a biopsy at 

least every 2 to 5 years [226]. However, increasingly, mpMRI and biomarkers are being used 

as an important part of the selection and follow-up of such patients [121, 126, 227, 228]. 

Guidelines for patient selection and management are now well established [226, 229-232]. 

1.8.2 Surgery 

Radical prostatectomy vs robotic (including laparoscopic) prostatectomy  

Historically, radical prostatectomy, more typically via a retropubic approach, has been the 

standard treatment of localised prostate cancer. Typically, this has been utilised in patients 

with low- and intermediate-risk prostate cancer who had a life expectancy of 10 years. Many 

of these patients are now entered into an active surveillance program. Prostatectomy is now 

considered in the younger patient with high-risk disease, and even in patients with pelvic 

lymph node metastases, as part of a multi-modality treatment [233]. 

Surgery can provide good long-term oncological outcomes in selected high-risk patients, 

either alone or with post-operative radiotherapy +/− adjuvant ADT [234]. A recent meta-

analysis also suggests that prostatectomy may prolong survival in high-risk prostate patients 

at the expense of poorer urinary and sexual function [235]. It indicated that cancer-specific 

survival might be further improved in combination with radiotherapy. However, careful 

patient selection was considered necessary [235]. 

Increasingly, laparoscopic or robot-assisted prostatectomy has been used in prostate cancer. 

It has some advantages in terms of shortened hospitalisation and earlier return to work. 
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However, randomised studies between open and robotic prostatectomy did not show a 

benefit in functional or oncologic outcome [236, 237]. 

Lymph node dissection 

Pelvic lymph node dissection, including extended pelvic lymph node dissection in men with 

intermediate- and high-risk prostate cancer undergoing prostatectomy, is controversial. 

European Association of Urology (EAU) guidelines suggest it should be considered if the 

lymph node risk is greater than 5%, while National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) 

guidelines suggest consideration if the risk is greater than 2%. [233, 238]. However, there is 

no level 1 evidence supporting the implementation of lymph node dissection, and systematic 

reviews have not shown an improved outcome, including survival [239]. The utilisation of 

lymph node dissection is mainly based on institutional studies indicating long-term survival 

in patients with lymph node metastases who have undergone lymph node dissection [240, 

241]. However, other studies have failed to improve outcomes and highlight the possible 

side effects of pelvic lymph node dissection [242]. Its role appears to be mainly prognostic 

and staging, to direct post-prostatectomy therapy [239]. 

1.8.3 Radiotherapy 

Primary radiotherapy with curative intent is a well-established treatment for prostate 

cancer. Depending on the clinical situation, it can be delivered using a number of techniques 

including external beam radiotherapy (EBRT), EBRT with a high-dose-rate brachytherapy 

boost and low-dose-rate brachytherapy monotherapy. 

EBRT is the most widely utilised form of prostate radiotherapy, and recent randomised 

studies have confirmed its utility in the modern setting. Two randomised studies comparing 
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radiotherapy plus adjuvant hormone therapy versus hormone therapy alone have shown an 

improved outcome for the combination [243, 244]. Widmark et al. randomised 875 patients 

with locally advanced or high-risk prostate cancer to radiotherapy and ADT (neoadjuvant and 

continuous) versus continuous ADT alone [243]. The addition of local radiotherapy to 

endocrine treatment halved the 10-year prostate cancer–specific mortality. It substantially 

decreased overall mortality with an acceptable risk of side effects compared with endocrine 

treatment alone. In another study, Warde et al. randomised 1,057 high-risk prostate cancer 

patients to androgen deprivation with or without radiotherapy. In the radiotherapy arm, the 

patients had a significantly higher 7-year overall survival of 74% versus 66% for the androgen 

deprivation alone arm (p=0.033). The trial showed a clear overall survival benefit for 

radiotherapy with androgen deprivation in a locally advanced or high-risk prostate cancer 

patient population [244]. 

The STAMPEDE study has further supplied prospective non-randomised data that support 

local radiotherapy for locally advanced prostate cancer with or without pelvic node 

metastases [245]. The study found that failure-free survival outcomes of nonmetastatic, 

high-risk prostate cancer patients with newly diagnosed disease were increased by 

radiotherapy to the prostate with or without pelvic radiotherapy, compared to the standard 

of care, ADT alone. The improved outcome was confirmed for patients both with and 

without nodal involvement. The study authors concluded that the data, together with 

previous studies, supported the routine use of radiotherapy in patients with node-positive 

nonmetastatic prostate cancer. 

The ProtecT study randomised 1,633 patients with mainly low- or intermediate-risk prostate 

cancer to active monitoring, surgery or radiotherapy [246]. At a median of 10 years follow-
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up, there was low mortality with no differences between treatment groups. Notably, both 

surgery and radiotherapy were associated with a lower incidence of progression, metastasis 

and possibly dying from prostate cancer, but there was no difference between 

prostatectomy and radiation [222, 246]. In a separate report on patient-reported outcomes, 

surgery had the greatest negative impact on urinary and sexual outcomes, whereas 

radiotherapy had the greatest impact on bowel function [246]. There were no significant 

differences observed among the groups in measures of anxiety, depression, or general 

health-related or cancer-related quality of life. The study illustrated that radiotherapy is a 

reasonable alternative to surgery. It is most often recommended in the older patient and/or 

men with more advanced disease. 

Treatment outcomes, including biochemical control and lower toxicity for radiotherapy, 

have improved with the utilisation of intensity-modulated radiotherapy and image-guidance 

techniques. In addition, recently, four large prospective RCTs have demonstrated that EBRT 

delivered to the prostate using moderate hypofractionation (2.4 to 3.4Gy per fraction) 

provides similar early prostate cancer control and similar toxicity to EBRT delivered using 

conventional fractionation (1.8 to 2.0Gy per day) [247, 248], increasing the convenience of 

radiotherapy by reducing overall treatment times of approximately 8–9 weeks to 4–6 weeks. 

EBRT with high-dose-rate brachytherapy boost is associated with lower rates of biochemical 

failure in retrospective and phase 2 studies [249, 250]. A recent phase 3 study, ASCENDE-RT, 

has confirmed the improvements with a brachytherapy boost and thus increased radiation 

dose [251]. This study randomised 398 intermediate- and high-risk prostate cancer patients 

to pelvic radiotherapy to 46Gy plus an EBRT boost to 78Gy or a brachytherapy boost. The 

men randomised to external beam boost were significantly more likely to experience 
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biochemical failure. However, the brachytherapy boost showed no survival benefit, a 

significant increase in acute and late genitourinary morbidity, and a non-significant trend for 

worse gastrointestinal morbidity [252]. There was a significantly greater decline in mean 

health-related quality of life for the brachytherapy boost on physical and urinary function 

scales. 

Low-dose-rate brachytherapy alone is a well-established prostate cancer treatment, 

particularly for the low-risk disease [253]. It is seen as an alternative to surgery and has 

similar outcomes to both surgery [254] and EBRT. It has been shown to have less rectal 

toxicity and better preservation of erectile function, but at the expense of slightly greater 

urethral side effects [254-256]. 

Pelvic nodal radiotherapy 

There is no level 1 evidence that prophylactic whole pelvic nodal irradiation improves 

survival in patients who undergo radiotherapy for prostate cancer. However, it is considered 

an acceptable option for men who have a high risk of nodal involvement. The risk may be 

estimated using widely available tools such as Partin tables [257] and the Roach’s formula 

[258]. Typically, whole pelvic nodal irradiation is recommended if the risk of nodal 

involvement is greater than 15%. Guidelines recommend covering the lymphatic drainage 

that includes the external and internal iliac lymph node regions to the common iliac 

bifurcation, and the presacral lymph nodes [259, 260]. 

The indirect evidence supporting pelvic lymph node irradiation is mainly based on multi-

centre randomised trials that showed an advantage for radiotherapy including pelvic nodal 

radiation combined with ADT, and institutional studies of whole pelvic radiotherapy in locally 
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advanced disease [261-264]. The evidence includes the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group 

(RTOG) 9413 study. This study of intermediate- and high-risk localised prostate cancer has 

been interpreted as showing that the combination of neoadjuvant hormonal therapy plus 

whole pelvic radiotherapy improved progression-free survival, compared to neoadjuvant 

therapy plus prostate-only radiotherapy [261]. 

However, the two randomised studies that directly compared prostate plus prophylactic 

pelvic nodal radiotherapy to prostate radiotherapy alone (RTOG 9413 and GETUG) have not 

shown a statistically significant overall survival difference [261, 265]. Indeed, the GETUG 01 

study did not show an improvement in progression-free survival, although both studies had 

methodological caveats. Furthermore, a large database analysis also failed to show a survival 

benefit for whole pelvic radiotherapy [266]. 

Whole pelvic radiotherapy for positive pelvic nodes is also a controversial topic, although it is 

considered an option in major guidelines [267]. There is no randomised evidence supporting 

its implementation. However, a large population database study [268] and a systematic 

review [269] have suggested there may be a survival benefit. 

Prostate radiotherapy with adjuvant androgen deprivation therapy 

Multiple randomised studies have investigated various durations of ADT with radiotherapy 

versus radiotherapy alone. Systematic reviews summarising the data showed that combining 

EBRT with hormone therapy resulted in a significant relapse-free and overall survival 

advantage when compared to EBRT alone [270, 271]. The trials have shown that this 

advantage is mainly in intermediate- and high-risk prostate cancer patients. Generally, the 

longer ADT arms have performed better than the shorter durations in high-risk prostate 
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cancer [272]. However, a 2018 randomised study has further elucidated ADT’s optimal 

duration by investigating the two most widely used durations of 36 months and 18 months 

[273]. The study randomised 630 patients with localised high-risk prostate cancer treated 

with radiotherapy to either 36 months or 18 months of ADT. Results showed that 36 months 

was not superior to 18 months (p=0.07) in terms of 5-year survival. However, the quality of 

life was significantly worse with the longer ADT course (p<0.001) [273]. 

Local prostate radiotherapy with adjuvant chemotherapy 

Adjuvant docetaxel in high-risk prostate cancer patients receiving radiotherapy has also 

been investigated. The RTOG 0521 trial randomised 612 patients, of which 563 were 

evaluable after a median follow-up of 5.7 years [274]. The study found that docetaxel with 

radiotherapy and ADT in high-risk prostate cancer patients improved the overall survival, 

disease-free survival and rate of distant metastases, suggesting a possible role for this 

treatment in these patients. The randomised GETUG-12 study (413 patients) showed that 

docetaxel-based chemotherapy improved relapse-free survival in patients with high-risk 

localised prostate cancer, but has not yet established a benefit for metastasis-free survival 

and overall survival [275]. Another randomised study that included adjuvant docetaxel with 

radiotherapy, the SPCG-13 study (376 patients), did not show a significant improvement in 

the primary endpoints of metastases-free survival or biochemical disease-free survival [276]. 

In addition, an earlier RTOG trial (9902) that randomised patients with high-risk prostate 

cancer to radiotherapy and ADT with or without paclitaxel, estramustine and etoposide 

closed early because of an excess in thromboembolic events [277]. After a median follow-up 

of 9.2 years, there was no difference in biochemical recurrence, local or metastatic 

progression, disease-free survival or overall survival between treatments with and without 
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adjuvant chemotherapy [277]. While adjuvant docetaxel with radiotherapy and ADT is a 

consideration in high-risk prostate cancer patients, its role is yet to be fully elucidated. 

Post-prostatectomy adjuvant vs salvage radiotherapy 

Three randomised trials have investigated adjuvant radiotherapy (ART) following 

prostatectomy for prostate cancer patients who had positive surgical margins and/or 

extracapsular extension and, therefore, an increased risk of local recurrence [278-283]. All 

showed an improvement in freedom from PSA progression. A subsequent meta-analysis 

confirmed a significant improvement in biochemical progression-free survival, but there 

were no significant overall survival differences [284]. Subsequently, the SWOG 8794 study 

was updated with longer follow-up of 10 years, and showed a significant improvement in 

overall survival and metastasis-free survival [281]. However, use of ART has been declining 

because of some statistical concerns with the studies, particularly the SWOG study, and 

because approximately one-third of patients would undergo radiotherapy without any 

benefit but would risk toxicity. 

Salvage radiotherapy (SRT), radiotherapy instituted following a PSA rise post prostatectomy, 

has often been used as an alternative to ART to avoid overtreatment. Its utilisation has been 

predicated on large retrospective reviews. The most notable of these was done by 

Stephenson et al. [285, 286]. The analysis included 501 patients treated with SRT and 

showed a 4-year progression-free survival of 45%. The significant risk factors for progression 

in the multivariant analysis were seminal vesicle invasion, negative surgical margins, Gleason 

score ≥8, PSA doubling in <10 months and PSA >2ng/mL pre-radiotherapy (i.e., predictors of 

metastatic disease). Those with no risk factors had a 4-year progression-free survival of 80%, 

whereas for those in the worst prognostic group it was 20%. 
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The controversy regarding ART versus SRT has recently been resolved following a 

presentation of three randomised trials – RADICALS (ISRCTN40814031), GETUG-AFU 17 

(NCT00667069) and RAVES (NCT00860652) – and a subsequent planned meta-analysis by the 

ARTISTIC collaboration [287, 288]. The analysis included 1,074 patients randomised to ART 

and 1,077 randomised to SRT with a median follow-up that ranged from 47 to 61 months 

across the trials. The preliminary pooled analysis shows no evidence that relapse-free 

survival is improved with ART compared to SRT (hazard ratio [HR] 1.09, 95% confidence 

interval [CI] 0.86–1.39, p=0.47). The result translates to a potential absolute difference of 1% 

at 5 years favouring SRT (95% CI: 2% in favour of ART to 4% in favour of SRT) [288]. The 

level 1 evidence is now consistent with the clinical implementation of SRT for PSA relapse 

post prostatectomy. 

Whole pelvic nodal radiotherapy with post-operative prostate bed radiotherapy is a 

controversial area. It has been frequently used in men with a high risk of nodal metastases, 

most often following a PSA relapse. There are no randomised studies that support its use. 

However, preliminary results from an interim analysis of the NRG Oncology/RTOG 0534 

SPORRT study have indicated that prostate bed radiotherapy plus pelvic lymph node 

radiotherapy plus short-term hormone therapy has superior freedom from disease-free 

progression at 5 years compared to prostate bed radiotherapy alone or prostate bed 

radiotherapy and hormone therapy. 

Post-prostatectomy salvage radiotherapy with androgen deprivation therapy 

While level 1 evidence supports adjuvant androgen deprivation with radiotherapy for high-

risk (intact) prostate cancer, the use of adjuvant androgen deprivation with post-

prostatectomy radiotherapy has also been controversial. Two recent randomised studies 
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(RTOG 9601 and GETUG-AFU 16) showing an improvement in outcome have elucidated the 

issue [289, 290]. 

The GETUG study included 743 patients: 374 were randomised to radiotherapy alone and 

369 to radiotherapy plus goserelin for 6 months [289]. The updated study showed a 120-

month progression-free survival of 64% (95% CI 58%–69%) for patients treated with 

radiotherapy plus goserelin, and 49% (95% CI 43%–54%) for patients treated with 

radiotherapy alone (HR 0.54, 95% CI 0.43–0.68; stratified log-rank test p<0.0001), indicating 

an advantage for the addition of short-course ADT [289]. 

The RTOG 9601 study randomly assigned 760 post-prostatectomy patients with a PSA 

relapse with positive surgical margins or extracapsular extension to bicalutamide plus SRT 

(384 patients) or SRT plus placebo (376 patients) [290]. The overall survival was improved at 

12 years – 76.3% in the bicalutamide group versus 71.3% in the placebo group (HR for death 

0.77, 95% CI 0.59–0.99, p=0.04). The 12-year incidence of death from prostate cancer was 

better in the bicalutamide group at 5.8% compared with 13.4% in the placebo group 

(p<0.001). The incidence of metastatic prostate cancer was significantly better at 12 years: 

14.5% in the bicalutamide group and 23.0% in the placebo group (p=0.005) [290]. Thus, the 

outcomes were better with the addition of bicalutamide to SRT. 

SRT combined with short-term androgen suppression significantly reduced risk of 

biochemical or clinical progression and death compared with SRT alone. The unresolved 

issues for future trials are whether an antiandrogen or luteinising hormone-releasing 

hormone (LHRH) agonists should be used, and for what duration. 
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Post-prostatectomy radiotherapy with chemotherapy 

There have been two phase 3 trials of adjuvant docetaxel systemic therapy to reduce the 

recurrence rates in high-risk patients following prostatectomy: the SPCG-12 trial [291] and 

the VA Cooperative Studies Group Study [292]. The SPCG-12 trial randomised 459 patients, 

to prostatectomy and chemotherapy versus prostatectomy alone but there was no 

significant difference in biochemical recurrence or median survival [291]. The VA 

Cooperative Studies Group Study #553 similarly randomised 298 high-risk patients before it 

was closed due to slow accrual. After a median follow-up of 62.4 months, there was no 

significant difference in median time to progression in the patients accrued. However, 

subgroup analysis did show a benefit for docetaxel for African American men with at least 

pT3b disease (i.e., very high-risk prostate cancer) [292]. 

1.9 TREATMENT OF METASTATIC PROSTATE CANCER 

Management of metastatic prostate cancer aims to prolong survival and, importantly, 

control symptoms and minimise complications while maintaining quality of life. Metastatic 

prostate cancer can have a wide range of manifestations. These can extend from an elevated 

PSA without imaged disease, to oligometastatic prostate cancer with fewer than five 

metastases, to widespread lymph node or bone metastases, to involvement of viscera such 

as lung, liver and even brain in the very advanced stages. Most patients with metastatic 

prostate cancer initially have a disease that is dependent on androgens or testosterone for 

growth and spread. 
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1.9.1 Watchful waiting 

Watchful waiting is most often utilised for elderly patients with prostate cancer. Watchful 

waiting is particularly applicable if they have low-risk disease, as their risk of progression and 

need for treatment is low. It also applies to patients with multiple comorbidities and a short 

life expectancy, usually less than 5 years. Unlike active surveillance, investigation and 

intervention are performed only if the patient is likely symptomatic from his prostate cancer, 

either locoregional or metastatic disease. 

Interestingly, the SPCG-4 trial that randomised men with localised prostate cancer to 

prostatectomy versus watchful waiting reported their results after 29-years of follow-up 

[293]. The authors concluded that men with clinically detected localised prostate cancer 

with long life expectancy benefited from radical prostatectomy, with a mean of 2.9 years of 

life gained compared to watchful waiting. A high Gleason score and extracapsular extension 

were highly predictive of death from prostate cancer. The study has a number of caveats 

including significant changes in diagnosis and treatment over the 29 years. However, the 

findings do highlight that the patient with a long-life expectancy or more advanced disease 

are often not good candidates for watchful waiting. 

1.9.2 Androgen deprivation therapy  

Testicular androgen suppression has been the standard therapy for patients with 

symptomatic metastatic disease since the original reports of Huggins et al. many years 

ago [294]. Initial systemic treatment for metastatic prostate cancer is ADT. Androgen 

deprivation can be achieved with surgical (bilateral orchidectomy) or medical castration. 

Surgical castration is a cost-effective and straightforward method that achieves a rapid 
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decline of testosterone to castrate levels. However, it is permanent, and there are often 

psychological barriers to bilateral orchidectomy. Thus, many men prefer to pursue the 

medical option. 

Luteinizing hormone agonist (LHRH) agonists   

The most common method of achieving medical castration is the use of gonadotropin-

releasing hormone (GnRH) or luteinizing hormone agonist (LHRH) agonists [295]. Typically, 

these include goserelin, triptorelin and leuprorelin. The mechanism of action is identical, but 

there are differences in delivery, pharmacokinetics and duration of action [296]. These 

agents bind to the pituitary receptor and produce initial stimulation, resulting in a transitory 

increase in testosterone and a flare of prostate cancer symptoms. The flare can be 

prevented with the use of an antiandrogen. Following this initial stimulation, GnRH agonists 

suppress GnRH, and testosterone synthesis by the testicles falls to castrate levels. GnRH 

agonists are delivered as subcutaneous or intramuscular injections [297]. The duration of 

action is up to 6 months, depending on the formulation. Therefore, they are a generally 

convenient and compliant treatment for metastatic prostate cancer. 

GnRH antagonist 

The alternative to the agonist is a GnRH antagonist. There is only one that is commercially 

available, degarelix. It is non-inferior to leuprolide in randomised studies [298, 299]. 

Degarelix has a quicker onset of action and does not produce a flare like GnRH agonists. 

However, it is only available as a 1-month depot injection, making it less convenient. It has 

also been suggested that degarelix may improve International Prostate Symptom Scores 

(IPSS) [300] and reduce cardiovascular deaths when compared to GnRH agonists [301]. A 
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comparison study of degarelix and GnRH agonists showed a reduced incidence of joint, 

musculoskeletal and urinary tract adverse events [301]. GnRH antagonist is preferred over 

agonists initially in particular clinical situations where a rapid onset of action is desired, and 

flare is best avoided, such as in patients with spinal cord compression, impending urinary 

retention or severe bone pain. 

Continuous versus intermittent androgen blockade 

Intermittent ADT aims to limit the toxicity associated with continuous ADT. Side effects of 

ADT due to castrate levels of serum testosterone may be lessened if testosterone levels are 

allowed to return to normal once patients have responded. ADT is then re-initiated once the 

disease progresses, at either a clinical or PSA threshold. 

Intermittent ADT appears to be an appropriate strategy for men having a PSA relapse alone, 

with no apparent disease clinically or on imaging. A non-inferiority phase 3 study [302] was 

performed that randomised 1,386 patients with rising PSAs at least 1 year after primary or 

salvage radiotherapy for localised prostate cancer to either continuous or intermittent ADT. 

After a median follow-up of 6.9 years, intermittent ADT was non-inferior to continuous ADT 

according to the trial definition of overall survival at 7 years. Quality of life was better with 

intermittent ADT. 

The role of intermittent ADT in those patients with overt metastatic disease is individualised. 

Hussain et al. [303] performed a non-inferiority phase 3 trial of intermittent versus 

continuous ADT. The study randomised 1,535 patients with newly diagnosed metastatic 

prostate cancer, in whom the PSA declined to <4ng/mL following ADT. The median survival 

was found be 5.8 years in the continuous ADT group and 5.1 years in the intermittent ADT 
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group (HR for death with intermittent ADT 1.10, 90% Cl 0.99–1.23). The trial was regarded as 

statistically inconclusive as the confidence interval for median survival exceeded the upper 

boundary for non-inferiority. There were too few events to rule out the inferiority of 

intermittent therapy. There was, however, less erectile dysfunction and better mental health 

in the short term with intermittent ADT. Intermittent ADT was not generally recommended 

for patients with clinically apparent metastatic disease, as this trial indicated a trend toward 

inferiority. However, as intermittent ADT was associated with a better quality of life in the 

short term, it remains an option for men willing to accept a potentially shorter survival. 

In addition, a meta-analysis of intermittent versus continuous ADT found that it was non-

inferior concerning disease progression, cancer-specific survival and overall survival, 

although the issue remains controversial [304]. Besides, many men do not achieve objective 

testosterone recovery during therapy. 

Early versus delayed Androgen Deprivation Therapy 

While ADT has been the standard treatment for PSA relapse following definitive or salvage 

radiotherapy for high-risk prostate cancer, the timing of the ADT has been controversial. 

Immediate ADT is instituted upon PSA relapse, whereas delayed ADT is started either with 

the onset of symptoms or detection of progressive disease with imaging. Studies of early 

versus delayed ADT [305-308] including a randomised study [309] have generally shown a 

benefit in terms of overall survival [309] and prostate cancer–specific mortality with early 

ADT [305, 308]. However, there have been concerns regarding an increase in non-prostate 

cancer mortality [308] and the detrimental effects on quality of life. Additionally, some 

studies, such as a retrospective study of immediate versus delayed ADT after PSA relapse 

following prostatectomy or radiotherapy, have found no survival advantage for immediate 
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ADT [310]. A meta-analysis suggested that ADT for relapse after primary curative therapy 

should be reserved for patients at highest risk of progression and with a long life expectancy. 

The potential benefits of ADT should be balanced against the associated risk of harm [311]. 

Total androgen blockade 

Total androgen blockade uses a GnRH agonist, typically in combination with a first-

generation antiandrogen to prevent the flare phenomenon. However, the long-term 

addition of a nonsteroidal antiandrogen (NSAA) to standard ADT was an attempt to improve 

the outcome of metastatic prostate treated with ADT [312]. However, while some meta-

analyses have shown a benefit [312, 313], the general opinion is that there is a minimal 

survival benefit, and increased toxicity and cost [314-316]. 

Antiandrogens 

First-generation antiandrogens, including flutamide and bicalutamide, and strategies such as 

antiandrogen withdrawal have been widely utilised following disease progression. They are 

used with GnRH agonists, and before introducing docetaxel and novel agents. These 

androgen manipulations have resulted in a PSA decline in approximately 20% to 60% of 

patients in some studies. However, there is no survival benefit [317, 318]. 

Phase 2 studies have demonstrated that second-generation antiandrogens offer much 

greater PSA responses and progression-free survival than first-generation antiandrogens 

[319, 320]. However, first-generation antiandrogens remain in use as they can delay the 

need for the newer and more expensive agents if the patient has a good response. 
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Enzalutamide 

Enzalutamide is a potent second-generation antiandrogen with three sites of action: 

androgen receptor binding and inhibition, inhibition of nuclear translocation of the androgen 

receptor, and inhibition of the androgen receptor’s association with the nuclear DNA [321]. 

The randomised phase 2 TERRAIN [322] and STRIVE [319] trials showed survival benefits for 

enzalutamide in comparison with bicalutamide in the non-metastatic castrate-resistant 

prostate cancer or asymptomatic/minimally symptomatic mCRPC setting [320]. 

Large phase 3 trials (including AFFIRM, PREVAIL and PROSPER) have shown that 

enzalutamide has significant anti-tumour activity with improved overall survival in both the 

pre-and post-chemotherapy settings, including metastatic and nonmetastatic mCRPC [323-

325]. 

Recent randomised phase 3 studies, including ENZAMET and ARCHES, which utilise 

enzalutamide in hormone-sensitive prostate cancer, have also shown improvements in 

progression-free survival and overall survival with the maintenance of quality of life [326-

328]. 

Abiraterone 

Abiraterone acetate is an inhibitor of CYP17A1 and targets both 17α-hydroxylase and 

17,20-lyase activities, thereby inhibiting androgen biosynthesis in the tumour as well as the 

testes and adrenal glands. Concurrent administration of low-dose prednisone with 

abiraterone is required to prevent hypertension, hypokalaemia and fluid retention resulting 

from adrenocorticotropic-generated mineralocorticoid excess [329]. 
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The final analysis of the large randomised trial COU-AA-301 showed that abiraterone 

prolonged overall survival in docetaxel-treated men with mCRPC compared with placebo 

[330]. Abiraterone also significantly improved all secondary endpoints, including the time to 

PSA progression, progression-free survival and PSA response rate. 

In asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic mCRPC patients not treated with chemotherapy, 

abiraterone improved radiographic progression-free survival and delayed clinical decline and 

initiation of chemotherapy compared with placebo in the randomised COU-AA-302 trial 

[331, 332]. In the final overall analysis at a median follow-up of 49.2 months, median overall 

survival was significantly longer in the abiraterone acetate group than in the placebo group 

[333]. 

Results from the STAMPEDE [334] and LATITUDE [335] trials showed increased overall 

survival in men with locally advanced or hormone-sensitive metastatic prostate cancer with 

the addition of abiraterone to ADT [334, 335]. These results were further consolidated by a 

meta-analysis of abiraterone in hormone-sensitive prostate cancer [336], which also 

concluded that the toxicity was acceptable [337]. 

1.9.3 Palliative radiotherapy 

EBRT is an efficacious treatment for painful bony metastases, especially if the pain is not 

controlled with analgesia. It provides palliation in 60–70% of patients, with 30–40% having 

complete relief of the symptoms. EBRT, sometimes combined with surgery, has also been an 

effective treatment for spinal cord compression due to metastatic prostate cancer [338, 

339]. Two randomised studies of palliative radiotherapy doses for spinal cord compression 

have shown no significant differences between selected doses [340, 341]. However, neither 
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study provided details pertaining to modern radiotherapy, including technique, and thus the 

delivered dose is uncertain. There is increasing interest in using stereotactic ablative body 

radiotherapy (SABR) with minimally invasive surgery for metastatic spinal cord involvement 

to improve outcomes. 

1.9.4 Radiotherapy for oligometastatic Prostate Cancer: 

Stereotactic ablative body metastasis directed therapy 

Prostate cancer patients with a low volume of metastatic disease have better outcomes than 

those with high volume disease [342]. Large population analyses have shown that the 

number and site of metastases impacts survival.  Lymph metastases alone have the best 

prognosis, bone metastases intermediate and visceral metastases have the most inferior 

survival [343, 344]. There has been increasing interest in more aggressive treatment in 

patients with low volume metastatic disease, particularly oligometastatic disease [345]. 

While there is no consensus, the term oligometastatic disease has been generally defined in 

trials as three or five metastases. 

Recent reviews of stereotactic metastasis directed radiotherapy for oligometastatic prostate 

cancer have reported excellent control rates of 82-100% at two years [346, 347]. The control 

rates appear to be dose-dependent [348, 349], but significantly higher local control rates are 

observed with BED>100Gy [348]. It was noted that 25-38% of patients progress but remain 

amenable to further stereotactic ablative radiotherapy and that 67% lymph node relapses 

occurred out of field [346]. All published series found the toxicity low and generally limited 

to gastrointestinal side effects [346]. The outcomes from the studies analysed were median 

ADT free survival 15.6-39.7 months and median progression-free survival of 40-72% at one 
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year and 35-45% at two years [346]. SABR for oligometastatic prostate cancer appears 

efficacious and safe.  

POPSTAR was a single-arm study of SABR for oligometastatic prostate cancer to determine 

safety and feasibility[350]. It accrued 33 patients that received single 20 Gy fraction SABR to 

50 metastases with a 2-year follow-up. It found that SABR was feasible with low morbidity 

while maintaining QOL. Over a third of patients did not progress and were free from ADT at 

two years.  

The STOMP phase 2 study randomised 62 patients with oligometastatic prostate cancer to 

either surveillance or metastasis directed therapy with the primary endpoint being androgen 

deprivation therapy free survival [351]. At a median follow-up of 3 years, the ADT free 

survival was significantly longer for the MDT arm (21 months, 80% CI 14–29 months) versus 

the surveillance group (13 months, 80% CI 12–17 months). Quality of life remained similar, 

and toxicity was mild. 

The SABR-COMET trial, a phase 2 study, randomised 99 patients with oligometastatic cancer 

(up to five metastases), including breast, colon, lung and prostate cancer patients, to 

standard palliative care or SABR [352]. After a median follow-up of 25–26 months, the 

median survival was significantly improved in the SABR group (median survival of 41 months, 

95% CI 26 months–not reached) compared to the control group (28 months, 95% CI 19–33 

months) with HR=0.57, p=0.090. Median progression-free survival was 12 months for the 

SABR group versus 6 months for the control group (HR=0.47, p=0.0012). However, there 

were three treatment-related deaths. 
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The phase 2 Oriole clinical trial [353] randomised 54 men with oligometastatic (one to three 

metastases) hormone-sensitive prostate cancer to SABR versus observation. The study 

showed a significant improvement in progression-free survival at 6 months for the SABR 

arm. Local control was excellent at 98.9%. PSMA PET was performed on all patients but 

blinded to the investigative team. Therefore, SABR was directed only at metastases 

visualised on conventional imaging, meaning that a proportion of the metastases detected 

by PSMA only were not treated. The trial showed a significant advantage in progression-free 

survival and distant metastasis-free survival in men who received SABR to all PSMA-detected 

lesions. This underlined the importance of PSMA PET in the treatment of all detected lesions. 

The study also illustrated an immune response in terms of enhanced differential clonotype 

expansion (i.e., clusters of similar expanded T-cell receptors) in only patients receiving SABR. 

The immune response to SABR is an interesting finding, but future studies are required to 

assess this result’s impact and utility. 

Prostate radiotherapy in metastatic hormone-sensitive prostate cancer  

In the early stages of metastatic hormone-sensitive prostate cancer (mHSPC), the prostate 

primary most often represents the site of greatest cancer clonogen number. It has been 

argued that by controlling the primary site the outcome may be improved [354], as shown in 

database studies [355]. 

The concept of radiotherapy to the prostate primary in the setting of mHSPC has been tested 

in three randomised studies and recently reviewed by a prospective, planned STOPCAP 

systematic review and meta-analysis [356]. This review included the completed STAMPEDE 

studies [357] and HORRAD study [358], as well as the ongoing PEACE trials [356]. It 

compared prostate radiotherapy and ADT versus ADT alone from the STAMPEDE A1 (1,694 
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patients), HORRAD (432 patients) and PEACE 1A1 (234 patients) studies. It also compared 

prostate radiotherapy plus ADT plus other agents from the STAMPEDE study and remaining 

PEACE studies that included the other agents – abiraterone or docetaxel. Overall, the review 

found no significant improvement in overall survival or progression-free survival by adding 

prostate radiotherapy to ADT. However, it did find a highly significant benefit of prostate 

radiotherapy in biochemical progression-free and failure-free survival. Toxicity results were 

based on the STAMPEDE study that reported 4% severe acute bladder toxicity, 1% severe 

acute bowel toxicity and 4% severe late side effects. Similar overall results were found with 

the STAMPEDE docetaxel study. Importantly, the review authors noted that prostate 

radiotherapy’s impact on survival varied with the number of bone metastases. The benefit 

was mainly seen with fewer than five metastases; there was no benefit in men with five or 

more bone metastases. The recommendation of the review authors was that the addition of 

local prostate radiotherapy to ADT should be considered in men with metastatic hormone 

sensitive prostate cancer (mCSPC) who have four or fewer bone metastases. 

1.9.5 Chemotherapy for metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer  

Before docetaxel, prostate cancer chemotherapy was mainly limited to mitoxantrone which 

had a symptomatic effect but no survival benefit. In 2004, two phase 3 trials of mCRPC 

patients were reported: TAX 327 that randomised docetaxel versus mitoxantrone [359], and 

SWOG 9916 that randomised docetaxel plus estramustine versus mitoxantrone [360]. Both 

studies showed a significant median survival benefit for the docetaxel arm. The survival 

benefit of TAX 327 was confirmed in later studies that showed a significant reduction in pain 

and improvement in quality of life for mCRPC patients [361-363]. Subsequently, docetaxel is 

well established as first-line chemotherapy for metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer. 
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Cabazitaxel, a synthetic taxane, is an effective treatment in mCRPC patients who have 

progressed while on docetaxel. The TROPIC phase 3 trial randomised 800 men who had 

progressed on docetaxel to cabazitaxel plus prednisolone versus mitoxantrone plus 

prednisolone [364]. The study showed an advantage for cabazitaxel, with an HR for death of 

0.70 (95% CI 0.59–0.83, p<0.0001) and 2.4-month median survival advantage. Cabazitaxel is 

now considered second-line chemotherapy for mCRPC patients. 

1.9.6 Chemotherapy for metastatic castration-sensitive prostate cancer 

Following the successful introduction of docetaxel as treatment of mCRPC, trials commenced 

in earlier-staged disease, mCSPC. 

Three randomised studies of docetaxel with ADT versus ADT alone have been completed: 

the GETUG-AFU 15 [365, 366], ECOG-CHAARTED [367] and a STAMPEDE study [368]. These 

studies showed a benefit for docetaxel with ADT in mCSPC, in terms of progression-free 

survival in all three studies and overall survival in the CHAARTED and STAMPEDE studies 

[369]. Patients with high-volume metastatic disease appeared to obtain the most 

improvement [366, 367], although this remains controversial [370, 371]. A subsequent meta-

analysis confirmed that docetaxel with ADT in mCSPC significantly improved failure-free 

survival, absolute 4-year failure and, notably, overall survival [372]. 

1.9.7 Bone agents 

Bisphosphonates and denosumab 

Bisphosphonates are degradation-resistant structural analogues of pyrophosphates that 

bind avidly to the bone and are ingested by osteoclasts during bone resorption. The 

bisphosphonate inhibits osteoclast-mediated bone resorption. Bisphosphonates have been 
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used for patients with extensive prostate bony metastases to decrease skeletal-related 

events and possibly palliate pain, but do not have any impact on overall survival [373, 374]. 

Denosumab is a monoclonal antibody that specifically binds to the receptor activator of 

nuclear factor kappa B (RANK) ligand, preventing the binding of the RANK ligand to RANK. 

This binding inhibits osteoclast formation, function and survival, and decreases bone 

resorption resulting in increased bone density. It has been shown in multiple systematic 

reviews to be better than bisphosphonates in reducing skeletal-related events [375-378]. 

Radioisotopes including radium 

Radioisotopes such as samarium-153 [379, 380] and strontium-89 [381, 382] have been used 

as monotherapy, or in combination with chemotherapy, in the treatment of prostate cancer 

bone metastases [383, 384]. They have been used for bone palliation, especially in men with 

extensive osseous metastatic disease, although they do not improve overall survival [385]. 

These isotopes are beta emitters and can cause marrow toxicity, resulting in transfusion 

dependence or infection risk. Radium-223 is an alpha-emitter and calcium mimetic that 

binds to the microenvironment of sclerotic metastases. The alpha radiation particles have a 

much shorter range than the beta emitters and, consequently a lower risk of haematologic 

toxicity. The phase 3 ALSYMPCA (Alpharadin in Symptomatic Prostate Cancer Patients) trial 

randomised patients who had previous docetaxel or were ineligible for docetaxel to radium-

223 treatment or placebo [386]. The trial showed a significant improvement in overall 

survival (14.9 vs 11.3 months) with radium-223 treatment. A recent update confirmed these 

results and showed a reduced hospital stay, reduced time to skeletal-related events and 

improved quality of life [387]. Notably, the toxicity rates were lower in the radium-223 arm 

than in the placebo arm [386, 388]. A meta-analysis of radium-223 has confirmed the 
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improvement in overall survival [389]. The follow-up phase 3 ERA 223 study investigated 

radium-223 with or without the addition of abiraterone acetate. This study was unblinded 

and halted early because higher death rates and fractures were observed in the combination 

arm [390]. Radium-223 is useful for bone palliation, but is dose-dependent [391]. However, 

the PSA response rate after radium treatment appears low [392]. 

1.9.8 Immunotherapy 

Vaccine: Sipuleucel-T 

Sipuleucel-T is the only approved immunotherapy for prostate cancer, notably for the 

treatment of asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic mCRPC. It is a dendritic cell vaccine 

that is prepared from the patient’s harvested peripheral blood mononuclear cells. It is 

composed of autologous antigen-presenting cells cultured with a fusion protein, PA2024, 

which consists of prostatic acid phosphatase linked to granulocyte–macrophage colony-

stimulating factor. These antigen-pulsed antigen-presenting cells are infused back into the 

original patient and produce an anti-tumour immune response [393-395]. 

Three completed phase 3 trials have confirmed the efficacy of this Sipuleucel-T. The D9901 

[394], D9902A [396] and D9902B trials [393], in addition to the randomised phase 2 

crossover study APC8015F [397], have shown significant improvement in median survival. 

The D9902B (IMPACT – Immunotherapy for Prostate Adenocarcinoma Treatment) phase 3 

study was designed with overall survival as the primary endpoint. The study randomised 512 

patients and confirmed a survival benefit of 4.1 months (median overall survival 25.8 vs 21.7 

months). Time to progression was similar in both arms [393]. A recent study has also shown 

a stabilisation of PSA in select mCRPC patients that may indicate a delay in progression [398]. 
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However, routine clinical use of Sipuleucel-T has not been available because of logistics and 

cost, and further trials are required to investigate the optimal sequence with other therapies 

[399]. 

PARP inhibition: Olaparib 

PARP inhibition has been investigated for cancers that have underlying BRCA1/2 or other 

germline DNA damage repair defects, such as breast and ovarian cancers. Recent studies 

have demonstrated these germline defects occur in men with advanced prostate cancer 

[400, 401] and mCRPC [402], suggesting that PARP inhibition is a potential therapy for 

prostate cancer [401]. The phase 2 TOPARP-A trial showed a 33% response rate to the PARP 

inhibitor olaparib in heavily pre-treated mCRPC patients [403]. Fourteen of the 16 patients 

with homologous deletions or deleterious mutations in DNA damage repair genes responded 

to olaparib. Overall, biomarker-positive patients experienced superior median progression-

free survival (9.8 vs 2.7 months) and median overall survival (13.8 vs 7.5 months). 

Immune checkpoint inhibitor: Pembrolizumab 

Immune checkpoints are a normal part of the immune system that control the immune 

response so that normal cells are not attacked. Immune checkpoints engage when immune 

checkpoint proteins on the surface of T cells recognise and bind to partner proteins on other 

cells. This binding turns off the T cells. In cancers, this can prevent the immune system from 

destroying the cancer [404]. 

Immune checkpoint inhibitors block checkpoint proteins from binding with their partner 

proteins on neoplastic cells, allowing the T cells to kill cancer cells. These immunotherapy 

agents include CTLA-4, ipilimumab, and PD-1 or its partner protein PD-L1 (nivolumab and 
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pembrolizumab) [404]. They have therapeutic action in a number of solid tumours, but 

activity and response rates in prostate cancer are limited [405-407] 

However, it has been proposed that immune checkpoint inhibitors, including 

pembrolizumab, may be a therapeutic consideration for a small subset of mCRPC patients 

[408]. Approximately 2–12% of prostate cancers harbour microsatellite instability, a marker 

of DNA mismatch repair and a hypermutated state [402, 404]. The high response rate in 

tumours with mismatch-repair deficiency has been observed with pembrolizumab, 

regardless of the primary site [409]. In the phase 2 KEYNOTE-199 study, pembrolizumab has 

shown anti-tumour activity, durable responses and encouraging survival estimates with 

acceptable toxicity in mCRPC patients with mainly bone metastases [410]. 

1.9.9 Palliative surgery 

Palliative surgery may be required for specific clinical situations. This is often an emergency 

or urgent situation such as the fracture of a long bone, spinal cord compression or urinary 

retention. Surgery is also indicated for ongoing symptoms in a relatively young patient with 

few comorbidities or a disease with a long natural history. Bilateral orchidectomy can be an 

alternative to medical castration, particularly in patients with symptomatic widespread 

metastatic prostatic cancer, and who do not want to have regular injections. 

Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) may be required, typically in the mCRPC 

patient with lower urinary tract symptoms or urinary retention. Palliative TURP for mCRPC is 

reasonably safe, but side effects are higher than for a conventional TURP [411]. More radical 

procedures may be contemplated in the young mCRPC patient with good performance 

status and reasonable life expectancy. Patients with local progression with infiltration of the 
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pelvic floor, bladder neck and trigone, or symptomatic involvement of the rectum, can have 

an extremely poor life quality due to local symptoms. Thus, aggressive but palliative surgery 

may be considered on an individual basis. Typical procedures include cystoprostatectomy 

with urinary diversions, and anterior and posterior exenteration [412]. 

Like prostate radiotherapy in mHSPC, retrospective reports including large database analysis 

suggest that, in selected patients with mHSPC, prostatectomy is associated with improved 

oncological outcomes and better overall survival, cancer-specific survival and prostate 

cancer-free survival [413-417]. Several randomised prospective studies are investigating the 

role of prostatectomy in patients with metastatic disease, including TroMBOne [418], SWOG 

S1802 (https://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT03678025) and g-RAMMP 

(https://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT02454543). 

Prostate cancer has the highest incidence of bone metastases of any solid tumour. A recent 

large database analysis showed an incidence of 18.0% at 1 year, 20.4% at 2 years, 24.5% at 

5 years and 29% at 10 years [419]. The most frequent sites are the spine, pelvis and long 

bones. Internal fixation or joint replacement surgery may be required to prevent or repair 

pathological fractures of long bones. The palliative surgery goals for bone metastases are the 

control of pain, preservation or restoration of neurologic function, and mechanical stability 

in appropriately selected patients [420-422]. A recent systematic review of the surgical 

management of bone metastases showed adequate pain relief, and maintenance of or 

improved function following surgery. However, the authors did note a relatively high 

perioperative complication rate and perioperative mortality [423]. 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT03678025
https://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT02454543
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Indications for spinal surgery include the progression of disease that is not responding to 

standard treatments including radiotherapy; spinal instability including pathological fracture; 

progressive deformity; neural (spinal cord, cauda equina, nerve or nerve root) compression, 

especially if it is causing a neurological deficit; or a mechanical issue such as a bone 

fragment. Typical spinal surgeries include limited decompression, such as a laminectomy; 

wide tumour excisions, including vertebrectomy; and internal stabilisation [424]. 

Increasingly minimally invasive spinal surgery is being utilised with the aim of reducing 

morbidity and avoiding delays for radiotherapy and chemotherapy [425]. The goals of 

minimally invasive surgery include critical neural structure decompression (spinal cord and 

cauda equina) and maintenance of spine stability, and reduction of the morbidity of major 

open spine surgery. Typical applications of minimally invasive surgery include percutaneous 

vertebroplasty, percutaneous kyphoplasty, radiofrequency ablations, cryoablations and 

transarterial embolisations [426]. 

Minimally invasive surgery is increasingly utilised, often in association with stereotactic 

radiotherapy, when there is spinal cord compression [425]. Typically, separation surgery is 

used to do a minimal resection of the tumour with the separation of cancer from the spinal 

cord. The residual tumour is then treated with SABR to minimise the morbidity from surgery 

and avoid exceeding spinal cord radiation tolerances. Surgical decompression followed by 

radiotherapy has been shown to improve local control rates compared to radiotherapy alone 

[338, 427], as well as improving motor function [428]. 
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1.10 PURPOSE OF THE THESIS 

Precision radiotherapy for prostate cancer requires an accurately designed target volume for 

the prostate and prostate cancer, that is ideally aligned perfectly during the verification and 

treatment process. Precision is dependent on the weakest link in the radiotherapy planning 

and treatment chain. Accuracy is accomplished with increasingly sophisticated techniques of 

multi-modality imaging and targeting systems known as image-guided radiotherapy. 

Therefore, the thesis’s overarching purpose is to investigate improvements in image 

guidance through imaging for target volume design and delineation, study the target motion 

and resultant margins, and assess fiducial markers for precise targeting of prostate 

radiotherapy. 

Chapters are arranged in accordance with the radiotherapy and research processes. The 

initial step of the radiotherapy process is image acquisition, and therefore Chapter 3 

investigates the use of MRI with CT to improve the accuracy of target delineation. The next 

chapter utilises standard gold fiducials to assess prostate and seminal vesicle motion while 

delivering the radiotherapy and calculates the appropriate margins. The following chapters 

consider alternative commercially available polymer fiducials, as the artefact from standard 

gold fiducials can interfere with accurate contouring and verification. The final chapter 

investigates the development of an in-house novel liquid fiducial with unique properties. 

The thesis has four aims. The relationship of the thesis studies and chapters to these aims is 

as follows. 

Aim 1. To study the impact of multi-modality imaging, including MRI, on target delineation. 

The initial study examined the use of MRI in combination with the simulation CT in the 
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identification and definition of the vesicourethral anastomosis (VUA), the principal target in 

post-prostatectomy radiotherapy. The study aimed to analyse the spatial differences 

between MRI and CT in the localisation of the VUA, and subsequently to assess the MRI-

based VUA relative to the CT-based clinical target volume margins recommended by the 

published guidelines. This aim is addressed in Chapter 3. 

Aim 2. To analyse motion and margins using gold fiducials. Chapter 3 studied initial phases 

of radiotherapy planning in terms of target definition; the next chapter explores target 

motion during a course of prostate radiotherapy. Chapter 4 therefore analyses inter-fraction 

displacement and margins utilising gold fiducials and daily online image guidance. The 

seminal vesicles form part of the radiotherapy treatment target of locally advanced prostate 

cancer but can move relative to the prostate. This study used gold fiducials in both the 

prostate and proximal seminal vesicles to minimise observer variation and more accurately 

track seminal vesicle displacement through the entire course of radiotherapy. Thus, the 

specific aims of Chapter 4 were to quantify the proximal seminal vesicle displacement 

relative to the prostate, and calculate appropriate margins for the planning target volume, 

minimising the risk of geometric miss or under-dosage. 

Aim 3. To contrast and compare polymer fiducials to gold fiducials for prostate radiotherapy. 

While gold fiducials are regarded as the standard fiducial in radiotherapy and were used in 

the Chapter 4 study of motion, they produce a significant artefact that can interfere with 

target delineation on CT and verification with cone beam CT. Chapters 5 and 6 thus 

investigate a newer commercially available polymer fiducial and compare it to gold. Before 

implementing the polymer fiducial in a patient population, we decided to perform a 

phantom study to understand its imaging characteristics better. A purpose-built phantom 
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that was tissue-equivalent for both CT and MRI was constructed. The phantom study in 

Chapter 5 aimed to assess the visibility of the polymer fiducial and characterize the artefacts 

so as to compare to the standard gold markers on CT and MRI simulation images. Following 

the phantom project results, a study was initiated in a cohort of patients with locally 

advanced prostate cancer. Chapter 6 aims to compare polymer fiducials to the standard gold 

fiducials using clinical radiotherapy protocols (CT, MRI, cone beam CT and kilovoltage [kV] 

planar imaging) to assess the visibility and relative CT artefact production in a population of 

prostate cancer patients. 

Aim 4. To develop a novel liquid glue fiducial and assess its deliverability and visibility. The 

initial thesis studies utilised the standard gold fiducials and then compared their imaging 

characteristics to a newer polymer fiducial. The next step was to develop a novel liquid glue 

fiducial that could be utilised in prostate and post-prostatectomy bladder radiotherapy. The 

first study of glue fiducials was a technical study of deliverability. As the tissue glue 

polymerises in water, we decided to simulate the clinical situation of fiducial insertion into 

the bladder base for post-prostatectomy radiotherapy. Therefore, Chapter 7 aimed to test 

the technical and procedural aspects of combining and delivering liquid contrast agents with 

several types of tissue glues in a porcine bladder (water-filled) model, to create multiple 

reproducible discrete glue fiducial markers that could be visualised with standard 

radiotherapy imaging. The technical deliverability of the fiducial is an essential first step, but 

it is vital to consider the glue fiducial’s verification performance. Therefore, the aim of the 

final study was to characterise the Lipiodol™–glue fiducials in terms of their visibility and 

artefact production with conventional radiotherapy imaging, and compare them to the 
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standard gold fiducial in the porcine bladder model and the more-reproducible tissue-

equivalent phantom. This study is elucidated in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The initial thesis radiotherapy technical literature review was performed in 2015. It has been 

updated continuously throughout the course of my candidature, with the final update 

conducted in December 2020. 

2.1 PRECISION RADIOTHERAPY 

Prostate cancer is the most common cancer among Australian men (excluding skin cancer) 

and the second commonest cause of cancer-related deaths. Approximately 10–20% of 

patients diagnosed with prostate cancer will have locally advanced disease. Uncontrolled 

prostate cancer can have a variable but complicated natural history. Inadequately treated 

cases can result in a prolonged period of disease-related morbidity that will significantly 

impact patients’ quality of life. Many patients with locally advanced disease can still be 

cured. 

Historically, androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) alone was often used to palliate locally 

advanced disease. Recent randomised controlled trials (RCTs) that compared the addition of 

radiotherapy to ADT versus ADT alone have reported an overall survival advantage for the 

combination [243, 429]. Thus, radiotherapy with ADT can prolong and maintain patients’ 

quality of life and is a cost-effective method of avoiding the need for prolonged palliative 

care. 

RCTs have shown significant improvements in locally advanced prostate cancer outcomes 

using higher radiation doses [430] and adjuvant ADT [271, 431-433]. The therapeutic ratio 

may be further improved by using precision radiotherapy techniques, including intensity-
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modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), and imaging techniques such as multi-modality imaging and 

image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT). These methods can further exploit the dose-response and 

escalate the dose in potential radio-resistant regions within the prostate gland, such as the 

dominant intra-prostatic lesion (DIL). 

2.2 HIGH-RISK PROSTATE CANCER 

The primary use of external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) has been in the treatment of locally 

advanced or, as more recently defined, high-risk prostate cancer. Locally advanced disease 

has, in the past, been inconsistently defined. The TNM (tumour [T], node [N] and metastasis 

[M]) system (Table 2.1) has been used to define locally advanced disease, but it does not 

include important prognostic parameters such as the Gleason score or prostate-specific 

antigen (PSA). Subsequently, there have been attempts to improve prostate cancer risk 

categorisation [434]. Notably, D’Amico was the first to propose a risk categorisation system 

based on PSA failure. This system defined high risk as T stage ≥T2c, Gleason score ≤8 or 

PSA >20ng/mL [435] (Table 2.2). The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) 

recently proposed an increasingly accepted standard of risk classification. It defines “high 

risk” as T stage T3a, Gleason score ≥8 or PSA ≥20ng/mL, and “very high risk” as T3b or T4 

disease [436] (Table 2.2). Other classifications have been proposed that use additional 

survival data [437], the proportion of biopsy cores involved [438, 439] or sophisticated 

nomograms such as Kattan’s nomogram [440, 441] in an attempt to improve the 

categorisation. Patients with locally recurrent disease are generally regarded as high risk. 
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Table 2.1  The American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) TNM staging system (2018) 

Stage Definition 

T  Primary tumour 

TX  Primary tumour cannot be assessed TO No evidence of primary tumour 
 

 

T1  Clinically inapparent tumour neither palpable nor visible by imaging 

T1a  Tumour incidental histologic finding in <5% of tissue resected 

T1b  Tumour incidental histologic finding in >5% of tissue resected 

T1c  Tumour identified by needle biopsy (e.g. because of elevated prostate-specific antigen) 
 

 

T2  Tumour confined within prostate 

T2a  Tumour involves one-half of one lobe or less 

T2b  Tumour involves more than one-half of one lobe but not both lobes 

T2c  Tumour involves both lobes 
 

 

T3  Tumour extends through the prostate capsule 

T3a  Extracapsular extension (unilateral or bilateral) 

T3b  Tumour invades seminal vesicle(s) 

  

T4  Tumour is fixed or invades adjacent structures other than seminal vesicles such as 
external sphincter, rectum, bladder, levator muscles, and/or pelvic wall 

 
 

N  Regional lymph nodes 

NX  Regional lymph nodes were not assessed 

NO  Katan’s regional lymph node metastasis 

N1  Metastasis in regional lymph node(s) 
 

 

M  Distant metastasis 

MO  No distant metastasis 

M1  Distant metastasis 

M1a  Non-regional lymph node(s) 

M1b  Bone(s) 

M1c  Other site(s) with or without bone disease 
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Table 2.2  D`Amico [435] and National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) [442] 

prostate cancer risk categorisation 

Risk category Risk criteria 

Very low Has all of the following: 

 T1c stage 

 Grade Group 1 

 Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) of less than 10ng/mL 

 Cancer in 1 to 2 biopsy cores with no more than half showing cancer 

 PSA density of less than 0.15ng/mL/g 

Low Has all of the following: 

 T1 to T2a stage 

 Grade Group 1 

 PSA of less than 10ng/mL 

Intermediate Has all of the following: 

 No high-risk group features 

 No very-high-risk group features 

 1 or more of the following intermediate risk factors: 

  T2b or T2c stage 

  Grade Group 2 or 3 

  PSA of 10 to 20ng/mL 

Favourable 
intermediate 

Has all of the following: 

 1 intermediate risk factor 

 Grade Group 1 or 2 

 Less than half of biopsy cores show cancer 

Unfavourable 
Intermediate 

Has all of the following: 

 2 or more intermediate risk factors 

 Grade Group 3 

 More than half of biopsy cores show cancer 

High Has one of the following: 

 T3a stage 

 Grade Group 4 

 Grade Group 5 

 PSA of more than 20ng/mL 

Very high Has one of the following: 

 T3b to T4 stage 

 Primary Gleason pattern 5 

 More than 4 biopsy cores with Grade Group 4 or 5 
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2.3 PROSTATE DOSE ESCALATION  

The Patterns of Care study [443, 444] showed that prostate cancer has a radiation dose-

response, that is, the higher the dose, the greater the probability of cure. However, it also 

demonstrated that older conventional techniques employing doses greater than 60–64Gy 

increased rectal toxicity. Technical improvements in radiotherapy, initially 3D conformal 

radiotherapy (3DCRT), were developed to reduce the rectal dose. Dearnaley et al. published 

the first randomised study that illustrated that 3DCRT led to a 50% reduction in late rectal 

toxicity when compared to conventional techniques to the same dose of 64Gy [445]. 

The use of 3DCRT has led to four RCTs of external beam photons [446-449] that showed 

significantly improved biochemical PSA control rates in men treated in the dose-escalated 

arms. The low-dose arms varied in dose from 64 to 70Gy while the high-dose arms used 74–

80Gy. The long-term median follow-up of these studies at 5–10 years has been reported. All 

confirmed the advantage of the high-dose arms in terms of biochemical relapse, and two 

also showed an improvement in clinical relapse. However, this did not translate into a 

survival advantage. The standard doses now delivered for locally advanced prostate cancer 

range from 74 to 78Gy. Also, despite the improved radiotherapy technique, dose escalation 

over 70Gy led to a near doubling of late bowel side effects as 3DCRT was unable to avoid 

excessive dose to the adjacent rectum altogether. The reported genitourinary (GU) toxicity 

was similar in both arms. 

Viani et al. have performed two meta-analyses of prostate dose escalation in 2009 [430] and 

2012 [450]. The first involved studies using various radiotherapy methods including photon 

(conventional and 3DCRT) or proton therapy, and brachytherapy. The analysis showed a 
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highly significant improvement in the high-dose group’s biochemical failure in all risk groups 

after a 5-year median follow-up. There was a linear relationship between biochemical 

control and dose (i.e. 1.8% for every 1Gy). The results showed no difference in overall or 

prostate cancer–specific mortality. There was significantly higher late grade >2 

gastrointestinal (GI) toxicity, but no difference in GU side effects in the high-dose group. The 

second analysis concentrated on the five randomised trials that mainly used photon 3DCRT, 

with only one study using conventional photons before a conformal boost and another using 

a proton boost. This analysis was the first to show that conformal radiotherapy dose 

escalation was superior to conventional doses in preventing biochemical or clinical failure 

and prostate cancer–specific death at both 5 and 10 years. However, there was no 

difference in overall survival. 

2.4 RADIOTHERAPY TOXICITY 

Rectal toxicity has been the dose-limiting parameter in prostate cancer dose escalation. The 

increase in rectal toxicity with dose escalation resulted in more detailed studies that 

confirmed the dose-volume relationship [451, 452]. Jackson et al. analysed a subset of 262 

patients treated to minimum target doses of 70.2 and 75.6Gy [451]. Patients were classified 

into two groups: patients with Grade 2+ rectal bleeding – bleeders; and patients with 

Grade ≤1 rectal bleeding – non-bleeders. The authors analysed the radiotherapy plans and 

generated average rectal dose-volume histograms (DVH) for each group. They showed that 

the area under the DVH curve for the bleeders’ rectal wall was significantly higher than for 

the non-bleeders. Rectal bleeding correlated with the volume of rectum wall exposed to 

46Gy. There was a borderline significant correlation with the percent rectal wall exposed to 
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71Gy in the 70.2Gy group. The results were utilised in the development of their dose-

escalation studies including IMRT. 

Subsequently, numerous studies have investigated the dose-volume relationship of the 

organs at risk in prostate radiotherapy. The Quantitative Analyses of Normal Tissue Effects in 

the Clinic (QUANTEC) group [453] attempts to summarise available 3D dose-

volume/outcome data across a range of normal tissues and organs at risk. For rectal injury, 

they plotted percent rectal volume against linear-quadratic equivalent in 2Gy fractions 

(assuming alpha-beta ratio [α/ß] = 3) for Grade 2+ rectal toxicity from the available 10 

prostate cancer studies [454]. They found that the volume of rectum receiving ≥60Gy was 

consistently and significantly associated with Grade 2+ rectal toxicity or rectal bleeding; 

rectal volumes receiving ≤45Gy were not significantly associated with rectal toxicity. 

Intermediate doses produced mixed results. They also noted that the DVH curves from 

multiple centres converged at doses >70Gy and volumes <20%. They recommended dose 

constraints for the rectum of V50Gy<50%, V60Gy<35%, V65Gy<24%, V70Gy<20% and 

V75Gy<15%. These constraints should limit Grade 2+ late rectal toxicity to <15% and 

grade 3+ to <10% for prescriptions up to 79.2Gy in standard 1.8–2Gy fractions. However, 

QUANTEC cautioned that these constraints have yet to be validated, and thus clinicians 

should strive to minimise V70 and V75 to below the recommended constraints. It was 

highlighted that most of the data was from 3DCRT. 

QUANTEC also noted that prostate IMRT often leads to a much lower volume of the rectum 

receiving intermediate to high doses. As intermediate doses often correlated to the specific 

3D techniques used, the rectal volumes exposed to these doses were often correlated to 

biologically relevant high-dose volumes. Thus, if intermediate- and high-dose volumes have 
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biological significance, then a reduction of rectal volumes to the 45–60Gy range by IMRT 

may become more critical, as this surrounding rectal tissue may be necessary to heal the 

rectum that receives higher doses. 

QUANTEC also analysed the dose-volume data for the bladder, the other major organ at risk 

in prostate radiotherapy [455]. However, they did emphasise that there were no studies that 

comprehensively reported the 3D bladder dosimetry concerning toxicity. Most studies found 

no dose-volume relationship with regard to late GU toxicity and, therefore, the issue of 

bladder toxicity with prostate radiation has not been resolved. Dose constraints have been 

used for prostate radiotherapy; however, these are not based on toxicity data but instead 

used to control and limit the dose in the planning process. QUANTEC recommended 

clinicians might consider the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) 0415 bladder 

constraints for solid bladder (i.e. V>80Gy <25%, V>75Gy <35% and V>65Gy <50%). 

2.5 INTENSITY-MODULATED RADIOTHERAPY AND DOSE ESCALATION 

After 3DCRT, IMRT was the next major technical refinement in radiotherapy technique. IMRT 

uses sophisticated iterative algorithms to modulate and filter the delivered radiation with 

the motion of a multi-leaf collimator’s tungsten leaves. The dose conforms more intricately 

to the shape of the target. Notably, IMRT, unlike 3DCRT, can better conform to the concave 

shape of the interface between the prostate target and the rectum, further minimising the 

dose to the rectum. 

The International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) has published a 

series of important documents that include technical definitions of target and organ-at-risk 
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volumes for the design and dosimetric description of 3DCRT and IMRT [456, 457]. The more 

commonly utilised volumes are included in Table 2.3.  

Table 2.3  ICRU recommended target and organ-at-risk volumes 

Volume Definition 

Gross tumour volume (GTV) The visible tumour as defined clinically, e.g. GTV (clin), 
or by imaging, e.g. GTV-T (MRI) 

Clinical target volume (CTV) Accounts for the probability of microscopic spread from 
the GTV either by direct infiltration (CTV-T) or by 
lymphatic spread (CTV-N) that warrants radiotherapy 
treatment 

Planning target volume (PTV) A “safety margin” around the GTV/CTV for uncertainties 
including set-up errors (set-up margin, SM) and organ 
motion (internal margin, IM) 

Organ at risk (OAR) Critical dose-limiting normal tissue structures 

Planning organ-at-risk volume (PRV) A “safety margin” around the OAR for uncertainties 
including set-up errors and organ motion 

Treated volume (TV) Proposed as the volume enclosed by the prescribed 
dose (D98% proposed) and may be different from the 
PTV. It was defined as the volume of tissue enclosed by 
a specific isodose envelope appropriate to achieve 
tumour eradication or palliation within the bounds of 
acceptable complications. 

Remaining volume at risk (RVR) Defined as all tissues that could be potentially irradiated 
to take into account the risk of late effects such as 
carcinogenesis. Thus, the RVR was defined as the 
imaged volume in the external contour of the patient, 
excluding any delineated OAR and the CTV(s). 

ICRU = International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging 

 

 

While the ICRU 50 report and its supplement (ICRU 62) [456, 457] set out an underlying 

philosophy for prescribing, recording and reporting radiotherapy, the ICRU 83 report more 

fully addressed issues related to IMRT, in particular, those relating to DVH values [458]. 

These guidelines include but are not limited to the important recommendations shown in 

Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4  ICRU 83 intensity-modulated radiotherapy dose-volume histogram 

recommendations 

Definition Description 

Near minimum and near maximum dose It was recommended that a near maximum (D2%) and 
near minimum covering isodose (D98%) should be 
reported rather than a maximum and minimum 
(D100%) isodose. The rationale is that the minimum and 
maximum can be in a high-dose gradient typical of 
IMRT, making it highly sensitive to the resolution of the 
calculation, and accuracy of CTV or PTV determination. 

Reported dose While the ICRU did not recommend a particular 
definition for a prescription dose, it was noted that the 
median dose (D50%) or mean dose (Dmean) would be a 
good representation of a typically reported dose. 

Organ-at-risk dose Most organs at risk are not clearly serial or parallel, and 
thus it was recommended that Dmean, D2% and VD 
(volume that receives at least a dose [D] in Gray) 
specifications should be reported, preferably for the 
whole organ when possible. For serial organs at risk, the 
near maximum, i.e. D2%, is the more important. 

Dosimetric comparison To more fully define and compare dose distributions, it 
was recommended that measures of dose homogeneity 
and dose conformity be reported. 

CTV = clinical target volume, ICRU = International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements, 
IMRT = intensity-modulated radiotherapy, PTV = planning target volume 

 

 

RCTs have shown that the optimal dose for prostate radiation is at least 74–78Gy, and there 

is evidence that even higher doses may be required for high-risk disease as noted below. 

Numerous planning studies have shown that IMRT improves conformity of the dose 

distribution around the planning target volume (PTV), and reduces the rectal and other 

organs-at-risk doses compared with 3DCRT [459-462]. Therefore, IMRT appears to be the 

most appropriate method to deliver these higher doses. 

Eade et al. studied a large cohort of 1,530 patients with prostate cancer treated with 3DCRT 

[463]. The cohort was divided into four dose groups: <70Gy, 70–74.9Gy, 75–79.9Gy and 

≥80Gy. Radiotherapy dose was found to be a significant factor for freedom from biochemical 
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failure. The dose-response curves suggested a benefit beyond 80Gy, with a 2.2% gain in 

long-term freedom from biochemical failure for every 1Gy. A radiotherapy dose-response for 

distant metastases was also found – an 8% reduction in risk of distant metastases for each 

1Gy delivered. The improved freedom from distant metastases with dose appeared to 

translate into a survival advantage at 10 years. The authors concluded that image guidance    

The Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) has executed an extensive serial non-

randomised prostate dose-escalation program using initially 3DCRT and then IMRT. During 

their transition from 3DCRT to IMRT, they were one of the first groups to illustrate the 

advantages of IMRT. In 2000, Zelefsky et al. reported a cohort of patients treated to 81Gy 

during this transition: 61 patients with 3DCRT and 171 with IMRT [464]. They showed a 

greater proportion of the clinical target volume (CTV) received the prescribed dose with 

IMRT. Toxicity was found to be dose-dependent, with IMRT reducing the dose to the rectal 

and bladder walls. The dose reduction translated into a highly significant decrease in rectal 

bleeding rates. Further analysis showed an improvement in biochemical outcome with 

increasing dose, notably in the intermediate- and high-risk groups [465], which translated to 

a significant decrease in risk of distant metastases [466]. 

The NRG Oncology RTOG 0126 clinical trial of radiation dose escalation randomised 1,532 

patients to either 79.2Gy or 70.2Gy using 3DCRT or IMRT [467]. Approximately 33–34% of 

patients in both arms received IMRT. The rate of late Grade 2+ GI toxicity was significantly 

higher in the 79.2Gy arm compared to the 70.2Gy arm (21% vs 15%, p=0.006). A preliminary 

analysis of toxicity was conducted comparing 3DCRT versus IMRT for the high-dose 79.2Gy 

arm [468]. The median rectal V70 was 18.2% for the IMRT arm compared to 21.7% for the 

3DCRT arm. The rate of acute Grade 2+ GI and GU toxicity was 9.7% for the IMRT arm 
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compared to 15.1% for the 3DCRT arm (p=0.042). At 3 years of follow-up, the rate of late 

Grade 2+ GI toxicity was significantly reduced in the IMRT arm compared to the 3DCRT arm 

(15.1% vs 22%, p=0.039). 

Some centres are now reporting long-term follow-up, approaching 10 years, of their 

prostate IMRT patients. MSKCC has separately analysed and reported 10-year outcomes in 

170 patients treated with high-dose IMRT (81Gy) [469]. The 10-year actuarial PSA relapse-

free survival rates were 81% for the low-risk group, 78% for the intermediate-risk group and 

62% for the high-risk group. The 10-year distant metastases-free rates were 100%, 94% and 

90%, respectively, and cause-specific mortality rates were 0%, 3% and 14%, respectively. The 

10-year likelihood of developing late Grade 2 and 3 GU toxicity was 11% and 5%, 

respectively, and the likelihood of developing late Grade 2 and 3 late GI toxicity was 2% and 

1%, respectively. No Grade 4 toxicities were observed. 

Another study with a median follow-up of 10 years was published by Vora et al. and included 

302 patients [470]. The median dose delivered was 75.6Gy (range 70.2–77.4). Local and 

distant recurrence rates were 5% and 8.6%, respectively. The biochemical control rates were 

77.4% for low risk, 69.6% for intermediate risk and 53.3% for high risk. At last follow-up, no 

patients had persistent Grade 3+ GI toxicity, and 0.7% had persistent Grade 3+ GU toxicity. 

The high-risk group was noted to have a higher rate of distant metastases. These findings 

indicate that IMRT is associated with good long-term tumour control and low rates of severe 

toxicity in patients with localised prostate cancer. 

The use of ultra-high-dose IMRT using doses greater than 86Gy has also been reported [471, 

472]. The MSKCC performed a retrospective comparison of biochemical outcomes using 
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ultra-high-dose IMRT (86.4Gy in 1.8Gy fraction sizes) versus high-dose-rate brachytherapy 

with IMRT [471]. The 5-year PSA relapse-free survival rates were 98% versus 100%, 

respectively, (p=0.71) for the low-risk disease group, 84% versus 98% (p<0.001) for the 

intermediate-risk group, and 71% versus 93% (p=0.23) for the high-risk group. The 7-year 

late toxicity rates for ultra-high dose IMRT versus high-dose-rate brachytherapy with IMRT 

were 4.6% versus 4.1% (p=0.89) for Grade 2 GI toxicity, 0.4% versus 1.4% (p=0.36) for Grade 

3 GI toxicity, 19.4% versus 21.2% (p=0.14) for Grade 2 GU toxicity, and 3.1% versus 1.4% 

(p=0.74) for Grade 3 GU toxicity. Petrongari et al. published a prospective phase 2 study that 

treated 39 intermediate-risk prostate cancer patients with ultra-high-dose IMRT of 86Gy 

using standard fractionation [472]. After a median follow-up of 71 months, the 5-year 

freedom from biochemical failure was 87%. The incidence of late Grade 2, Grade 3 and 

Grade 4 GI toxicity was 18%, 2.5% and 2.5%, respectively. The incidence of late Grade 2 and 

Grade 3 GU toxicity was 5% and 8%, respectively. 

While there are numerous single-institution studies with long-term follow-up of prostate 

IMRT, there have been no randomised studies of IMRT versus 3DCRT. The RCTs of prostate 

dose escalation mainly utilised 3DCRT, and illustrated the improved outcome but at the 

expense of an increase in GI toxicity. The dosimetric planning studies of IMRT versus 3DCRT 

showed a reduction in rectal doses that translated, in non-randomised studies, to a 

significant reduction in rectal toxicity. The reduced toxicity resulted in a rapid change in 

equipoise, making the randomised comparison of 3DCRT versus IMRT unpalatable. An 

analysis of the US-based SEER (Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results) database that 

identified 52,290 men with nonmetastatic prostate cancer from 2000 to 2007 showed that 

IMRT had replaced 3DCRT as the primary treatment with external beam radiation [473]. 
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A systematic review comparing IMRT and 3DCRT for prostate cancer was published in 

2012 [474]. After an extensive literature search, the authors selected 11 articles, including 

4,559 patients, nine retrospective cohort studies and two RCTs [468, 475]. The RCTs were 

randomised studies of dose escalation. Patients were treated with 3DCRT or IMRT; however, 

patients were not randomised between the two modalities. The review authors concluded 

that there was either no difference between 3DCRT and IMRT or, as shown in many studies, 

a superiority for IMRT in terms of outcomes, and acute and late GI and GU toxicity in the 

setting of dose escalation above 70Gy. They recommended IMRT rather than 3DCRT for 

radical prostate radiotherapy with doses over 70Gy. A subsequent economic analysis (based 

on this systematic review data) demonstrated that, for radical radiation treatment (>70Gy) 

of prostate cancer, IMRT seems to be cost-effective when compared with an equivalent dose 

of 3DCRT from the perspective of the Canadian healthcare system for 2009 [476]. 

The next development in IMRT is volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), most often 

utilising flattening filter-free linear accelerators (linacs). Planning studies are increasingly 

illustrating improved dosimetric quality with improved target coverage and better rectal 

sparing with VMAT [477, 478]. The treatment delivery is more efficient, and the treatment 

time is much shorter [479, 480]. The shortened treatment time most likely will result in a 

more precise delivery as patient and organ movement is less likely to degrade the delivered 

dosimetry. 

In conclusion, dose-escalated IMRT to doses of at least 74–78Gy has become the treatment 

of choice of locally advanced prostate cancer because large-scale studies with long-term 

results have shown that it is at least as effective as 3DCRT, reduces toxicity and is cost-

effective. With the rapid development of technology (e.g. VMAT), planning and delivery are 
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increasingly quicker and more efficient than older technologies, making it possible to deliver 

even higher doses safely. However, although we have seen a reduction in late Grade 2+ GI 

toxicity from 15.1% to 9.7% and in late Grade 2+ GU toxicity from 11% to 5%, further dose 

escalation with IMRT has seen an increase in both GI and GU toxicity. 

2.6 HYPOFRACTIONATION 

The biological rationale for hypofractionated radiation for prostate cancer is predicated on 

prostate cancer having a low alpha-beta ratio. The linear-quadratic model (surviving fraction 

= e−αD − βD2) fits radiation survival data to a continuously bending curve, where D is dose and 

α (alpha) and β (beta) are constants describing radiation sensitivity [481, 482] (Figure 2.1). 

Alpha is the linear component of cell killing kinetics, representing “single-hit” killing, which 

dominates the radiation response at low doses. Beta is the quadratic component, 

representing “multiple-hit” killing, which causes the curve to bend as the dose increases. The 

ratio of alpha to beta is the dose at which the linear and quadratic components of cell killing 

are equal. The more linear the cell killing response at low radiation doses, the higher is the 

value of alpha, and the greater is the radiosensitivity of the cells. The beta or quadratic 

component of the response, relating to the curve or shoulder of the curve, is particularly 

significant if a dose is broken up into many small exposures or fractions (Figure 2.1). If cells 

are allowed sufficient time to recover after irradiation (6–24 hours), sublethal damage from 

the initial exposure will be fully repaired, and cells will respond to the next exposure as if 

they had not previously been irradiated, repeating the “shouldered” part of the curve. This 

shoulder leads to increases in cell survival by reducing the magnitude of the quadratic 

contribution to cell killing. This sparing is low for cell lines with a high alpha-beta ratio, 
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where single-hit killing dominates, while cells with a low alpha-beta ratio experience 

significant sparing. 

Theoretically, cell killing relates to death from the alpha component or single-hit events 

(i.e. lethal damage caused by a single incident particle), while the beta component, or 

multiple-hit cell death, results from the interaction of damage from different radiation 

tracks, which scales in proportion to the square of the dose but can be repaired at a lower 

dose per fraction (i.e. sublethal damage repair). 

Thus, the linear-quadratic model with its alpha and beta values can be used to describe the 

curvature of cell killing in relationship to radiotherapy dose, both for tumour control and 

normal tissue complications. Tissues with a low alpha-beta ratio are relatively resistant to 

low doses compared to tissues with a high alpha-beta ratio. Thus, early-responding tissues 

and rapidly proliferating tumours have a high alpha-beta ratio of more than 10Gy, and late-

responding tissues or slowly proliferating tumours have a low alpha-beta ratio of around 3–

5Gy. Most tumours have a high alpha-beta ratio and can be reasonably treated with 

conventionally fractionated radiotherapy (using fraction sizes of 1.8–2Gy). Nevertheless, 

some tumours such as melanoma, sarcoma, renal cell carcinoma and notably prostate 

cancer, have a low alpha-beta ratio, and therefore hypofractionation (using fraction sizes 

>2Gy) may improve the therapeutic ratio of EBRT by minimising sublethal damage repair 

[483]. 
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Source: Austin Health 

Figure 2.1  Cell survival curves of low and high alpha-beta ratio cells and the relative effect 

of fractionation 
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2.6.1 Moderate hypofractionation 

Brenner and Hall were the first to report that prostate cancer may have a low alpha-beta 

ratio of 1.5Gy [484]. This low ratio was supported by additional studies [485-487], resulting 

in proposals for the investigation of hypofractionation in prostate cancer [484, 488-490]. A 

meta-analysis of clinical data supported the concept that prostate cancer had a low alpha-

beta ratio [491]. The caveat to the analysis was that a single study mostly drove the low 

alpha-beta ratio and, if excluded, an alpha-beta ratio of >4Gy may be possible. 

This recognition that prostate cancer has a low alpha-beta ratio has resulted in several large 

scale RCTs that have demonstrated the non-inferiority of moderate hypofractionation 

(fraction size 2.4–3.4Gy) compared to standard fractionation, with similar disease control 

and late toxicity at 5 years (see Table 2.5). 
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Table 2.5  Characteristics and Results of Prostate cancer hypofractionated radiotherapy randomised controlled trials 

Trial Standard 
fractionation 

Hypofractionation Number 
of 
patients 

Median 
age 
(years) 

Risk group ADT Median 
follow-up 

5-year 
biochemical 
failure free 
survival 

Overall 
survival 

Acute 
toxicity 

Late 
toxicity 

RTOG 
0415 

73.8Gy/41Fx/1.8GPF 

8–9 weeks 

70Gy/28Fx/2.5GPF 

6 weeks 

1,115 67 Low No 5.9 years Not inferior Not 
inferior 

Not 
significant 

Increase 
Grade 2 
GI&GU 
toxicity 

CHHiP 74Gy/37Fx/2GPF 

7–8 weeks 

60Gy/20Fx/3GPF 

4 weeks 

3,216 69 Low 13%  
Intermediate 
73%  
High 12% 

24 
weeks 

62.4 
months 
(5.2 years) 

Not inferior Not 
inferior 

Not 
significant 

Not 
significant 

57Gy/19Fx/3GPF 

4 weeks 

NOT Not 
inferior (i.e. 
Inferior) 

Not 
inferior 

Not 
significant 

Not 
significant 

PROFIT 78Gy/39Fx/2GPF 

8 weeks 

60Gy/20Fx/3GPF 

8 weeks 

1,206 71 Intermediate 12 
weeks 

6 years Not Inferior Not 
inferior 

Not 
significant 

Not 
significant 

ADT = androgen deprivation therapy, Fx = fractions, GI = gastrointestinal, GPF = gray per fraction, GU = genitourinary, Gy = gray 
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In the CHHiP trial, 3,216 patients with predominantly low- to intermediate-risk prostate 

cancer were randomised to ADT and IMRT using a conventional fractionation schedule 

(74Gy in 2Gy fractions) or one of two hypofractionated schedules (60Gy or 57Gy in 3Gy 

fractions) [492]. With a median follow-up of 5.2 years, the 60Gy arm was non-inferior to the 

74Gy arm for biochemical failure-free survival and late toxicity (see Table 2.5). However, the 

57Gy arm was found to be inferior, illustrating a rapid dose-response. 

In the PROFIT trial, 1,206 patients with intermediate-risk prostate cancer were randomised 

to conventional (78Gy in 2Gy fractions) or hypofractionated (60Gy in 3Gy fractions) IMRT 

[493]. With a median follow-up of 6 years, the 60Gy arm was non-inferior with respect to 

biochemical failure, clinical failure, disease-free survival and late toxicity (see Table 2.5). 

The NRG/RTOG 0415 trial randomised 1,115 patients with low-risk prostate cancer to 

conventional (73.8Gy in 1.8Gy fractions) or hypofractionated (70Gy in 2.5Gy fractions) 

3DCRT or IMRT [494]. With a median follow-up of 5.9 years, the 70Gy arm was non-inferior 

with respect to biochemical disease-free survival. However, a small statistically significant 

increase in late Grade 2 GI and GU toxicity was observed in the hypofractionated arm (see 

Table 2.5). 

An attempt at dose-escalating the hypofractionated arm was made in the HYPRO superiority 

trial, but this led to an increase in GI and GU toxicity [495, 496]. In the HYPRO trial, 804 

patients with intermediate- and high-risk prostate cancer were randomised to conventional 

fractionation (78Gy in 2Gy fractions), or dose-escalated hypofractionated (64.6 Gy in 3.4Gy 

fractions) IMRT [497]. After a median follow up of 60 months, the 5-year relapse-free 

survival was 77.1% for the conventional arm compared to 80.5% for the dose-escalated 
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hypofractionation arm (p=0.36). The 3-year incidence of late Grade 2+ GI and GU toxicity 

was 17.7% and 39%, respectively, for the 78Gy arm compared to 21.9% and 41.3%, 

respectively, for the 64.6Gy arm. Non-inferiority could not be confirmed, and the dose 

escalation did not improve 7-year relapse survival [498]. However, cumulative late Grade 3+ 

GU toxicity was significantly higher in the 64.6Gy arm (19% vs 12.9%, p=0.021). 

In summary, four large prospective RCTs that enrolled over 6,000 patients, as well as 

additional single-institution RCTs, demonstrate that EBRT delivered to the prostate using 

moderate hypofractionation (2.4 to 3.4Gy per fraction) provides similar early prostate cancer 

control and similar toxicity to EBRT delivered using conventional fractionation (1.80 to 2.0Gy 

per day) [247]. It should be acknowledged that most of the patients in these trials had low- 

and intermediate-risk prostate cancer. It remains uncertain whether high-risk prostate 

cancer has a low alpha-beta ratio and whether hypofractionation would be appropriate. 

Therefore, moderate hypofractionation should be offered to low- to intermediate-risk 

prostate cancer patients who choose EBRT for the treatment of prostate cancer [247, 248, 

499]. Moderate hypofractionation (60Gy) is non-inferior to conventional EBRT (78–80Gy) 

and has advantages in terms of patient convenience and resource utilisation. However, 

attempts at further dose escalation have not improved biochemical control, and have similar 

late GI toxicity rates but an increase in late severe GU toxicity. 

2.6.2 Ultra-hypofractionation 

More extreme hypofractionation schedules are currently being explored. Ultra-

hypofractionation (fraction size of >5Gy) is delivered with stereotactic body radiotherapy 

(SBRT). Multiple single-centre prospective studies treating patients with predominantly low-
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risk prostate cancer with SBRT to doses of 35–36.25Gy in 7–7.25Gy fraction sizes have 

shown excellent biochemical progression-free survival of 95–98% for low-risk and 90.7% for 

intermediate-risk prostate cancer after at least 44 months of follow-up [500-503]. The 

incidence of late Grade 2 and 3+ GI toxicity ranged from 2 to 12% and 0 to 5%, respectively. 

Late Grade 2 and 3+ GU toxicity incidence ranged from 4 to 17% and 0 to 2.5%, respectively. 

A phase 1/2 study of ultra-hypofractionated dose escalation in SBRT for localised prostate 

cancer (in 91 patients) has been performed with 45, 47.5 and 50Gy in 5 fractions [504]. At 

the highest dose level of 50Gy, the overall incidence of late Grade 2, 3 and 4 toxicity was 

24.6%, 4.9% and 3.3%, respectively. Notably, at this dose level, 6.6% of patients developed 

high-grade rectal toxicity and five of these patients required a colostomy. Grade 3+ late 

rectal side effects correlated with the volume of rectal wall receiving 50Gy being >3cm3 and 

>35% circumference of the rectal wall receiving 39Gy. Grade 2+ acute rectal toxicity was 

significantly correlated with treatment of >50% of the rectal wall circumference to 24Gy. 

Thus, caution was advised with high-dose SBRT to the prostate because of its proximity to 

the bowel, and the need for appropriate dose constraints was emphasised. 

The Scandinavian HYPRO-RT-PC non-inferiority phase 3 trial randomised 1,200 patients to 

conventional IMRT (78Gy in 2Gy fractions) or an accelerated, hypofractionated SBRT arm of 

42.7Gy in 6.1Gy fractions [505]. No difference in late toxicity has been reported at 2 years. 

After a median follow-up of 5 years, the reported failure-free survival following ultra-

hypofractionated radiotherapy is non-inferior to conventionally fractionated radiotherapy 

for intermediate- to high-risk prostate cancer. There were more severe early side effects 

with the ultra-hypofractionated schedule, but late side effects were similar. 
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The Prostate Advances in Comparative Evidence (PACE) non-inferiority study will randomise 

patients to conventional IMRT (62Gy in 3.1Gy fractions) or a hypofractionated SBRT arm of 

36.25Gy in 7.25Gy fractions; this study is still in progress. There are also ongoing trials using 

one or two fractions of ultra-hypofractionated stereotactic ablative body radiotherapy 

(SABR) for prostate cancer, including the ONE-SHOT trial (NCT03294889) [506], the PROSINT-

IGRT phase 2 trial (NCT02570919) [507], the NCT04004312 trial [508], and the 2STAR phase 

2 study [509]. 

The evidence for ultra-hypofractionation consists of a single phase 3 study, and prospective 

single-arm trials and meta-analysis [510] with limited follow-up. The recommendation for 

prostate ultra-hypofractionation in the guideline from the American Society for Radiation 

Oncology, American Society of Clinical Oncology and American Urological Association 

(ASTRO-ASCO-AUA) guideline recommendation for prostate ultra-hypofractionation is 

conditional, as the evidence is immature and there is uncertainty regarding the risk-to-

benefit ratio [248, 504]. The guideline does not recommend dose-escalated ultra-

hypofractionation, and, thus, it is generally regarded as an investigational technique. 

2.7 POST-PROSTATECTOMY RADIOTHERAPY  

The role of dose escalation and IMRT in the post-prostatectomy setting for PSA salvage is 

less well documented. Some have suggested that the dose-response relationship is similar 

for salvage and definitive primary EBRT [511]. Two analyses [512, 513] have suggested that a 

strong dose-response relationship exists, and concluded that it is appropriate to consider 

doses above 66.6Gy for post-prostatectomy radiotherapy (PPRT). A recent review by Ohri 

et al. [514] estimated a potential 2.5% gain in PSA control per 1Gy. The American Society for 
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Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology Consensus Panel has suggested that “the highest dose 

of radiation therapy that can be given without morbidity is justifiable” [515]. 

The proximity of the rectum to the prostatic bed means that dose escalation for PPRT can be 

associated with increased rectal toxicities. When conventional radiotherapy techniques are 

used, it is estimated that dose escalation above 72Gy would result in an unacceptably high 

rate (20%) of Grade 3 toxicity [514]. Ohri et al. reported that late GI toxicity in PPRT 

increased by 1.2% per gray [514]. Consequently, the European Association of Urology (EAU) 

guidelines still recommend only 64–66Gy, which is reasonable for conventional or 3DCRT 

techniques [516]. However, a recent survey among physicians in the USA revealed that 55% 

of them deliver doses of at least 70Gy and 91% use IMRT [517]. A number of studies have 

concluded that high-dose salvage EBRT is safe mainly when IMRT technique is used, and that 

the 5-year PSA relapse-free survival is greater than 70% in patients with pre-treatment PSA 

<0.5ng/mL [518, 519]. Goenka et al. reported late Grade 2+ GU and GI toxicities of 16.8% 

and 1.9%, respectively, for their IMRT cohort receiving >70Gy [520]. Ost et al. delivered 

higher PPRT doses with a median of 74Gy, and reported late Grade 2+ GU and GI toxicities of 

22% and 8%, respectively [521]. 

Furthermore, there is emerging evidence that supports the concept that higher doses may 

improve outcomes. Cozzarini et al. reported an improved 5-year biochemical relapse-free 

survival (83% vs 71%) and disease-free survival (94% vs 88%), for dose-escalated PPRT to 

>70.2Gy compared to <70.2Gy [522]. A systematic review by King et al. suggested that the 

dose-response curve approximates a sigmoidal curve for PPRT. It appeared to parallel that 

for definitive radiotherapy for localised disease, with a dose of 70Gy achieving 58.6% 

biochemical relapse-free survival versus 38.5% for 60Gy [523]. The estimated proportional 
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gain in biochemical relapse-free survival was 2% per incremental Gy. The ongoing phase 3 

Swiss Group Clinical Research 09/10 trial will randomise patients without macroscopic 

disease to either 64Gy or 70Gy, and may provide a further understanding of dose escalation 

in the salvage setting [524]. In the presence of macroscopic disease, it is recommended that 

dose-escalated PPRT is utilised while taking into account the organs at risk [518]. 

2.8 MULTI-MODALITY IMAGING TECHNIQUES FOR RADIOTHERAPY 

IMRT and VMAT allow for the creation of very conformal radiotherapy dose distributions. 

However, radiotherapy is a process, and therefore each step in the process must be 

optimised to achieve the precise delivery of the IMRT to the target. Consequently, accurate 

design of the target that the IMRT dose distributions can be shaped around, and precise 

alignment with the patient and target, are required. Newer imaging methods are being 

employed to achieve this: 

• multi-modality imaging for the design and assessment of the target(s)  

• IGRT for accurate alignment and verification of the delivery. 

2.8.1 Magnetic resonance imaging 

Following the advent of 3DCRT, the CT scan has formed the basis of radiotherapy planning. 

CT is an excellent template for IMRT. Once it is appropriately calibrated, a planning CT is 

geometrically correct, and the Hounsfield numbers are directly related to electron density. 

This allows for heterogeneity corrections and accurate radiotherapy dose calculation. CT 

scans can be performed rapidly at high resolutions, limiting the movement artefact. 

However, for prostate radiotherapy, CT does not have sufficient soft tissue contrast to 

accurately separate the prostate from surrounding tissues such as muscle and vessels, and it 
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is unable to define the structure of the prostate, including the zonal anatomy. It is generally 

not possible to delineate the tumour within the prostate, including the dominant intra-

prostatic lesion (DIL), or the extent of the tumour, such as extracapsular extension or 

seminal vesicle invasion [174, 525]. 

MRI is increasingly used in oncology for staging, assessing tumour response and treatment 

planning in radiotherapy. MRI can enhance the radiotherapy treatment planning process by 

providing an excellent characterisation of soft tissues compared with CT. MRI, together with 

the developments of dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI and diffusion MRI (multi-parametric 

MRI; mpMRI), can better characterise the morphology and functional aspects of tissue and 

tumour regions. These MRI developments permit treatment individualisation, dose-

escalation strategies and, in the future, IGRT. 

MRI is an important tool in prostate radiotherapy for defining the prostate and the tumour 

within the prostate [526]. It is superior to digital rectal examination and transrectal 

ultrasound-guided (TRUS) biopsy for staging and localising prostate cancer [527]. It can 

visualise the normal anatomy, including the zonal anatomy, capsule, seminal vesicles and 

surrounding structures [525]. Prostate volumes defined on MRI are significantly smaller than 

CT because less normal tissue is included [528-530]. MRI improves the uncertainty in 

contouring, particularly at the apex and base of the prostate, and therefore reduces inter-

observer and intra-observer variation [526, 531-533] and the dose to normal tissue [534]. 

MRI can define the DIL, which is the most common local recurrence site [535, 536] (see 

Figure 2.2). Furthermore, it can determine the pathological extent of the tumour, having a 

high specificity for extracapsular extension and seminal vesicle invasion that can be difficult 
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to define clinically or on CT, ensuring that these target components are appropriately 

treated [174, 537]. 

 

DIL = dominant intra-prostatic lesion, ECE = extracapsular extension 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 2.2  Transverse T2 weighted magnetic resonance imaging showing dominant intra-

prostatic lesion and extracapsular extension  

Prostate cancer is typically seen on T2-weighted MRI as a hypointense lesion within the 

peripheral zone’s hyperintense glandular tissue. In the central zone, which can show a mixed 

hypointense and hyperintense pattern due to benign prostatic hypertrophy, prostate cancer 

can appear as a severely hypointense lesion that is referred to as the charcoal sign. 

Aggressive cancers tend to have more hypointense signal with increasing Gleason score 

[538]. 
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2.8.2 Functional imaging and dominant intra-prostatic lesion  

While dose-escalated radiotherapy (with ADT) produces favourable outcomes in most 

patients, disease failure, including local recurrence, remains an issue in up to 20% of 

patients [539]. Recent studies suggest that the majority of these local failures occur at the 

site of the original tumour, that is, the DIL defined on T2-weighted MRI [536, 540]. It is 

presumed that this results from the higher probability of radiation-resistant clones being 

present at the site of highest clonogen or cancer cell number [535]. As prostate cancer has 

been shown to have a radiotherapy dose-response, it is presumed that local control could be 

improved by increasing the dose to this region [541]. Several planning studies have 

demonstrated the feasibility of using a simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) to very high 

doses while providing adequate rectal sparing, such as maintaining a DIL to rectal distance of 

>4.2mm [542]. There have been only a few studies that have reported early outcomes of 

SIB IMRT techniques. [543-545]. However, it is hoped that better local control may prevent 

seeding or re-seeding distant disease [546] and subsequently lead to improved survival 

[281]. 

The effectiveness of escalated radiation doses to DILs is currently partly limited by 

conventional imaging’s ability to identify the DIL reliably [174, 537]. The definition and 

assessment of the DIL have mainly been performed on T2-weighted MRI. However, there is 

increasing evidence that functional imaging, including diffusion-weighted MRI (DW-MRI) 

[187, 547-550], dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI [547-549, 551] and positron emission 

tomography (PET) [187, 543], can more reliably identify the DIL. Magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy has also been used in the past, but its importance appears to be diminishing as 

newer imaging techniques become available. 
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DW-MRI depicts differences in the diffusion of water molecules due to Brownian motion. 

High cell densities, for example, in cancer, intracellular oedema and fibrotic stroma, can 

restrict water diffusion. In prostate cancer, normal glandular architecture is disrupted and 

replaced by a high density of aggregated cancer cells and fibrotic stroma. These changes 

inhibit the movement of water molecules with resultant restriction of diffusion, which is 

measured as a reduction of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values in the cancer tissue. 

Prostate cancers usually exhibit reduced ADC values and high signal intensity in a high 

b-value DW-MRI. Investigators have found that DW-MRI is better than T2-weighted imaging 

in detecting prostate cancer and differentiating it from benign tissue [552-555]. Moreover, 

DW-MRI may be able to discern prostate cancer’s aggressiveness by differentiating low-risk 

from the high-risk disease [552]. Changes detected by DW-MRI may characterise the 

response to treatment such as ADT [556]. 

Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI visualises the blood flow characteristics due to the 

vascularisation of the prostate and the neo-angiogenesis of prostate cancer [557]. It 

measures the change in T1-weighted signal intensity with time (i.e. SI-t curves) following 

administration of the gadolinium contrast. The resultant SI-t curve will show a rise or wash-

in, and then a fall or wash-out. Qualitative and quantitative analysis can characterise 

prostate cancer from normal prostate tissue. Typically, prostate cancers show a steeper 

wash-in slope, higher peak enhancement and steeper wash-out compared to normal 

prostate tissue. Combined with T1 and T2 imaging, dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI is 

reported as having better accuracy than conventional MRI. 

Increasingly a multi-parametric approach (mpMRI) using T2-weighted MRI, diffusion-

weighted MRI and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI is being used to improve the diagnostic 
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accuracy of defining prostate cancer, by combining the morphological and functional 

components of MRI. The European Society of Urogenital Radiology (ESUR) has published 

guidelines for the structured reporting of mpMRI, called the Prostate Imaging Reporting and 

Data System (PI-RADS) [558]. This system is used to generate a final overall PI-RADS score 

(1–5) that reflects the likelihood of a significant aggressive prostate cancer. It is presently 

being utilised most often for guiding biopsy and monitoring active surveillance. 

PET is an imaging technique that provides in vivo measurements in absolute units of a 

radioactive tracer. The radioactive tracer can be labelled with short-lived radioisotopes of 

the natural elements of the body’s biochemical constituents. Thus, PET provides the ability 

to detect and quantitate physiologic and receptor processes in the body, particularly cancer 

cells. FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose) PET is the most widely utilised PET in oncology. However, its 

performance is suboptimal with prostate cancer because of the low metabolism and urinary 

excretion of FDG that mask the prostate uptake [559]. Newer tracers such as 11C-choline, 18F-

choline [560], 11C-acetate [561] and prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) [562, 563] 

are increasingly being used in the management of prostate cancer, including radiotherapy 

[564]. 

Previously, choline-based PET has been the most utilised PET method for assessing primary 

prostate cancer. Choline is an essential component of the cell membrane [565], which is 

taken up into cells and phosphorylated by choline kinase to phosphatidylcholine and 

integrated into cell membrane phospholipids. 11C-choline is a radiotracer based on choline. 

Prostate cancer cells show increased transport and increased expression of choline kinase 

compared with normal cells, providing the rationale for the use of 11C-choline as a 

radiotracer in prostate cancer. 11C-choline, unlike FDG, has minimal urine excretion and thus 
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improves the visualisation of prostate cancer. It also has impressive sensitivity for primary 

and metastatic prostate cancer and excellent specificity of 81%. It is superior to FDG and 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy. 11C-choline PET has shown particular promise for 

identifying the DIL [188, 566-570]. Pathological correlation studies have suggested that  11C-

choline PET standardized uptake value (SUV) 60% provides the most accurate DIL definition 

[185], and may assist in defining the most aggressive tumours [571] with the highest Gleason 

score [187]. This DIL would be a very suitable target for further radiotherapy dose escalation 

[181]. 

PSMA PET staging shows high sensitivity and excellent specificity in detecting the primary 

within the prostate, and for nodal and metastatic disease [194, 195, 203, 572], although this 

is dependent on the PSA level. PSMA PET’s accuracy and resolution have resulted in its 

increasing use for staging advanced prostate cancer [178, 573, 574]. PSMA PET is also a 

useful tool for radiotherapy planning, including location of the DIL, and of recurrent disease 

and lymph node metastases post prostatectomy [575-578]. A study showed that PSMA PET 

resulted in salvage radiotherapy modifications in 59% of patients compared to CT alone 

[579]. Other studies have shown a similar impact of PSMA PET; it altered treatment 

decisions in 26–33% of primary treated patients [580, 581], and 42–61% of salvage 

radiotherapy patients [581, 582]. PSMA PET may also assist in the assessment of response 

following radiotherapy. Zamboglou et al. showed PET or MRI detected a local recurrence in 

27% of patients. The dose distribution in the DIL defined by PSMA PET/CT or MRI or both 

was an independent risk factor for biochemical recurrence [583]. 

While functional imaging techniques such as DW-MRI, dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI, 

11C-choline PET and PSMA PET can distinguish aggressive prostate cancer, they still suffer 
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from low resolution. The low resolution can be partly overcome by co-registering or fusing 

the images with high-resolution T2-weighted MRI and CT to improve the DIL delineation. 

In conclusion, while CT gives an excellent geometric and dosimetric representation of the 

patient, it does not have sufficient soft tissue contrast to accurately define the prostate, the 

DIL or tumour extent. Increasingly, multi-modality imaging, including functional imaging, 

plays a complementary role in accurately and precisely defining the targets in prostate 

cancer radiotherapy. Following the development of MRI linacs, MRI will increasingly play a 

pivotal role in radiotherapy alongside CT. 

2.9 IMAGE-GUIDED RADIOTHERAPY  

Multi-modality imaging allows for an increasingly precise definition of the shape and 

function of the cancer target. IMRT or VMAT can intricately shape a tight conformal 

radiation dose distribution around these targets. As the last step in the radiotherapy chain of 

events, the precise delivery of the radiation takes on paramount importance; the patient and 

particularly the cancer targets need to be accurately aligned with the radiotherapy dose 

distribution. Increasingly, imaging techniques such as IGRT are being utilised daily to align 

and monitor the patient and target. 

2.9.1 Prostate and prostate bed motion 

Prostate motion can occur between daily radiotherapy treatments and is defined as inter-

fractional motion. Motion during the delivery of a radiotherapy fraction is known as intra-

fractional motion. The motion is secondary to physiological changes, including changes in 

bladder volume, rectal distension, levator contractions and respiration [584]. Motion is 

greater in the anterior-posterior (AP) and superior-inferior (SI) axes, compared to the left-
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right (LR) axis. An analysis of prostate motion reported an inter-fractional standard deviation 

of 1–2mm in the LR axis and 2–4mm in both the AP and SI axes [585]. However, even greater 

motion has been reported with one study, with the prostate moving 7.2mm posteriorly, 

9.2mm anteriorly, 6.8mm inferiorly and 12.9mm superiorly [586]. Intra-fractional motion is 

smaller, ranging between 0.86mm and 1.8mm in all directional axes [587]. However, intra-

fractional displacement of greater than 2mm occurred in 14% of fractions has been reported 

[588]. 

The efficacy of radiation therapy is based on the precise delivery of treatment to the target. 

Historically, pelvic bones were used for alignment and verification for prostate radiotherapy. 

However, the prostate can move relative to bony pelvis. Therefore, modern prostate 

radiotherapy uses daily online verification with gold fiducials inserted into the prostate to 

ensure treatments are accurately aligned. The differences in fiducial position are measured 

prior to radiation delivery, and if necessary, the treatment couch is repositioned (known as 

“couch shift”) to match the intended position. Up to 90% of treatment fractions require such 

a treatment shift correction when using fiducial localisation [589]. 

The prostate bed is the main target in PPRT. The prostate bed is not rigid and can be divided 

into two halves: the superior and inferior prostate bed. The superior prostate bed can move 

independently of the inferior prostate bed due to the proximity of the rectum and bladder 

[590]. The inferior prostate bed includes the vesicourethral anastomosis (VUA) and adjacent 

periurethral tissue. The majority of post-prostatectomy recurrences (70%) occur in the 

inferior prostate bed, which therefore needs to be targeted precisely [591-596]. The superior 

prostate bed is the second most common recurrence site after the VUA. The superior 
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prostate bed includes the posterior bladder wall with retrovesical space, and the seminal 

vesicle remnant extending to the cut end of the vas deferens. 

With contemporary radiotherapy, cone beam CT (CBCT) can identify the superior prostate 

bed using the bladder/rectum interface. Therefore, the utility of fiducial markers to 

delineate the superior prostate bed is less important. However, CBCT cannot visualise the 

VUA or inferior prostate bed accurately because of insufficient soft tissue contrast relative to 

surrounding tissues, making the use of fiducial markers more critical. Also, the predominant 

displacement seen in the superior prostate bed is an anterior-posterior rotation which is 

very difficult to correct. Most treatment couches cannot tilt or only possess a limited range 

of rotation [590]. 

The use of fiducial markers and surgical clips placed in the prostate bed for PPRT is 

uncommon but has been reported in the literature [585, 590, 597-604]. Reasons proposed 

for lack of use of fiducials include the prostate bed’s deformability [603], the ability to use 

the existing surgical clips as fiducials [604], availability of alternative localisation techniques 

such as in-room CBCT for image guidance radiotherapy [603]. There is also an infection risk 

and fistula, if the fiducials are inserted via the rectum [605]. 

Surgical clips do have the advantage of being non-invasive. However, some studies have 

found them difficult to match because of the varying number and asymmetric shape [601, 

602]. The use of gold seeds is more reliable as they are easily identifiable, stable and 

representative of the prostate bed [585, 601, 602]. 
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 An analysis of prostate bed motion by Alander et al., who used a combination of gold seed 

fiducial markers and CBCT, reported inter-fractional standard deviation of 1.4mm in the LR 

axis, and 5.9mm in both the AP and SI axes [601]. Huang et al. used a combination of surgical 

clips and CBCT, and reported inter-fractional standard deviation of 2.8mm in the LR axis, 

3.9mm in the SI axis and 4.3mm in the AP axis [599]. These shifts are not dissimilar to motion 

seen with an intact prostate. Therefore, fiducial marker utilisation for PPRT is being 

contemplated, particularly for dose escalation. 

2.9.2 Seminal vesicle motion 

The incidence of seminal vesicle invasion at presentation is 7–24% [606, 607], although the 

incidence is decreasing, most likely due to earlier detection by PSA testing. For prostate 

radiotherapy, seminal vesicle invasion risk is often calculated using either Partin tables [608] 

or Roach’s formulae [258]. However, it is generally agreed that seminal vesicles should be 

included in the CTV in all high-risk prostate cancer patients. Parker et al. showed that if the 

seminal vesicles are not included, the proximal half of the seminal vesicles will receive some 

dose but it would generally be regarded as inadequate dosimetric coverage [609]. 

The proportion of seminal vesicles that should be included in the CTV is mainly based on 

pathological analysis of prostatectomy specimens. Most studies, including the largest and 

often-quoted review of 344 prostatectomy specimens, suggest that the pattern of spread is 

generally continuous and usually (90%) contained in the proximal half [610-612]. It should be 

noted that these were surgical studies and contained very few patients with T3 disease. 

Other studies have suggested that seminal vesicle invasion extending to the tip occurs in 40–

58% of patients [613, 614]. Notably, one such study did have 16% of T3 patients, which may 

be more indicative of radiotherapy patients in practice [613]. While clinical guidelines state 
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that either the proximal half or the proximal 1–2cm of seminal vesicles [615, 616] should be 

included in the CTV, patients with high-risk disease referred for radiotherapy may have more 

extensive seminal vesicle invasion than surgical studies would suggest. 

Investigations of seminal vesicle motion have varied in the patient number, the number of 

scans, methodology (prostate centroid or fiducial seeds), and margin calculation. The 

movements, both systematic and random from 1.1 to 1.9mm laterally, 2.8 to 7.3mm anterior 

to posterior, and 2.2 to 3.6mm superior to inferior, while random movements varied from 

0.4 to 1.4mm laterally, 1.2 to 3.1mm anterior to posterior, and 0.06 to 2.1mm superior to 

inferior [617-620]. The CTV to PTV margins ranged from 4.5mm to 15mm [617-624]. Seminal 

vesicle displacement mainly occurs in the anterior-posterior direction and is mostly a result 

of changes in the rectal filling. Bladder filling appears to have a weak correlation with 

seminal vesicle motion [617, 619]. The differences in the studies are partly due to 

methodology, but observer error may also have contributed. 

It is clear that seminal vesicle displacement is greater than and sometimes independent of 

the prostate motion, particularly in the anterior to posterior and inferior to superior 

directions. Consequently, most studies recommend greater margins for seminal vesicles to 

achieve an adequate dose. This is most likely of more importance in high-risk patients when 

the seminal vesicles are more likely to be involved. At least the proximal half of the seminal 

vesicles should be treated, if not the entire seminal vesicle with adequate margin. 

2.10 PROSTATE FIDUCIAL MARKERS 

Historically, positional verification was based on the alignment of pelvic bones on orthogonal 

X-ray film images. The use of film required time for them to be processed and developed. 
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Because film verification was time-consuming, it was performed weekly after treatment and 

assessed offline. With the advent of rapid digital imaging, such as electronic portal imaging, 

verification was increasingly performed daily before treatment and assessed online. 

However, because the prostate can move relative to the pelvic bones, this method was 

considered inaccurate for dose-escalated IMRT for prostate cancer [589, 625-627]. 

The utilisation of biologically inert radiopaque fiducial markers is regarded as a more precise 

method of prostate target localisation and has rapidly gained acceptance. Gold seeds are the 

most commonly used fiducial. Crook et al. were the first to report that fiducial markers 

provide a very accurate method for localising the prostate during radiotherapy [628]. The 

use of fiducials in the prostate gland is ideal. They can be implanted with little risk of 

migration, can easily be visualised in the treatment room, and the prostate shape rarely 

changes significantly during radiation therapy. Typically, three fiducials are inserted into the 

prostate, at the apex, mid-gland and base, for better accuracy and reproducibility of prostate 

alignment. Use of three fiducials also reduces localisation uncertainty due to migration of 

the fiducials in the organ [625, 629]. Fiducials have been used infrequently in the post-

prostatectomy setting as the prostate bed is subject to deformation [603], the drop-out rate 

and migration of fiducials are higher when inserted into the bladder compare to the prostate 

[630], and there is a risk of infection and even fistula, particularly if fiducials are inserted 

transrectally [631, 632]. 

Gold seeds, however, can cause artefacts on CT imaging, such as distortion or so-called 

metal artefact and change in target density. The distorted CT image can also result in 

inaccurate delivery if not accounted for [633]. The artefacts can also hide anatomical detail 

that could lead to inaccurate contouring, particularly at the prostate’s apex. 
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The ideal fiducial marker is easy to deliver with good visibility, minimal distortion in CT 

imaging, minimal dose perturbation, biocompatibility with soft tissue and negligible 

migration [634]. Several new fiducial markers have been developed to produce less 

distortion with CT imaging. Visicoil™ uses helical coils of gold to reduce the relative thickness 

of the fiducial and decrease the equivalent density, thus reducing image artefact [635]. 

Others use a mixture of low-density biocompatible materials and gold particles [634]. Other 

alternatives are to use radiopaque materials with lower Z numbers such as stainless steel; 

titanium [636]; and carbon, ceramic or polymer materials [625, 637]. 

2.10.1 Fiducial construction 

Fiducials for prostate cancer are inert, constructed of readily available material, relatively 

inexpensive and visualised for treatment verification. The fiducials are most frequently made 

from gold, 0.5–1.5mm in diameter, cylindrical and 2–5mm in length. Some fiducials are 

knurled to decrease the risk of migration. In contrast, others are either star-shaped in cross-

section (Goldlock™, Beampoint, Sweden) or are folded (Gold Anchors™, Naslund Medical AB, 

Vassvagen, Sweden). To improve MRI visualisation, markers may contain some steel 

(PolyMark™, CIVCO, USA). 

TraceIT™ (Augmenix, Waltham, MA, USA) is a liquid fiducial marker composed of 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) hydrogel with 1% bound iodine. It is injected as a particulate 

material and is absorbed by the body within 7 months. It is visible on MRI, ultrasound, CT 

and CBCT, with no artefact seen on CT. Higher-tech fiducials include electromagnetic 

transponders (Calypso Medical Technologies, Seattle, USA) which transmit radiofrequency 

waves. These require a unique localisation and tracking system that can track prostate 

motion during delivery of the radiotherapy fraction [638]. However, Calypso transponders 
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can distort MRI planning images, and the system is expensive to implement [639]. Navotek is 

a radioactive emitting fiducial, but it is also costly with additional concerns regarding its 

radioactivity [640]. 

2.10.2 Fiducial insertion 

The technique of implanting prostate fiducials has been well described [641, 642]. Fiducials 

can be inserted under local or general anaesthetic. Insertion should be performed at least a 

few days, preferably 1 week, before the planning CT scan to allow for any oedema or 

haemorrhage to settle. 

During the insertion procedure, patients are positioned in the left lateral or lithotomy 

position, and a lubricated transrectal ultrasound is inserted into the rectum. The prostate is 

fully visualised in the axial and sagittal planes and the position for fiducials determined. 

Needles are used to deploy the golds seeds transrectally or, more recently, transperineally. 

The transperineal approach has a lower risk of infection and rectal bleeding (similar to 

transperineal prostate biopsies). Moman et al. reported on 914 patients having gold fiducials 

implanted; of the 402 patients undergoing transrectal insertion, two patients developed 

urosepsis, while there were no episodes of urosepsis among 512 patients having 

transperineal implantation [643]. Igdem et al. assessed pain scores among outpatients 

following TRUS implants without local anaesthesia; they reported low mean pain scores and 

87% of patients reported comparable or less pain than the diagnostic biopsy [644]. 

The insertion of fiducials for PPRT is most often performed using the transperineal approach 

to minimise infection risk. The patient is positioned in the dorsal lithotomy position with an 

indwelling catheter (IDC) inserted into the bladder. A transrectal ultrasound is used to 
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visualise the bladder, urethra and prostate bed. Traction on the IDC balloon positions it at 

the bladder neck, just above the primary target, the VUA. The fiducials are inserted using a 

brachytherapy grid and stepper around the VUA. 

Severe complications from fiducial insertion are rare. Moderate complications include pain 

and fever in 6.2% of men and minor voiding problems in 1.9% [645]. Minor complications 

consist of haematuria and haematospermia (18.5%), and rectal bleeding (9.1%). 

2.10.3 Fiducial position 

It is generally recommended that three fiducials be inserted. This allows for triangulation, 

permits multi-planar positioning of the prostate, enables fiducial migration to be assessed, 

and allows for some redundancy when a fiducial is lost [625, 629]. However, marker loss 

during radiotherapy is uncommon and is reported at 1.4% [646]. The lost fiducials are usually 

passed via the rectum but occasionally some embolise to the lung. When inserted at the 

prostate apex and base, two fiducials are nearly as effective as three for prostate 

radiotherapy alignment [585, 629]. Typically, the three fiducials are positioned at the 

prostate base, mid zone and apex, preferably in an alternating right-left pattern but avoiding 

the urethra. Ideally, they are spaced approximately 1cm apart. 

For PPRT, the VUA in the lower prostate bed is delineated by two to three markers inserted 

into the retrovesical tissue adjacent to the VUA. Two fiducials are reported to be effective 

[647]. This does not allow the calculation of rotational errors, but this is small at the VUA, 

and rotational corrections do not greatly improve translational shifts [647]. Fiducials can also 

be inserted into the retrovesical tissue or into the posterior bladder wall to delineate the 

upper prostate bed [631]. 
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2.10.4 Fiducials and image guidance 

Radiotherapy verification using fiducial markers most frequently utilises image guidance 

with CBCT or kV orthogonal planar imaging. Previous methods used MV imaging, including 

MV electronic portal orthogonal planar imaging and MV CT. Moseley et al. had shown a 

highly significant correlation of isocentre shifts between MV, kV and CBCT fiducials [648]. 

However, CBCT and MRI volumetric imaging provide information about the organs at risk, 

such as bladder filling and rectal distension. The Calypso image guidance system has been an 

innovative method that can track prostate motion during treatment (i.e. intra-fraction 

motion). However, it does not provide information about the organs at risk [649]. 

Comparison studies of the use of IGRT/fiducial markers with IMRT versus non-IGRT 

treatments have generally shown a decrease in late GI and/or GU toxicity [650-652], and in 

one study there was an improvement in clinical outcome [650]. The difference in toxicity can 

be attributed to the combination of the IMRT technique with reduced dose to organs at risk, 

daily image guidance and margin reduction 

While the first studies that showed an improvement in outcome utilized weekly fiducial 

orthogonal planar imaging match, daily online CBCT fiducial verification should result in 

similar, if not better, results. Some studies of CBCT have shown similar verification shifts to 

fiducial based planar imaging [653]. Contemporary online CBCT is likely to be more accurate 

as it enables the daily assessment of fiducials as well as rectal and bladder filling.  

 

Soft tissue matching cone-beam CT (CBCT) has been considered an alternative to fiducials as 

it avoids the surgical intervention, albeit minor, for the insertion. However, it has been 

suggested that fiducial based matching of CBCT may be more accurate than soft tissue-based 
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CBCT matching while still providing the assessment of soft tissue and organs at risk 

assessment. Shi et al. concluded that CBCT with soft-tissue-based automatic corrections is 

not as accurate compared to alignment to fiducial markers for prostate IGRT [654]. 

 

 The online assessment of a 3D soft tissue match on CBCT can be complex, prolonging the 

verification to treatment time. This prolongation can lead to patient and or organ motion 

due to bowel gas or bladder filling, resulting in inaccurate radiotherapy delivery.  

 

The prostate is challenging to define on CT because it has a similar HU value and contrast to 

surrounding tissues. Prostate soft tissue verification assessment of CBCT is even more 

difficult due to its poorer image quality resulting from its cone-beam geometry and 

prolonged acquisition time, making it more prone to artifacts and scatter than conventional 

CT. The resultant images have a diminished signal to noise ratio, contrast to noise ratio, and 

often greater artefact from bowel gas [655]. The inferior image quality of CBCT contributes 

to a significantly worse interobserver variability with CBCT soft tissue matching compared 

with fiducial matching [656]. Matching to the prostate base adjacent to the bladder is easier, 

but one cannot accurately assess rotations and translations resulting from prostate 

distortion. Studies of inter-observer variability have highlighted the difficulty distinguishing 

the soft-tissue prostate from adjacent structures, particularly at the base and apex, due to 

similar densities [657, 658]. 

 

Furthermore, radiation therapists require greater training to perform soft tissue matching to 

assess translations and complex rotations on grainy images subject to artefact production 
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[659]. Whereas fiducial imaging, including CBCT, has similar or better accuracy but requires 

less daily physician input and is less time-consuming [660]. 

 

Fiducial matching with daily online CBCT provides an efficient workflow with accurate 

prostate targeting while maintaining appropriate soft tissue and organ at risk assessment. 

However, with continued improvements in the matching algorithms and artificial 

intelligence, fiducial markers may eventually be supplanted. Furthermore, the increasing use 

of MRI linacs (MRL) that can better visualize the prostate gland and the tumour will enhance 

the accuracy of soft tissue verification due to its better soft-tissue contrast [659]. However, 

MRL workflow can be arduous, and MRI-visible fiducials may still improve workflow 

efficiency, but this is yet fully explored.  

 

2.11 RECTAL SPACERS 

The rectum has been the limiting organ at risk in prostate cancer radiotherapy. Rectal filling 

can change the prostate position, leading to inaccurate dose delivery with worse cancer 

outcomes and increased rectal toxicity [661-663]. Initial attempts to minimise rectal filling 

that have been shown to diminish prostate motion include low-residue diet, laxatives, 

emptying rectal gas before radiotherapy, enemas and suppositories [664-666]. 

Endorectal balloons have been used to provide a constant rectal volume that can immobilise 

the prostate and decrease the volume of rectum irradiated [667]. Endorectal balloons are 

associated with lower rates of rectal mucosa changes than standard prostate radiotherapy, 

which results in less rectal toxicity [668]. They reduce the radiation dose to most of the 
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rectum, but the anterior rectal wall remains adjacent to the prostate and receives relatively 

high doses. 

Rectal spacers have been investigated to reduce the radiation dose to the rectum, including 

the anterior rectal wall. Spacers are inserted into the perirectal space between the prostate 

and Denonvillier’s fascia, anterior to the rectal wall [669], thereby displacing the rectum 

posteriorly away from the prostate. Prada et al. first described the use of a biodegradable 

spacer gel to provide temporary separation of the prostate and rectum for prostate 

radiotherapy [670]. The role of rectal spacers in reducing toxicity from prostate radiotherapy 

is increasing. Therefore, spacers may enable increasing dose escalation [671], safer 

hypofractionation [669] and prostate re-irradiation [672]. 

Spacers used in prostate cancer radiotherapy should remain stable in size during treatment 

and eventually degrade after the completion of the prostate radiotherapy. The materials 

used for spacers include blood (blood patch) [673], hyaluronic acid [669], collagen [674], 

synthetic hydrogels [675] (SpaceOAR™, Augmenix, Waltham, MA, USA) and biodegradable 

(poly [L-lactide-co-caprolactone]) balloons [676, 677]. SpaceOAR™ (Augmenix, Waltham, 

MA, USA) is the most commonly used and studied spacer. It consists of a commercially 

available synthetic PEG-based hydrogel. SpaceOAR has a low allergic rate, distributes well in 

the perirectal space, remains stable during the course of radiotherapy, and is absorbed by 

6 months and excreted by the kidneys [675, 678]. 

The insertion technique for SpaceOAR™ hydrogel injection was first described by Hatiboglu 

et al. [679]. The patient is anaesthetised or sedated and placed in the lithotomy position. 

Antibiotic prophylaxis is recommended to reduce the risk of infection. The prostate and 
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rectum are visualised using a transrectal ultrasound probe to guide an 18G needle 

transperineally, posterior to Denonvilliers’ (rectoprostatic) fascia into the anterior perirectal 

fat. Hydro-dissection of the tissue planes is performed with sterile saline. Then the hydrogel 

mixture is injected into this hydro-dissected space, where it subsequently polymerises. 

Complications from spacer insertions are uncommon. They include infection, allergic 

reactions, injection site reactions such as bleeding and pain, urinary retention, rectal 

pressure, constipation, and inadvertent injection into the prostate or rectum. Rare major 

complications include acute pulmonary embolism, severe anaphylaxis, prostatic abscess and 

sepsis, purulent perineal drainage, rectal wall erosion, and rectourethral fistula [680]. 

Spacers may be relatively contraindicated in patients with a high risk of adhesions in the 

perirectal space, including those with inflammatory bowel disease, chronic prostatitis and 

perianal disease [671]. 

Multiple retrospective and phase 2 studies have analysed rectal spacers. They have generally 

shown that a prostate–rectal separation of 9–14mm is achieved [671, 674]. The use of 

spacers has resulted in lower rectal doses and reduced toxicity with improved rectal quality 

of life [605, 674, 678, 681-684]. 

The first phase 3 study of hydrogel spacers was reported by Mariados et al. [685] and then 

updated by Hamstra et al. [686]. It was a multi-institutional study that randomised 222 men 

with low- to intermediate-risk prostate cancer to hydrogel spacer or the control arm in a 2:1 

ratio. Fiducial markers were placed at the same time as the spacer insertion for image 

guidance. The trial confirmed the initial phase 2 studies, showing that the spacer was well 

tolerated, and easily and successfully inserted into approximately 99% of patients without 
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major complication. Overall, there was no difference in acute rectal toxicity between the 

spacer and control arms. However, there was a significant increase in the perirectal space 

and reduced rectal radiation doses in the spacer arm. The trial also showed a significant 

improvement in late rectal toxicity and its severity, and a better bowel quality of life in the 

spacer group. The decline in urinary and sexual quality of life was worse in the control group. 

The conclusion was that the spacer was a safe and effective tool for reducing radiation rectal 

toxicity and improving quality of life [685-687]. 

The investigation of spacers in the PPRT setting is limited [688-692]. The insertion of a spacer 

in post-prostatectomy patients can be challenging as the tissue planes are disrupted during 

surgery. There is also a concern that tumour cells could be displaced posteriorly by the 

spacer, leading to a geographic radiotherapy miss. However, the anterior rectal wall is not a 

common site of local recurrence following radical prostatectomy [591-594, 693, 694], 

suggesting that spacers have a potential role at least in patients with macroscopic local 

recurrence. Earlier studies using TRUS biopsies to identify the recurrence site following 

prostatectomy showed that the peri-anastomotic site or VUA was the most common site, 

with an incidence in the range of 60% [591-593]. Later MRI studies of post-prostatectomy 

PSA relapses have confirmed that local recurrences occur mainly in the VUA region, followed 

by the retro-vesicle space and seminal vesicles [594, 693, 694]. Therefore, it is essential that 

patients be carefully selected for the use of rectal spacers, and that a macroscopic local 

recurrence does not involve the anterior rectal wall [690]. 

Lehrich et al. performed a retrospective review of 21 post-prostatectomy patients 

undergoing post-operative adjuvant or salvage IMRT to a dose of greater than 72Gy and who 

had a PEG hydrogel rectal spacer inserted [689]. The patients did not have an imaged local 
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recurrence. This study showed that using a rectal spacer did not appear to compromise 

biochemical relapse-free survival or rectal toxicity. Following dose-escalated post-operative 

radiotherapy with a rectal spacer, the acute and late GI toxicity rates were low. The relapse-

free survival was high compared to both historical controls and toxicity grades previously 

reported in the literature. 

In conclusion, studies have shown that spacers increase the separation of prostate and 

rectum with significant dosimetric rectal sparing effects. The rectal sparing has resulted in at 

least a reduction of late rectal toxicity. Spacers are generally safe and easy to deliver with 

low complication rates. However, image guidance remains essential. Even though posterior 

prostate displacements are reduced with spacers, prostate motion during a course of 

radiotherapy is still an important factor in the delivery [675]. The use of spacers in the post-

prostatectomy setting shows some promise but has not yet been subject to rigorous 

analysis. Spacers are likely to be critical with further dose escalation or hypofractionated 

prostate radiotherapy, particularly ultra-hypofractionated or SABR techniques, but studies 

are not completed [669]. 

2.12 CONCLUSION 

Radiotherapy dose escalation for high-risk prostate cancer has progressed from 3DCRT to 

IMRT, resulting in a steady improvement in dosimetry and outcomes. The dose conformity 

and efficiency are further improved with the VMAT form of intensity modulation. Therefore, 

it is increasingly important that the target cancer is appropriately identified and defined with 

multi-modality imaging, incorporating high-resolution morphological and functional scans. 

The precision of delivery also becomes paramount, requiring the appropriate utilisation of 
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IGRT techniques. Together with fiducials and spacers, these imaging techniques greatly add 

to the accuracy and safety of prostate radiotherapy. 
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3.1 PREFACE 

Chapter 3 represents a manuscript that was peer-reviewed and subsequently published in 

Radiotherapy and Oncology in 2017 (see full reference above). 

The first important step in precision radiotherapy is computed tomography (CT) simulation 

and image acquisition. Target definition is vital for accurate conformal radiotherapy planning 

and subsequent treatment delivery. An error in target definition will be propagated 

throughout the radiotherapy course, potentially leading to a geographic miss. Therefore, the 

first investigative chapter of this thesis explores the use of co-registered magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) to define the target more accurately. 

Post-prostatectomy radiotherapy (PPRT), either adjuvant or salvage, is an effective modality 

in the treatment of prostate cancer. The clinical target volume (CTV) includes the surgical 

bed (i.e. the prostate fossa and seminal vesicle bed), as this represents the most common 

sites of local recurrence. The specific anatomical sites include the vesicourethral 

anastomosis (VUA); bladder base, including bladder suture line; retrovesical space; and 

seminal vesicle bed to the cut end of the vas deferens. 

Notably, the most common site of recurrence is the VUA. Therefore, the VUA must be 

accurately identified to ensure adequate dosimetric coverage. Radiotherapy protocols stress 

the importance of including the VUA in the CTV. Present guidelines recommend adding an 

inferior margin to the VUA to allow for microscopic extension beyond the VUA. The 

Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) guidelines recommend an 8–12mm inferior 

margin, whereas the Australasian Faculty of Radiation Oncology Genito-Urinary Group 

(FROGG) guidelines suggest 5–6mm. 
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The hypothesis is that standard radiotherapy planning CT does not define the most common 

recurrence site, the VUA, as accurately as T2-weighted MRI. The aim of this study was to 

analyse the spatial differences between MRI and CT in the localisation of the VUA, and 

assess and validate guideline recommendations for the CT-defined VUA CTV margins in 

comparison to an MRI-defined VUA. 

3.2 CONTEXT 

International guidelines have suggested that MRI be the gold standard for identifying the 

most common site of recurrence, the VUA, for PPRT. However, prior to this study, there was 

only indirect evidence to support this recommendation. This published study validates and 

confirms the guideline recommendation that a T2-weighted MRI is more precise than CT in 

identifying the VUA for precision post-prostatectomy radiotherapy. Future studies on the 

clinical impact of MRI on tumour control and normal tissues toxicity are warranted, 

particular as radiotherapy embraces MRI simulators and MRI linacs.  

CTV margins account for the microscopic extension of the gross tumour. Therefore, CTV 

margins are based on pathology studies of microscopic extension and data pertaining to 

clinical and imaging recurrence patterns. The CTV margins for post-prostatectomy 

radiotherapy depend on the accuracy of the VUA definition. The 5-12mm margins 

recommended by the guidelines may be insufficient if the VUA is not well defined. PTV 

margins are margins beyond the CTV to compensate mainly for setup uncertainty and inter 

and intra-fraction motion. They may also account for delineation errors, including the 

definition of the VUA. If the CTV is defined using CT imaging, it may require additional 

margins to account for delineation error. If MRI is used to assist with the VUA delineation, 
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the PTV may be reduced if one initially incorporated a delineation error margin. However, 

PTV margins are department dependent. Therefore, appropriate considerations and clinical 

study are required. Further reductions in margins to reduce toxicity would need to be 

appropriately addressed in prospective studies.  
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3.3 ABSTRACT 

Background: The VUA is critical to the CTV in post-prostatectomy radiotherapy (PPRT), as it 

is the commonest site of recurrence. Typically, VUA localisation is performed on a CT alone 

but guidelines recommend MRI. 

Objective: Evaluate the VUA spatial differences between CT (ctVUA) and MRI (mrVUA). 

Analyse its impact on the CT-defined CTV (ctCTV) as recommended by published guidelines. 

Materials and methods: We identified 34 patients with a co-registered simulation CT and 

T2-weighted MRI. The VUA was located on CT and MRI while blinded to the opposing scan. 

The differences were analysed using the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. The mrVUA coverage 

was investigated using three ctCTV margins of 5mm, 8mm and 12mm. 

Results: Median age was 63 years with 59% having pT3a disease and median Gleason score 

of 7. The mrVUA was coincident with the ctVUA in 12% and inferior in 88%. Median 

difference was 5mm (0–10mm) (p<0.0001). Only a ctCTV margin of 12mm would have 

encompassed all mrVUAs. A ctCTV margin of 8mm and 5mm resulted in 12% and 38% of 

cases, respectively, where the VUA was excluded from the ctCTV. 

Conclusions: MRI is important for the accurate delineation of VUA for PPRT. 
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3.4 INTRODUCTION 

Prostate cancer post-prostatectomy radiotherapy (PPRT) is used as adjuvant treatment for 

men at high risk of relapse or for the salvage of men who have suffered biochemical 

prostate-specific antigen (PSA) relapse or clinical recurrence [280, 282, 286, 695-697]. 

However, up to one-third of adjuvant patients and two-thirds of salvage cases will further 

relapse following PPRT [698]. 

Initial investigations to define the site of local recurrence following PSA relapse post 

prostatectomy used transrectal ultrasound-guided biopsy alone. They showed that the peri-

anastomotic site, or VUA, was the most common site of recurrence with the incidence 

ranging from 56% to 66% [591-593]. 

It is therefore essential that the VUA be accurately identified prior to PPRT to ensure 

adequate dosimetric coverage. Precision targeted radiotherapy with intensity-modulated 

radiotherapy (IMRT) and image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) in prostate cancer has been 

shown to be important for both disease outcome and minimisation of toxicity [650-652]. 

International guidelines and protocols stress the importance of the VUA [699-702], 

suggesting that it is critical to the definition of the radiotherapy clinical target volume (CTV), 

that is, the volume at high risk of containing residual microscopic disease. 

The guidelines recommend that axial CT slices should be used when identifying the VUA 

[699-702]. They acknowledge that the VUA may be more accurately identified on MRI, as the 

gold standard reference [702], because of its superior soft tissue contrast. However, they 

concede that the utility of MRI has not been fully evaluated [700, 702]. 
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The guidelines also recommend an additional caudal CTV margin from the VUA to allow for 

microscopic extension [699-702]. The suggested geometric margins range from 5mm to 

12mm. However, unless the VUA is accurately delineated, this margin for microscopic 

disease extension may be compromised and consequently under-dosed. 

The purpose of the study was to evaluate the utility of MRI in the accurate identification of 

the VUA and the impact on the CTV for PPRT relative to the recommended guidelines. 

Therefore, the aims of this study are: 

1) To analyse the spatial differences between MRI and CT in the localisation of the VUA. 

2) To assess the mrVUA relative to the CT-based CTV margins (ctCTV) recommended by the 

published guidelines. 

3.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The investigation was approved as a retrospective analysis by the institutional ethics 

committee. The study cohort consisted of 34 eligible consecutive prostate cancer patients 

previously treated with post-prostatectomy IMRT/IGRT between December 2011 and 

October 2013 with uniform CT slice thickness. 

3.5.1 Simulation and imaging 

A bladder and bowel protocol was adopted to standardize the organ at risk filling. The 

purpose was to minimize the impact of bladder and bowel filling on the VUA position and 

maintain consistency with standard radiotherapy protocols. Patients were instructed to 

empty their bowels before the scans using an enema. In addition, they emptied their bladder 

and drank 500mls of water before the scans. The aim was to have an empty bowel and 

comfortably full bladder. 
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Patients were positioned supine with an individualised foam Alpha cradle placed on an 

indexed pelvic board with foot stocks. CT simulation (non-contrast) was performed on a 

General Electric Radiation Therapy Lightspeed Widebore® helical scanner (General Electric 

Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK) with a resolution of 512x512, pitch 0.75, no gap and a 

slice thickness of 1.25mm. The CT origin (z-axis 0) was centred and tattooed 5cm superior to 

base of penis. 

The planning MRI was performed on a 1.5 T Siemens Magneto Avanto Syngo MR B17® 

(Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The MRI sequence utilised for this study was a 

high-resolution 3D T2-weighted scan with a voxel size of 1mm. This was reformatted in the 

axial plane and imported into CMS Focal Sim® (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) and co-registered 

with the simulation CT. 

3.5.2 Vesicourethral anastomosis identification and analysis 

Following a prostatectomy, the bladder is anastomosed to the proximal membranous 

urethra [703-705]. The membranous urethra is normally closed by the external sphincter, 

both being contained within the urogenital diaphragm. Consequently it does not contain 

urine. Therefore, as the guidelines recommend, the VUA was defined on the axial slice just 

inferior to the last slice where urine is visible, as the urine defines the bladder on both CT 

and MRI [699, 701, 702]. This was confirmed on multi-planar views. Furthermore, on T2-

weighted MRI, the VUA can be more precisely defined due to ability to visualise the low 

signal elliptic cylindrical wall of the VUA and proximal membranous urethra in contrast to 

the very bright signal of urine in the bladder [706]. 
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The CT and MRI were co-registered initially using the entire pelvic bones but then refined to 

the region of interest that encompasses the urogenital diaphragm and VUA, that is, the 

bones of the ischiopubic ramus and coccyx. 

The department regards the gold standard for delineation of the CTV to be the MRI for the 

soft tissue components not well visualised on CT, that is, the VUA, membranous urethra and 

urogenital diaphragm (5–10mm), and, posteriorly, the meso-rectal fascia. The CT is used to 

define the posterior pubis, obturator internus and bladder components of the CTV as these 

are well seen on CT. 

Following co-registration of the CT and MRI, the treating radiation oncologist delineated the 

ctVUA on the CT while blinded to the MRI. At a later date, the same radiation oncologist 

defined the mrVUA on the co-registered MRI while blinded to the CT. All VUAs were 

reviewed and adjusted by the study radiation oncologist and radiologist, both of whom 

specialised in urology. 

The superior-inferior (z-axis) coordinate, that is, the vertical distance from the CT origin, was 

recorded for both the ctVUA and mrVUA. The differences between these VUAs were 

calculated. 

3.5.3 Clinical target volume analysis 

Published guidelines recommend adding an inferior margin to the VUA to allow for 

microscopic extension beyond the VUA [699-702]. The RTOG guidelines recommend 8–

12mm [699], Princess Margaret Hospital (PMH) recommend 8mm [702], whereas the FROGG 

guidelines suggest 5–6mm [701]. The remaining guideline from the EORTC recommends that 
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the relevant CTV include “Centrally: the urethra-vesical anastomosis” and “Caudally: 

including the apex (15mm cranially from the penile bulb)” with a 5mm margin for high-risk 

areas including microscopic extension, incompletely resected extracapsular extension and 

involved margins [700]. 

3.5.4 Statistics 

The differences (ctVUA – mrVUA) were calculated for each patient. As the differences relate 

to the CT discrete slice thickness, the median value and range was calculated. A p-value of 

<0.05 was afforded statistical significance between the median differences of the ctVUA and 

mrVUA using the two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for paired samples. The mean 

difference for the patient population was also calculated to compare with the literature. The 

statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft® Excel (Microsoft®, Redfern, USA) and 

Graphpad Prism™ Version 6.07 (Graphpad®, California, USA). 

3.6 RESULTS 

The study cohort consisted of 34 patients with a median age of 63 years (range 52–72 years). 

Nine patients (26%) received adjuvant PPRT to a mean dose of 66Gy and the remaining 25 

(74%) received salvage PPRT for PSA relapse to a mean dose of 70Gy. The majority had 

locally advanced disease, with almost 60% having extracapsular extension (pT3a), while the 

median Gleason score was 7. The apical margin was involved in 14 of the 21 patients (56%) 

with positive surgical margins (Table 3.1). 
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Table 3.1 Prostatectomy pathological characteristics: T stage, Gleason score and margin 

status 

Characteristic Patients (n=34) % 

T Stage   

2a 2 5.9% 

2b 3 8.8% 

2c 5 14.7% 

3a 20 58.8% 

3b 4 11.8% 

Gleason score   

7 25 73.5% 

8 2 5.9% 

9 7 20.6% 

Surgical margins   

Positive 21 61.8% 

Negative 13 38.2% 

 

 

In 30 patients (88%) the vector difference between the mrVUA and ctVUA was caudal 

(p<0.0001). The ctVUA and mrVUA were coincident in four patients (12%). The median 

difference was 5mm, with a range of 0 to 10mm. The mean difference was 4.82mm with a 

standard deviation (SD) of 2.97mm (Figure 3.1). Notably, there were four patients (12%) with 

a mrVUA that was 10mm inferior to the ctVUA (Figure 3.2). 
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Source: Austin Health 

Figure 3.1 Vesicourethral anastomosis z-axis coordinates for 34 patients: computed 

tomography (CT) vs magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Z-axis origin (0) is 

centred and tattooed 5cm superior to base of penis. 
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CT = computed tomography, ctVUA = computed tomography vesicourethral anastomosis, MRI = magnetic 
resonance imaging, mrVUA = magnetic resonance imaging vesicourethral anastomosis 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 3.2 Differences between the ctVUA and mrVUA based on axial slices of 1.25mm 

thickness co-registered CT and MRI, respectively 

Comparison of the differences between mrVUA and ctVUA with recommended guidelines for 

CTV margins are shown in Figure 3.3. The mrVUA was encompassed by the ctCTV in all 

patients when a margin of 12mm was used. For the 8mm and 5mm margins, the mrVUA was 

included within the CTV in 30 (88%) and 21 (62%) patients, respectively. Four patients (12%) 

would have had correct CTV margins as the ctVUA and mrVUA were coincident. 
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ctVUA = computed tomography vesicourethral anastomosis, mrVUA = magnetic resonance imaging 
vesicourethral anastomosis 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 3.3 Vector difference of mrVUA relative to ctVUA for each patient (i.e. ctVUA 

normalised to 0.0), illustrating the relationship to the recommended clinical 

target volume (CTV) (inferior) margins of 5mm, 8mm and 12mm 

The median (range) mrVUA to ctCTV distance in those patients whose mrVUA was included 

within the ctCTV was 7mm (2–12mm), 3mm (0.5–8mm) and 2.5mm (1.25–5mm) for the 

margins of 12mm, 8mm and 5mm, respectively. 

The mrVUA was caudal and excluded from the ctCTV when using a margin of 8mm and 5mm, 

in four (12%) and 13 (38%) patients, respectively. The median distance of the mrVUA from 

the inferior margin of the ctCTV was 2mm (range 2mm) for the 8mm margin and 2.5mm 

(1.25–5mm) for the 5mm margin. 
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3.7 DISCUSSION 

This study validates the international recommendation for MRI to optimally define the VUA 

in PPRT, particularly when using non-contrast simulation CT. The MRI-defined VUA is more 

likely to be a truer definition of the VUA because of MRI’s markedly better soft tissue 

contrast. In most patients, the mrVUA was caudal to the ctVUA. Consequently, the 

recommended CTV margin was reduced in the majority of patients with the mrVUA 

compared to ctVUA. Notably, the mrVUA was excluded entirely from the CTV in up to 38% of 

patients, depending on the CTV margin used. 

Compared to CT, MRI improves the target volume delineation in radiotherapy for an intact 

prostate [174, 525, 707]. The present study has similarly confirmed its utility in the post-

prostatectomy setting. A non-contrast simulation CT alone only accurately identified the 

VUA in 12% of patients. Precisely identifying the last CT slice with visible urine can be 

difficult as it is often a small dot with a greyscale contrast that approaches that of the 

bladder neck and VUA. In comparison, in T2-weighted MRI, the urine is contrastingly bright 

compared to the surrounding tissue (Figure 3.4). 

MRI, and more recently multi-parametric MRI (mpMRI), has been used to define the site of 

recurrence that would be suitable for biopsy confirmation and salvage radiotherapy [693, 

708]. Most MRI studies agree with earlier ultrasound studies that the peri-anastomotic site 

was the most frequent site of recurrence with an incidence range between 52% and 100% 

[591, 592, 693, 708, 709]. 
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ctVUA = computed tomography vesicourethral anastomosis, mrVUA = magnetic resonance imaging 
vesicourethral anastomosis 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 3.4  Multi-planar views of co-registered computed tomography (CT) and magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) scans of a single patient showing the mrVUA caudal to 

the ctVUA 

Two contemporary studies, one using MRI [708] and another mpMRI [693], found that the 

local recurrence occurred at the VUA in 76% and 70% of patients, respectively. Interestingly, 

in both studies there were no differences in pathological or clinical variables between the 

sites of recurrence. Notably, the tumour site and location of the positive surgical margins did 

not correlate statistically with the site of local recurrence [708]. 

PMH performed a comprehensive study to derive a consensus definition of the anatomic 

boundaries of the CTV for PPRT [702]. This included an analysis of 12 patients for the critical 

VUA localisation. They compared CT images with a slice thickness of 2mm to reference MRI 

images with a slice thickness of 3mm. This study found that the mean (±SD) uncertainty in 
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identifying the VUA using CT was 1.8mm (±2.5). The present study found a larger mean 

uncertainty when comparing CT to MRI of 4.82mm (±2.97). The differences may be a result 

of the thicker slice images, particularly the MRI, and limited patient numbers in the PMH 

study. 

The CTV incorporates the most common sites of local recurrence, that is, the surgical, 

prostatic and seminal vesicle beds [591, 592, 709]. This is represented anatomically by the 

VUA; the bladder base, including the posterior bladder suture line; the retrovesical space; 

and the seminal vesicle bed to the cut end of the vas deferens [699-702, 708]. The increasing 

utilisation of IMRT in PPRT permits greater dosimetric conformity around the CTV. 

Therefore, the correct CTV definition becomes increasingly important in the optimisation of 

local control and the minimisation of toxicity. Additionally, it may allow dose escalation to 

high-risk regions to further improve local control [523]. 

The various guidelines recommend that a CTV margin should be applied to the VUA to allow 

for microscopic extension inferiorly that may occur with apical involvement or surgical 

manipulation [699-702]. The present study showed that even if the maximum recommended 

margin of 12mm is applied to the ctVUA, there will still be eight patients (24%) that will have 

less than the minimum recommended margin of 5mm. If a non-contrast CT alone is used, 

then an appropriately larger planning target volume (PTV) or margin needs to be considered 

to compensate for these uncertainties. 

A contrast CT is likely to produce similar results to MRI although it was not investigated in 

the present study. We have routinely used a non-contrast CT plus MRI, rather than a 

contrast CT, as the large volume of bladder contrast may lead to dosimetric perturbations 
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necessitating co-registration with a non-contrast CT or, alternatively, applying density 

corrections. The other major caveat is that contrast CT could not be used in patients with 

contrast allergies. 

The commonest positive surgical margin is at the prostatic apex. This is a consequence of 

anatomical factors including the broad extent of the dorsal venous plexus, the prostatic  

location under the pubic bone, the proximity of the urethral sphincter and neurovascular 

bundle, and the absence of a complete capsule [710, 711]. In the present study, the apical 

margin was the most common positive surgical margin, occurring in 71% of patients. Two of 

the guidelines recommend an additional margin if the apex is involved; the EORTC 

recommends an additional 5mm [700] and the RTOG recommends extending to the 

genitourinary diaphragm [699]. This additional margin would reduce the dosimetric impact 

of an inaccurate VUA identification. 

Contouring guidelines recommend the superior aspect of the penile bulb as an alternative 

anatomical marker of the inferior CTV margin. This can be used if the VUA is difficult to 

identify [699, 701]. It ensures that the VUA is encompassed. However, it would increase the 

penile bulb dose, increasing the risk of erectile dysfunction [712]. QUANTEC (the 

Quantitative Analyses of Normal Tissue Effects in the Clinic group) recommends keeping the 

mean dose to 95% of the penile bulb volume to <50Gy and limiting the penile bulb dose to 

D95<50Gy and D70<70Gy to minimise the risk of erectile dysfunction [712]. This may be 

difficult to achieve, particularly with dose escalation, as the CTV would be immediately 

adjacent to the penile bulb and the PTV expansion would overlap this organ at risk. 
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Limitations of the study include co-registration uncertainty, deformation, inter-observer and 

intra-observer variation, optimisation of window levels and the effect of training. In addition, 

the VUA location may vary because of internal organ motion secondary to bladder filling. A 

recent study investigating the prostate bed motion during treatment showed an internal 

organ motion up to 18mm in the superior-inferior direction [590]. The other important use 

of MRI, notably mpMRI, is the identification of local recurrences. Notably, MRI with prostate-

specific membrane antigen (PSMA) PET improves the detection of prostate cancer and may 

better select patients for salvage radiotherapy by detecting the local recurrence and 

excluding patients with metastatic disease [713-715]. Higher doses of radiotherapy targeting 

visible local recurrences may be required to optimise local control [523]. 

3.8 CONCLUSION 

The present study validates the recommendation that a T2-weighted MRI is critical to 

accurately delineate the VUA for PPRT. If an MRI is not available or is contraindicated, a 

contrast CT may be an alternative or the PTV margins could be increased to compensate for 

the delineation uncertainty. 
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4.1 PREFACE 

Chapter 4 represents a manuscript that has been published in the Journal of Medical 

Radiation Sciences (JMRS) in 2020. 

While the first investigative chapter explored the initial steps of computed tomography (CT) 

simulation and image acquisition in planning radiotherapy, this chapter focuses on the next 

major component of radiotherapy: treatment verification and delivery. It uses the standard 

gold seeds to study the motion of seminal vesicles relative to the prostate during the entire 

course of a dose-escalated radiotherapy course. 

Randomised studies have shown that radiotherapy dose escalation in prostate cancer has 

improved patient outcomes. The first developments to minimise toxicity involved the 

planning of increasingly more conformal dose distributions, with 3D conformal radiotherapy 

and then intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT). Further improvements were achieved 

with image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT), which allowed the conformal dose distributions to 

be more accurately delivered. IGRT for prostate cancer has mainly involved using gold 

fiducial markers, which allow for efficient and accurate targeting using daily online 

verification. 

For patients undergoing radiotherapy for locally advanced or high-risk disease, IMRT plans 

aim to deliver a conformal dose to both the prostate and at least the proximal, if not the 

entire, seminal vesicles. However, daily online targeting is verified according to the fiducial 

markers in the prostate alone. A number of studies have shown that the seminal vesicles can 

move in relation to the prostate. This motion can lead to a residual uncertainty in the 

radiotherapy delivery to the seminal vesicles. 
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The study hypothesis was that seminal vesicle motion is more significant than and 

independent of prostate motion and, therefore, the clinical target volume (CTV) to planning 

target volume (PTV) margins needed for the seminal vesicle are greater than required for 

prostate IMRT. The aim of the project was to study the movement of the seminal vesicles 

relative to the prostate and bone. 

4.2 CONTEXT 

This study included a novel method of using gold seed markers to precisely track proximal 

seminal vesicle motion relative to the prostate during radiotherapy. This method is subject 

to less uncertainty in terms of inter-observer and intra-observer error than previous 

methods such as contouring prostate and seminal vesicle volumes. The study illustrated the 

seminal vesicle margins required for radiotherapy and contrasted them relative to prostate 

margins. For the first time, we were able to discern differential motion of the right and left 

seminal vesicles because of the study’s statistical power. 

As the study investigated clinical margins, it used a  clinically relevant methodology by 

defining the prostate according to radiotherapy verification practices, i.e. three gold fiducials 

to define the prostate and a fiducial to define the proximal SV on a planning CT in 

accordance to major radiotherapy guidelines. The subsequent margins, therefore, have 

greater relevance to the verification method presently used in radiotherapy as the account 

for translations, rotation and distortion. A pure anatomical study of the SV motion relative to 

the prostate could use anatomical parameters, but this would ideally be done on MRI, where 

the components are well visualized.  
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The seminal vesicles (SV) are attached to the prostate, where its excretory duct joins the vas 

deferens to form the ejaculatory duct. The ejaculatory ducts traverse the central prostate 

zone to open in the posterior urethra at the verumontanum, on either side of the utricle. 

Thus, the SVs are attached to the posterior prostate as the ejaculatory duct enters the 

prostate, most likely the pivot point of the SVs. However, the SV's more flexible glandular 

more easily distorted component is attached to the posterior prostate along a variable 

length. This attachment of the ejaculatory duct and SV to the prostate is poorly defined on 

CT, as they have similar HU and greyscale values. The attachment is not seen on orthogonal 

planar imaging. An anatomical study of SV motion is more relevant to future MR based 

linacs, where the anatomy and r appropriate MR based margins can be better defined.  

Precision is vital in the outcome of prostate cancer treated with radiotherapy. The 

differences in PTV margins to account for the motion of the SV compared to the prostate 

ranged from 0.3 to 4.9mm. The departmental PTV margins to allow for all uncertainties 

during the study was 10mm. Thus, these differences are almost 50% of our total margins. 

Studies of rectal motion and some studies of margin reductions in prostate cancer have 

shown poorer outcome [663]. Thus, the margins noted in this study would appear to be 

clinically relevant. Specific clinical studies are required to confirm this proposal. However, 

clinical prostate investigations have already illustrated that millimetre margin differences 

not dissimilar to those in the present work can impact the outcome [716]. The Dutch 

randomized dose-escalation trial showed that with margins of 10mm for the first 68Gy and 

0-5mm for the 10Gy boost that a large rectal volume resulted in a significantly decreased 

tumour control in patients with a risk of SV involvement greater than 25% and at risk of 

geometric miss [661]. Engels et al. [5] found that IGRT with 3–5 mm margins was associated 
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with a poorer biochemical progression-free survival in patients treated with conformal arc 

therapy compared to non-IGRT and 6–10 mm margins [717]. The margins used in this cohort 

were based on weekly verification and thus larger than the calculated margins in this study. 

The data was used to adjust both the prostate and seminal vesicle margins for daily online 

verification where the seminal vesicle margins were greater. 
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4.3 ABSTRACT 

Introduction: Guidelines recommend that the proximal seminal vesicles (PrSV) should be 

included in the CTV for locally advanced prostate cancer patients undergoing radiotherapy. 

Verification and margins for the prostate may not necessarily account for PrSV displacement. 

The purpose of this study was to determine the inter-fraction displacement of the PrSV 

relative to the prostate during radiotherapy. 

Method: Fiducials were inserted into the prostate, and right and left PrSV (RSV and LSV) in 

30 prostate cancer patients. Correctional shifts for the prostate, right and left PrSV and 

pelvic bones were determined from each patient’s 39 daily orthogonal portal images relative 

to reference, digitally reconstructed radiographs. 

Results: There was a significant displacement of the RSV relative to the prostate in all 

directions: on average 0.38mm (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.26–0.50) to the left, 0.80–

0.81mm (95% CI 0.68–0.93) superiorly and 1.51mm (95% CI 1.36–1.65) posteriorly. The LSV 

was significantly displaced superiorly to the prostate by 1.09–1.13 mm (95% CI 0.97–1.25) 

and posteriorly by 1.81mm (95% CI 1.67–1.96), but not laterally (mean 0.06mm, 95% CI 

−0.06 to 0.18). The calculated PTV margins (left-right, superior-inferior, posterior-anterior) 

were 4.9, 5.3–5.6 and 4.8mm for the prostate, 5.2, 7.1–8.0 and 9.7mm for the RSV, and 7.2, 

7.5–7.6 and 8.6mm for the LSV. 

Conclusion: There is a significant displacement of the PrSV relative to the prostate during 

radiotherapy. Greater margins are recommended for the PrSV compared to the prostate. 
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4.4 INTRODUCTION 

Seminal vesicle invasion (SVI) is detected in 7–24% of prostate cancer patients at 

presentation [718]. It is an important poor prognostic factor, indicative of aggressive disease 

with a high risk of metastases [718]. However, it is not uniformly fatal [719]. Radiotherapy 

studies have shown an improvement for high-risk disease, including SVI, with dose escalation 

[450] or androgen deprivation therapy [720]. The SWOG 8794 subset analysis of post-

prostatectomy patients with SVI showed that adjuvant radiotherapy led to a significantly 

improved recurrence-free survival and a trend to better overall survival [721]. 

The risk for SVI in prostate cancer can be estimated using either Partin tables or Roach’s 

formulae [613]. It is generally recommended that the seminal vesicles be included in the CTV 

for intermediate- to high- and very high-risk categories [214, 613]. Inclusion of the seminal 

vesicles in the CTV is important so that they receive an adequate dose [609]. 

Daily online targeting is verified according to the prostate position and does not necessarily 

account for seminal vesicle displacement. Studies have illustrated that the seminal vesicles 

can move in relation to the prostate [617-620, 622, 722, 723]. Most analysed the motion of 

the whole seminal vesicle to the tip. However, prostatectomy pathological analysis has 

shown that the SVI rarely extends beyond the proximal 2.0–2.5cm [724]. Guidelines 

recommend that only the proximal 1–2cm seminal vesicles (PrSV) should be included in the 

CTV [724]. Measures of the whole seminal vesicle motion and margins may not accurately 

reflect the PrSV. 

The present study has minimised observer uncertainties by inserting gold fiducial markers 

into both the prostate and PrSV. This exploratory study aimed to quantify the inter-fraction 
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PrSV displacement relative to the prostate and evaluate the related PTV margins of the PrSV 

as recommended in clinical guidelines. 

4.5 METHODS 

4.5.1 Study cohort 

This study was approved by our institutional Human Research and Ethics Committee. The 

overriding eligibility criteria were men with locally advanced prostate cancer [214], where 

the inclusion of the seminal vesicles in the radiotherapy volume was indicated. Patients were 

recruited prospectively after signing informed consent. The planned sample size of 25 men 

was considered sufficient to estimate margins. Some patients were excluded because of 

incorrectly placed fiducials, and therefore the protocol was amended and approved by ethics 

to increase the patient accrual number. 

4.5.2 Gold seed insertion technique 

The Northwest Medical Physics Equipment (NMPE)® Soft Tissue Marker Kit (P/N 887-825) 

was utilised. Three 3mm x 1.2mm gold fiducials were inserted by a single experienced 

urologist under sedation and antibiotic prophylaxis using transrectal ultrasound guidance. 

The seminal vesicle fiducials were inserted to define the proximal 2cm of the seminal 

vesicles and confirmed at CT simulation. The five fiducials were positioned as follows: Seed 1 

on right prostate base, Seed 2 on left prostate mid-gland, Seed 3 on the right prostate apex, 

Seed 4 on the right seminal vesicle (RSV), and Seed 5 on the left seminal vesicle (LSV). 
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4.5.3 Image acquisition 

CT simulation was performed on a General Electric Radiation Therapy Lightspeed Widebore® 

helical scanner (General Electric Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK) with a resolution of 

512x512 pixels, pitch 0.75, no gap and a slice thickness of 1.25mm, 2 weeks following fiducial 

insertion. Patients were positioned supine with a custom foam Alpha cradle placed on an 

indexed pelvic board with foot stocks. A standard bladder and bowel protocol was used to 

have a comfortably full bladder and empty rectum (Microlax® enema). Orthogonal digitally 

reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) were generated from the CT and used as the reference 

images for verification. All patients were treated to a total dose of 78Gy in 39 fractions using 

the departmental IMRT protocol on an Elekta® Synergy linear accelerator (Elekta, Stockholm, 

Sweden). Daily pre-treatment orthogonal electronic megavoltage (MV) portal verification 

images were performed for each of the 39 fractions, that is, an anterior-posterior image 

(API) and left lateral image (LLI) with a resolution of 512x512 pixels. 

4.5.4 Image verification 

The correctional shifts are calculated relative to the isocentre of the linear accelerator. The 

patient is positioned on the treatment couch. The couch is moved to align the patient to the 

machine isocentre by aligning the pre-determined patient tattoos with the orthogonal laser 

coordinate system. Image verification then determines if further fine-tuning of the couch 

position is required. This final position becomes the relative zero point for the shifts. The 

relative movement of the proximal SV to the prostate is calculated from the directional 

difference between the proximal SV shift and the prostate shift.   
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Two trained observers (radiation therapists) independently matched the daily verification 

images with the reference DRRs using Elekta iView® software (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) 

using four different marker matching methods relative to the initial set-up. The four 

matching methods were: prostate three seeds (prostate), RSV seed, LSV seed, and pelvic 

bones (bone) for historical comparison. The observers were blinded to the other observer’s 

matches. The correctional shifts were recorded for each of the four different marker 

matches in millimetres for the two images relative to the isocentre: 

1) Lateral left-right (LR) and superior-inferior (SI) correctional shifts for the API  

2) Anterior-posterior (AP) and SI shifts for the LLI. 

4.5.5 Statistical methods 

The statistician independently checked all the data for data entry errors by comparison with 

the original handwritten records. No genuine outliers were excluded. 

To compare the fiducials, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the API and LLI 

separately, adjusting for patients, fractions within patients, and observers. If the ANOVA 

showed significant differences between fiducials (p<0.05), their means were compared using 

t-tests based on the ANOVA standard error of the difference. As there were no pre-specified 

hypotheses and six possible pairwise comparisons between the four fiducials, the least 

significant difference between the means at the 5% level (LSD0.05) was adjusted for the 

number of non-significant comparisons, if any, using the Hochberg-Benjamini modification of 

the Bonferroni correction to maintain the overall probability of a false positive conclusion 

(type 1 error) at less than 0.05 [725]. Ninety-five per cent confidence intervals (CI) for 

differences between means were calculated as the difference ± LSD0.05. 
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To assess the adequacy of PTV margins, the means and standard deviations (SD) for each 

patient over 39 fractions and two observers were calculated. We then derived the overall 

mean (group systematic error), the SD of the means (systematic error, Σ) and the root mean 

square of the SD (random error, σ). The margins were calculated according to the formula: 

margin = 2.5Σ + 0.7σ [726]. The PTV margins calculated from the inter-fraction displacements 

take into account uncertainties including set-up, delineation/verification and inter-fraction 

motion. The formula does not account for the overall mean shift (group systematic error) of 

the seminal vesicles relative to the prostate. GenStat® statistical software, version 18.1 

(VSNi, Hertfordshire, UK), was used for the analysis. 

4.6 RESULTS 

4.6.1 Baseline characteristics of the study cohort 

The patients were accrued over 3 years from 7 August 2006 to 15 May 2009. Forty-three 

patients were enrolled, but 13 were excluded from analysis because at least one seed was 

incorrectly placed, that is, missing, not within the prostate or not in the PrSV (eight); had 

migrated (one); or images were unclear or lost due to power failure (four). The final cohort 

consisted of 30 men with locally advanced prostate cancer: two patients (7%) with National 

Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) [214] very high risk, 13 (43%) with high-risk and 

15 (50%) with intermediate-risk prostate cancer. The mean age was 69 years (SD 6.3, range 

55–77). The mean PSA was 12 (SD 10.3, range 0.4–54.2). T stages were T1c (n=10), T2 (n=10) 

and T3 (n=10). All but three had Gleason scores ≥7. 

The total dataset potentially consisted of 18,720 shifts in two dimensions (30 patients x 

39 fractions x 2 images x 2 observers x 4 marker sites). Of these, 190 shifts (1%) were 
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missing. The reasons were image problems – image not taken, lost or poor quality (132 shifts 

or 0.7%) – or observer errors, for example, measured the wrong image or not appropriately 

recorded (58 shifts or 0.3%). 

4.6.2 Comparison of fiducials on the anterior-posterior image 

The ANOVA on the shifts for the AP image showed there were highly significant differences 

between fiducials, both in the LR and SI directions (p<0.001, n=9,250) (Figure 4.1). Overall, 

the prostate, bone and LSV shifted to the right, and the RSV shifted to the left compared to 

the initial set-up. All fiducials shifted superiorly, with the LSV moving the most. 
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Source: Austin Health 

Figure 4.1 Anterior-posterior image: mean correctional verification shifts with respect to 

bone and gold seed fiducials in prostate, right seminal vesicle and left seminal 

vesicle, relative to the isocentre 

On average, the RSV and LSV correctional shifts were significantly greater than the prostate 

in the superior direction, and the RSV shifts were significantly more to the left than the 

prostate or the LSV. The mean shifts in millimetres for each verification method (LR, SI) were 

0.21 and 0.52, respectively, for prostate; −0.17 and 1.33 for RSV; 0.27 and 1.65 for LSV; and 

0.36 and 0.68 for bone. The standard errors of the difference between means for LR and SI 

directions were 0.050mm and 0.062mm, respectively. The least significant differences 
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(p<0.05) were 0.12mm for the LR direction (adjusted for two non-significant comparisons) 

and 0.12mm for the SI direction (no adjustment required). 

The displacement of the RSV relative to the prostate was 0.38mm to the left (95% CI 0.26–

0.50) and 0.80mm superiorly (95% CI 0.68–0.92). The displacement of the LSV relative to the 

prostate was 0.06mm to the right (95% CI −0.06 to 0.18, not significant) and 1.13mm 

superiorly (95% CI 1.00–1.25). The mean shifts of the LSV and RSV were significantly 

different, with the LSV mean shift being superior to the RSV by 0.32mm (95% CI 0.20–0.44). 

Interestingly, the LSV mean shift was to the right and the RSV shift was to the left, indicating 

that both shifts were toward the midline, that is, they are closer together by 0.44mm 

(95% CI 0.32–0.56) (Figure 4.1). 

4.6.3 Comparison of fiducials on the left lateral image 

The ANOVA showed that there were highly significant differences between the fiducials, 

both in the AP and SI directions (p<0.001, n=9280) (Figure 4.2). The prostate and both RSV 

and LSV shifted posteriorly, and the bone shifted anteriorly compared to the initial set-up. 

Both seminal vesicles and bone shifted superiorly, with the LSV moving the most. 
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Source: Austin Health 

Figure 4.2  Left lateral image: mean correctional verification shifts with respect to bone 

and gold seed fiducials in prostate, right seminal vesicle and left seminal vesicle, 

relative to the isocentre 

The mean shifts in millimetres for each verification method (AP, SI) were −0.66 and 0.10, 

respectively, for prostate; −2.17 and 0.91 for RSV; -2.48 and 1.19 for LSV; and 0.38 and 0.53 

for bone. The standard errors of difference between means for the AP and SI directions were 

0.073mm and 0.063mm, respectively. The least significant differences (p<0.05) were 

0.14mm and 0.12mm for the AP and SI directions, respectively. All differences were 

significant (p<0.05), so no adjustments were required for the LSD0.05. 
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The RSV and LSV correctional shifts in the AP and SI directions were significantly greater than 

the prostate. The displacement of the RSV relative to the prostate was 1.51mm (95% CI 

1.36–1.65) posteriorly and 0.81mm (95% CI 0.68–0.93) superiorly. The displacement of the 

LSV relative to the prostate was 1.81mm (95% CI 1.67–1.96) posteriorly and 1.09mm 

(95% CI 0.97–1.22) superiorly. The mean shifts of LSV and RSV were significantly different, 

the LSV shift being greater than the RSV shift with a displacement of LSV relative to RSV of 

0.31mm (95% CI 0.16–0.45) posteriorly and 0.29mm (95% CI 0.16–0.41) superiorly 

(Figure 4.2). 

4.6.4 Planning target volume margins 

The CTV to PTV margins of the prostate and PrSV were calculated for both verification 

images for each axis (Table 4.1). The margins for the seminal vesicles are larger than for the 

prostate, except in the case of LR shifts for the RSV. The difference in margins between the 

RSV and prostate were LR 0.3mm, AP 4.9mm and SI 1.8–2.4mm. The differences between 

the LSV and prostate margins were LR 2.3mm, AP 3.9mm and SI 1.9–2.3mm. 
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Table 4.1 Planning target volume margin calculation based on prostate and seminal vesicle 

shifts 

Anterior-posterior image 

Matched 
on 

+ Right / − Left + Superior / − Inferior 

Overall 
mean 

SD mean RMS SDs Margin 
Overall 
mean 

SD mean RMS SDs Margin 

 Systematic 
error 

Random 
error 

  Systematic 
error 

Random 
error 

 

(M) (Σ) (σ) (mm) (M) (Σ) (σ) (mm) 

Prostate  0.21 1.354 2.162 4.90 0.53 1.315 2.900 5.32 

RSV −0.17 1.372 2.553 5.22 1.33 1.963 3.147 7.11 

LSV 0.29 2.103 2.706 7.15 1.65 2.109 3.303 7.58 

Bone 0.36 1.503 2.165 5.27 0.69 2.137 2.627 7.18 

Left lateral image 

Matched 
on 

+ Anterior / − Posterior + Superior / − Inferior 

Overall 
mean 

SD mean RMS SDs Margin 
Overall 
mean 

SD mean RMS SDs Margin 

 Systematic 
error 

Random 
error 

  Systematic 
error 

Random 
error 

 

(M) (Σ) (σ) (mm) (M) (Σ) (σ) (mm) 

Prostate  −0.66 1.110 2.843 4.77 0.10 1.450 2.780 5.57 

RSV −2.20 2.899 3.524 9.71 0.91 2.301 3.191 7.99 

LSV −2.48 2.426 3.685 8.65 1.20 2.098 3.244 7.52 

Bone 0.38 2.159 2.439 7.10 0.53 2.270 2.533 7.45 

LSV = left seminal vesicle, RSV = right seminal vesicle 

Overall mean (M) = mean of the mean shifts for 30 patients = group systematic error; SD 
mean (Σ) = standard deviation of the mean shifts for 30 patients = systematic error; root 
mean square (RMS) SDs (σ) = square root of the mean of the squares of the standard 
deviations for 30 patients = random error; and PTV margin = 2.5Σ + 0.7σ. 

Source: Austin Health 
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4.7 DISCUSSION 

This exploratory study specifically assessed the motion of the PrSV, rather than the entire 

seminal vesicles. Gold fiducials were used to define the prostate as well as the PrSV to 

approximate a point-to-point co-registration and minimise observer and verification error. 

This study found significant displacement of the seminal vesicles relative to prostate 

verification using gold fiducials, and to bone match. We observed significant movement of 

the RSV relative to LSV. The LSV showed the greatest displacement. This can be expected as 

the displacement of the seminal vesicles is mainly due to rectal filling [617, 619], which is 

usually asymmetrical. The calculated margins for both seminal vesicles were greater than the 

prostate. 

While it is recommended that the PrSV be included in the CTV, studies of seminal vesicle 

motion have investigated the entire seminal vesicles. They have confirmed that the seminal 

vesicles move relative to the prostate. The prostate was defined by three fiducials or 

contoured prostate centroid. The movements, both systematic and random, of the entire 

seminal vesicles, were reported to vary from 1.1 to 1.9mm and 0.4 to 1.4mm LR, 2.8 to 

7.3mm and 1.2 to 3.1mm AP, and 2.2 to 3.6mm and 0.06 to 2.1mm SI, respectively. The PTV 

margins ranged from 4.5mm to 15mm [617-624]. 

The variation in seminal vesicle displacement measurements is likely due to differences in 

methodology in defining the prostate and seminal vesicles. Additionally, investigations of 

seminal vesicle motion have varied in the verification method, patient number and type and 

number of scans. Most investigations of seminal vesicle displacement have contoured the 

entire seminal vesicle length +/− prostate on multiple CTs. These studies are subject to a 
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greater observer variability as it is difficult to define the PrSV on CT or cone beam CT (CBCT). 

The PrSVs are attached to the posterior prostate over a varied length and are difficult to 

differentiate as they have similar Hounsfield unit and grey values. Therefore, defining the 

start of the seminal vesicle adjacent to the prostate and, subsequently, its length and 

position is subject to observer variation. The seminal vesicles are more easily defined on MRI 

as they are hyperintense on T2-weighted imaging compared to the prostate. 

CT contouring studies of the prostate and seminal vesicles have illustrated this observer 

variation [727]. A report on the intra-physician variation for prostate contouring calculated a 

variation of 0.8, 1.1 and 1.5mm for the posterior, anterior and right-left directions, 

respectively, with an inter-observer standard deviation of 1.5, 1.4 and 2.0mm in the 

posterior, anterior and right-left directions, respectively [727]. For the seminal vesicles, they 

reported inter-observer variability of 1.5, 2.8 and 2.3mm in the posterior, anterior and 

lateral directions and intra-observer variability of 1.2, 1.2 and 1.5mm, respectively. The 

largest CT inter-observer variation appears to occur at the prostatic apex [728]. This ranged 

from 5.4 to 10.7mm [728]. Importantly, this observer variation is not dissimilar to and 

sometimes greater than the measure of the seminal vesicle displacements. The observer 

uncertainty may cloud the precise measurement and direction of the seminal vesicle motion. 

Other investigators used greyscale matching techniques to calculate changes in seminal 

vesicle position relative to the prostate. A notable study compared entire seminal vesicle 

greyscale registration using CBCT, relative to prostate implanted fiducials [620]. They noted 

significant systematic and random seminal vesicle displacements of 1.6mm and 2.0mm in 

the LR direction and 2.8mm and 3.1mm in the AP direction, respectively. They did not find 

any difference between the RSV and LSV. These measurements are useful for entire seminal 
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vesicles as they are not subject to contouring errors and relate to a verification method that 

is used clinically. However, the measurements may be subject to registration errors, 

especially when dealing with issues such as seminal vesicle deformation. 

Another interesting study quantified the PTV margins required to provide the adequate 

dosimetric margin of the entire seminal vesicle versus the proximal 1cm of the seminal 

vesicle. [729]. Twenty patients had three CT scans, and the contoured seminal vesicles were 

related to three intra-prostatic fiducials. They illustrated that the seminal vesicles move 

differentially from the prostate with a greater variation and distance. To ensure 95% 

coverage for 90% of patients, a margin of 8mm and 5mm was required for the entire seminal 

vesicle and PrSV, respectively. The PrSV margin was the same as the prostate margin. 

Conversely, our study found that the margin for the PrSV was greater than that of the 

prostate. The differences may have related to the different lengths of seminal vesicle used in 

this study (1cm versus 2cm in our study). Other causes may have related to observer 

variation with organ delineation and motion assessment technique. 

MV imaging was selected for verification as the study protocol, and implementation 

occurred before and during a rapid departmental transition from MV to kV (kilovoltage) 

imaging and then CBCT. KV imaging affords better tissue contrast and CBCT provides 

volumetric imaging and rotational shifts. However, to maintain consistency with the initial 

patients it was decided to continue with MV as the gold fiducials were well visualised, only 

translational shifts were collected, and a well-performed prospective study by Moseley et al. 

had shown a highly significant correlation of isocentre shifts between MV, kV and CBCT 

fiducials [648]. Conversely, Gill et al. attributed a statistically significant smaller set-up error 

distribution with MV portal imaging compared to kV to the better image quality of kV [730]. 
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The present study minimised observer uncertainty by using gold fiducials, multiple observers 

and all verification images. However, the impact of seminal vesicle deformation or seed 

migration was not assessed. CT quantification of seminal vesicle deformation analysis may 

be difficult as the PrSV origin is difficult to differentiate from the posterior prostate. Thus, it 

would be ambiguous as to whether the deformation, for example, shortening or 

lengthening, was occurring uniformly or differentially along its length. This could add to 

uncertainties in contouring and registration studies of seminal vesicle motion, whereas 

translational shifts of a fiducial defining the PrSV will at least, in part, reflect the deformation 

in the calculated margins. MRI may provide a more precise analysis of seminal vesicle 

motion and deformation. 

Fiducials were inserted into the PrSVs under ultrasound guidance, and position confirmed at 

CT simulation. CT and CBCT may have detected gross fiducial migration. However, limited 

migration would be challenging to differentiate from seminal vesicle displacement or 

deformation. Reassuringly, most fiducial studies of prostate and other organs have shown 

only a very small proportion of fiducials migrate during radiotherapy, and the distance is 

small [731, 732]. Consequently, it is unlikely that fiducial migration would greatly affect the 

results. 

In summary, a gold fiducial inserted into the SV defines a fixed anatomical segment of the 

PrSV. The subsequent shifts reflect motion and deformation that can be followed during the 

radiotherapy course. The major caveat is possible migration of the fiducial; however, studies 

of gold fiducials in prostate and other sites have suggested that this is infrequent. In 

comparison, contouring matching methodologies are subject to uncertainties in relation to 

prostate contouring, SV contouring or both, of approximately 1 to 10mm. These 
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methodologies can be affected by deformation and rotation as the different segments of the 

PrSV may be contoured even if it is the same length. 

The clinical scenario of gross SVI, either clinically or on MRI, was not addressed. The 

radiotherapy volume should cover the extent of SVI on MRI and consideration to treat the 

entire seminal vesicle would seem appropriate with gross SVI. Margins may need to be 

greater to cover the entire seminal vesicle, although a recent study has shown that grossly 

involved seminal vesicle is less mobile [733]. 

Many of the caveats of this and previous studies of inter-fraction displacement, including 

migration, deformation and intra-fraction motion, would be addressed with MRI volumetric 

imaging that includes cine (4D) studies [734] and possibly MRI fiducials. An elegant study of 

intra-fraction seminal vesicle displacements that contoured the entire MRI on cine MRI 

showed that the seminal vesicle centroid moved significantly more than the prostate in the 

SI direction but not in the AP or LR directions [734]. The displacement increased with time 

until 10 minutes, after which it plateaued. The study authors concluded that the seminal 

vesicles required larger margins in the SI direction. Furthermore, more sophisticated 

solutions to PrSV inter-fraction and intra-fraction motion could be investigated with adaptive 

radiotherapy techniques to account for both position and shape. 

4.8 CONCLUSION 

The study confirms that PrSV displacement is greater than prostate displacement. While 

margin expansion is department-specific, this study has illustrated that larger inter-fraction 

margins for PrSV should be considered, but careful attention is required regarding the 
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organs at risk, notably the rectum, especially when considering hypofractionated 

radiotherapy. 
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5.1 PREFACE 

Chapter 5 represents a manuscript that has been submitted for peer review to Scientific 

Reports in 2021 and is currently under review. 

The preceding chapters concentrated on the major clinical radiotherapy processes in terms 

of radiotherapy planning using co-registered magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to define 

the target more precisely and then radiotherapy treatment to deliver the radiation to the 

target more accurately. Standard gold seeds were used to track target motion during 

radiotherapy delivery. However, gold does have caveats, particularly computed tomography 

(CT) artefacts that can obscure vital anatomical structures. The next chapters explore a 

commercially available polymer fiducial as a viable alternative. The initial in vitro 

investigation studies the imaging characteristics of polymer fiducials for CT and MRI, as was 

utilised in Chapter 2, in a normal tissue–equivalent phantom. 

Historically, positional verification was based on pelvic bone alignment, most often using 

orthogonal images using film. Film verification was time-consuming, so it was usually only 

done weekly after treatment. However, the prostate can move relative to the pelvic bones, 

and thus this method was considered insufficient for dose-escalated intensity-modulated 

radiotherapy (IMRT) for prostate cancer. 

A more accurate prostate target localisation method includes biologically inert radiopaque 

fiducial markers, most commonly gold seed fiducials. Typically, three are inserted into the 

prostate. This use of image guidance with gold fiducials has improved the outcome and 

reduced toxicity of radiotherapy. 
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However, the downside of gold’s high Z value is a substantial artefact from the scattering of 

X-rays that can reduce accurate fiducial definition. This can lead to imprecise image 

guidance, as well as obscuring prostate and normal tissue anatomy resulting in inaccurate 

target delineation. Alternative markers are available but are not well studied. Polymer 

fiducials have been considered as an alternative to gold because of their reduced artefact on 

X-ray imaging and improved visualisation on MRI, but they have only undergone general 

evaluation. 

Two related studies have been completed for this thesis relating to the use of polymer 

seeds. This first study aims to evaluate the visibility and artefact of polymer fiducials 

compared to gold fiducials in radiotherapy CT and MRI. 

5.2 CONTEXT 

The study investigated a new fiducial material, polymer. The study initially analysed the 

polymer fiducial’s characteristics and compared them to the standard gold marker in a 

phantom, before implementing a more comprehensive clinical study in prostate cancer 

patients. The study developed a phantom that was greyscale tissue-equivalent in CT and 

MRI. An analytical tool was also designed to study the artefact and phantom greyscale in 2D. 

The study showed some advantages of the polymer fiducial in CT imaging in terms of less 

artefact than gold, and similar characteristics to gold on MRI; therefore, the patient 

investigation proceeded (Chapter 6). 
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5.3 ABSTRACT 

Aim: To assess visibility and artefact characteristics of polymer fiducials compared to 

standard gold fiducials for radiotherapy computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) simulation. 

Materials and methods: Three gold and three polymer fiducials were inserted into a CT and 

MRI tissue-equivalent phantom that approximated the prostate cancer radiotherapy 

configuration. The phantom and fiducials were imaged on CT and MRI. Images were 

assessed in terms of fiducial visibility and artefact. ImageJ software was employed to 

quantify the pixel greyscale of each fiducial and artefact. Fiducial greyscale histograms and 

profiles were generated for analysis. Objective measurements of the contrast-to-noise ratio 

(CNR), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and artefact index (AI) were calculated. 

Results: The CT images showed that the gold fiducials are visually brighter, with greater 

contrast than the polymer. The higher peak values illustrate this in the line profiles. 

However, they produce bright radiating and dark shadowing artefacts. This is depicted by 

the greater width of line profiles and the disruption of phantom area profiles. Quantitatively, 

this results in greater percentile ranges of the histograms. Furthermore, for CT, gold had a 

higher CNR than polymer, relative to the phantom. However, the CNR and SNR were 

degraded by the artefact, as shown by the greater AI. Both fiducials were visible on MRI, and 

had similar histograms and profiles that were also reflected in comparable CNR, SNR and AI. 

Conclusion: Polymer fiducials were well visualised in a phantom on CT and MRI and 

produced less artefact than the gold fiducials. Polymer markers could enhance the quality 

and accuracy of radiotherapy co-registration and planning but require clinical confirmation.   
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5.4 INTRODUCTION 

The increasingly conformal dose distributions of IMRT and volumetric modulated arc therapy 

(VMAT) require a more precise target definition and treatment delivery to achieve an 

optimal therapeutic ratio. For contemporary prostate IMRT, the combination of fiducial 

alignment and soft tissue analysis is the most accurate and widely available image-guided 

radiotherapy (IGRT) method [735]. Importantly, IGRT with fiducial markers has been shown 

to improve treatment results [650]. 

In addition, MRI plays a vital role in prostate radiotherapy contouring and increasingly in 

terms of verification on MRI linacs. Fiducial markers have been employed to assist in the co-

registration of CT and MRI [736]. MRI, particularly T2-weighted MRI, can better visualise the 

normal anatomy and the tumour within the prostate for radiotherapy contouring [174, 525, 

526], thereby reducing inter-observer variation [737]. Thus, fiducials have potential CT and 

MRI roles for both image co-registration and X-ray-based verification, including electronic 

portal imaging devices (EPID) and cone beam CT, and MRI verification on MRI linacs. 

Gold fiducials are the most common fiducials used in prostate IMRT. Gold has a high Z value, 

making it radiopaque and highly visible with X-ray imaging. It is also safe to use with MRI and 

is biocompatible. However, the downside of the high Z value is a substantial artefact from 

the scattering of X-rays [625]. The artefact can interfere with accurate fiducial definition 

leading to imprecise image guidance [738]. It can also obscure adjacent prostate and normal 

tissue anatomy leading to inaccurate target delineation. Alternative fiducial markers are 

available but are not well studied [735]. 
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Polymer fiducials (PolyMark™; CIVCO) have been promoted as an alternative to gold because 

of reduced artefact on X-ray imaging and improved MRI visualisation, but they have only 

undergone general evaluation [637, 738]. They are regarded as safe, as they are used 

clinically in multiple countries having passed appropriate regulatory standards. Hence, 

before considering polymer fiducials for prostate cancer clinical use, we investigated the 

polymer fiducials in a CT and MRI phantom study that approximated the prostate cancer 

scenario. The aim of the study was to assess the visibility and characterise the artefacts of 

the polymer fiducial compared to the standard gold fiducials on CT and MRI simulation 

images. If the results of this exploratory phantom study show a possible advantage for the 

polymer fiducials, then a clinical study using the methodological developments would be 

performed to assess whether they could replace the standard gold fiducials. 

5.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

5.5.1 Fiducial markers 

Standard gold soft tissue fiducials measuring 0.9mm x 3mm and investigational PolyMark 

(polymer) fiducial markers measuring 1mm x 3mm (CIVCO Medical Solutions, Kalona, Iowa, 

USA) were utilised for the study (Figures 5.1a and 5.1b). 
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Source: Austin Health 

Figure 5.1  (a) Gold seeds, (b) Polymer seeds, (c) CT of gold seeds with the defined area for 

the greyscale histograms, (d) CT of polymer seeds with the defined area for the 

greyscale histograms, (e) MRI co-registered with CT of gold seeds, and (f) MRI 

co-registered with CT of polymer seeds 

5.5.2 Phantom 

A purpose-built, in-house, uniform, gelatine-based phantom that was tissue-equivalent in 

both CT and MRI was constructed specifically for the study. A rectangular Perspex box, based 

on similar phantoms used for linear accelerator imaging quality assurance, was constructed 

to hold the phantom material (Figure 5.2a). It measured 330 x 230 x 190mm and was free 
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from metallic components. A high-density foam grid template was created to ensure 

reproducibility and avoid positional inaccuracy between the test groups (Figure 5.2a). This 

template positioned the gold and polymer fiducials precisely at either end of the phantom to 

simulate prostate cancer radiotherapy. 

 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 5.2  (a) Perspex box for the phantom with rigid foam plate to guide needles with 

gold seeds for reproducibility, (b) Phantom contained within Perspex box 

Following initial investigations, 200mL samples were produced using both 5% and 10% 

gelatine in addition to varying the diluent ratio of water to glycerol. Thus, three 5% gelatine 
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mixes and three 10% gelatine mixes were created, using water to glycerol ratios of 1:1, 2:1 

and 3:1 for each. The six samples were then imaged on CT and MRI. 

The 10% gelatine in water to glycerol ratio of 2:1 was selected for the study because of its 

superior appearance with respect to tissue equivalence on CT and MRI. A sufficient volume 

of the 10% gelatine mixed with the 2:1 water:glycerol solution was created and poured into 

the Perspex box (Figure 5.2b). 

Once the mixture had set, the three gold and three polymer fiducial markers were placed 

within the phantom at mirrored positions using the template and native application 

apparatus needles (Sterile Placement Needle, 18GA ETW x 20cm, CIVCO Medical Solutions, 

Kalona, Iowa, USA). The three gold fiducials and three polymer fiducials were inserted at 

either end of the phantom around the phantom’s long axis, 5cm from each short phantom 

side, and centred around the mid-depth for both fiducial sets. The positioning of the three 

fiducials approximated that used in prostate cancer. The gold and polymer fiducials were 

positioned far enough from the sides and each other, so they did not interact with the 

Perspex or other fiducial set. 

The phantom containing the polymer and gold fiducials was then imaged on CT and MRI in a 

rapid sequence according to the parameters below. This ensured scanning parameters and 

the phantom were uniform for all fiducial measurements on CT and MRI, as the phantom 

can dry out, changing its physical characteristics and appearance with time. Alternative 

phantom material would be required to acquire measurements over a more prolonged time. 
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5.5.3 Imaging 

The imaging parameters used for study CT and MRI are in accordance with those used for 

the clinical simulation for prostate cancer patients. 

Simulation CT imaging was performed on a Lightspeed RT CT™ (GE®, Boston, Massachusetts, 

USA) with a 1.25mm slice width, helical, 0.75 pitch, no gap, 512x512 axial resolution, and a 

650mm reconstruction diameter. 

Simulation MRI was performed on a 1.5 T Magneto Avanto Syngo™ MR B17 (Siemens® 

Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The MRI sequence utilised for this study was a high-

resolution 3D T2-weighted scan with a voxel size of 1mm, as it is used as the standard 

planning MRI scan at our centre. 

5.5.4 Artefact measurement and analysis 

Visual assessment, line and area measurements were analysed on DICOM transverse image 

files in a perpendicular plane corresponding to each fiducial marker’s centre, that is, the 

three gold fiducials and three polymer fiducials. 

ImageJ software (Rasband WS, ImageJ, US National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, 

USA) was used to investigate and quantify the gold and polymer fiducials and image 

artefacts. It was used to assess the individual pixel greyscale values to generate line and 

surface profiles and histograms of greyscale for MRI and CT across a region of interest. 

The line profiles graphically highlight the greyscale of the fiducials and artefacts within the 

phantom. The greyscale histogram plots mainly represent the phantom and display the 

phantom’s disruption, which is mainly due to artefact as the fiducials only occupy a relatively 
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small number of pixels. The transverse CT and MRI images with the surface plots provide a 

visual comparison of the fiducials and the surrounding artefact terrain in the phantom, 

highlighting the artefact’s interaction with multiple fiducials. This relatively simple and 

effective method was developed to illustrate the fiducials’ similarities and differences in MRI 

and CT. 

The horizontal line profile plots were generated by centring a 50mm and 20mm line over 

each of the three gold and three polymer fiducial markers on CT and MRI images, 

respectively. Longer lines were used with CT to incorporate the greater artefacts produced, 

particularly by the gold fiducials. The greyscale reading from each pixel along the line was 

measured for each fiducial and normalised relative to the average phantom grey value, that 

is, each pixel greyscale was divided by the average greyscale of the phantom material. Each 

pixel’s average value for both the three gold and three polymer fiducials was then plotted on 

the final line plots. The line plots were used to illustrate the change in the greyscale relative 

to the distance across the phantom and fiducials. Line profile plots thus defined and 

highlighted the fiducial markers relative to the phantom. 

Histograms and surface profiles were derived by centring a 50mm square region of interest 

(ROI) over each fiducial marker on the centre transverse slice for each respective seed. The 

raw greyscale pixel data for each fiducial was exported to Microsoft® Excel (Microsoft®, 

Redfern, USA) for analysis. The average value for each pixel for both gold and polymer was 

used for the histograms and plots. 

The histograms show the distribution of pixel number having a particular greyscale value. 

The pixel greyscale values were normalised relative to the background phantom grey value. 
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Most of the greyscale histogram represents the phantom as the fiducials occupy only a small 

number of pixels. A ratio of 1 represents the average phantom, whereas the spread of the 

histogram and slope relates to the artefact and its disruption of the phantom greyscale. The 

relative greyscale histograms were generated to highlight and contrast the artefact’s effect 

on the more uniform phantom greyscale and indicate the amount of “true” greyscale 

phantom seen. 

Descriptive statistics were prepared to compare the relative greyscale histograms for the 

polymer and gold fiducials for both the MRI and CT scans. Due to the non-normal 

distribution in the variation or range in voxel counts for the CT and MRI histograms, the 

relative grey values (artefact) attributable to each seed were measured as percentile ranges 

(1st to 99th, 5th to 95th, and interquartile range: 25th to 75th percentile). 

To further quantify the fiducial visibility and artefact, objective measurements of the 

contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and artefact index (AI) were 

calculated [739-741]. Two backgrounds were used to compare the contrast (CNR) and signal 

(SNR) for different fiducials: “Phantom”, being distant from and not including the artefact; 

and the “ROI”, being the 50mm square containing the artefact. The parameters were 

calculated for the three polymer fiducial and three gold fiducials. The means (standard 

deviation, SD) relate to the CT number for CT scans and greyscale for the MRI.  

The CNR is an indicator of the relative image quality of the fiducial (i.e. visibility) being the 

ratio of contrast to noise. CNR equals the mean difference between the signal and the 

background divided by the background’s standard deviation, that is, CNR = (mean fiducial − 

mean background) / (SD background). The SNR compares the desired signal to the level of 
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background noise, or signal to noise. The SNR was calculated from the quotient of the mean 

signal of the background minus the fiducial and the SD, that is, SNR = (background mean 

excluding fiducial) / (background SD excluding fiducial) [739, 740]. This provides a measure of 

the impact of the artefact on the image quality of the phantom surrounding the fiducial. 

Both background noise and metal artefacts can increase the SD. When considering SD as an 

expression of the metal artefacts (AI), the influence of the background (background SD) 

should be subtracted. Therefore, the AI was calculated as  

AI = √(ROI SD but excluding fiducial)2 − (Background SD excluding fiducial)2.  

5.6 RESULTS 

5.6.1 Computed tomography scan 

The visual analysis showed that both the gold and polymer fiducials are bright and well seen 

on CT. However, the gold fiducials produce a greater amount of bright radiating and dark 

shadowing artefacts than the polymer seeds’ relatively minor artefact (Figure 5.1c and 5.1d). 

The CT horizontal greyscale line profile was generated through the fiducial centre 

(Figure 5.3a). The gold fiducials have a higher peak (15,279 in relative greyscale value) 

compared to polymer fiducials (2,168), indicating they are brighter, with greater contrast 

relative to the phantom and the polymer seed. The gold fiducials also exhibit a broader base 

indicating a greater spread of grey values, with an approximate relative greyscale range of 

20mm compared to approximately 5mm for the polymer fiducials. Figure 5.3a is a graphical 

representation of the higher contrast and greater artefact of the gold fiducials compared to 

polymer fiducials. 
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Source: Austin Health 

Figure 5.3  (a) Line profile of average relative pixel grey values along a 50mm horizontal 

line centred on each fiducial marker on CT, for polymer and gold, (b) CT 

histogram of average relative pixel grey values within a 50x50mm square 

centred on each fiducial marker on CT, for polymer and gold 

The histogram of the normalised greyscale versus pixel number (Figure 5.3b) shows the 

effect of the fiducial and artefact on the phantom contained in the area of interest. The 

polymer histogram has a higher peak value around the centralised phantom grey value of 1, 

and the base was narrower (1st to 99th percentile: 0.6263 to 1.4848 for polymer fiducials 

compared to −3.6061 to 6.6970 for gold fiducials; Table 5.1; Figure 5.3b) showing that there 

is less spread of greyscale caused by the fiducial artefact and, to a lesser extent, the small 
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fiducial itself. The greater amount of the phantom greyscale being visible with the polymer 

fiducials is also illustrated by the smaller SD surrounding the mean values, and the narrower 

interquartile ranges surrounding the median and tighter percentile ranges (Table 5.1). 

Table 5.1  A statistical comparison of the relative greyscale histograms (where the phantom 

normal tissue greyscale was normalised to 1) of the polymer versus gold 

fiducials, generated from a 50mm square centred on the fiducial for CT and MRI 

imaging. The mean (standard deviation; SD), median and percentile ranges 

highlight and contrast the artefact’s effect on the more uniform phantom 

greyscale. 

Statistic Polymer Gold 

CT   

Mean (SD) 1.0645 (1.5304) 1.1311 (2.1159) 

Median (interquartile range) 1 (0.9091 to 1.0909) 1 (0.7374 to 1.2727) 

5th to 95th percentile 0.7475 to 1.2525 −0.3333 to 2.4343 

1st to 99th percentile 0.6263 to 1.4848 −3.6061 to 6.6970 

MRI   

Mean (SD) 1.0369 (0.0505) 1.0390 (0.0455) 

Median (interquartile range) 1.0009 (0.9943 to 1.0075) 1.0004 (0.9949 to 1.0077) 

5th to 95th percentile 0.9812 to 1.0163 0.9839 to 1.0169 

1st to 99th percentile 0.9636 to 1.0339 0.9748 to 1.0315 

CT = computed tomography, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging 

 

 

The gold fiducials had a much higher CNR than the polymers relative to the phantom 

(Table 5.2). However, the greater contrast of gold was degraded by the artefact to a much 

greater extent than with the polymer when considering the CNR relative to the ROI that 

includes the artefact. SNR was similar for the gold and polymer fiducials relative to the 

phantom. However, the gold signal was degraded by a more considerable amount by the 

artefact in the ROI as it obscured the phantom signal. The much larger AI confirms the 
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increased artefact for the gold fiducial relative to the polymer, which degrades the contrast 

(increasing the CNR) and signal (increasing the SNR).  

Table 5.2 Comparison of the mean (SD) of the CNR, SNR and AI of the polymer and gold 

fiducials in CT and MRI imaging. The means (SD) relate to the CT number for CT 

scans and greyscale for the MRI. CNR = contrast/noise = (fiducial mean − 

background mean) / (background SD). SNR = signal/noise = (background mean 

excluding fiducial) / (background SD excluding fiducial).  

AI = √(ROI SD excluding fiducial)2 − (Background SD excluding fiducial)2. 

Two backgrounds were used for CNR and SNR: distant to the artefact for 

“Phantom”, and the 50mm square region of interest (ROI) containing the artefact 

for the “ROI”. 

Statistic 
Polymer 

Mean (SD) 
Gold 

Mean (SD) 

CT   

CNR (Phantom) 89.4 (25.4) 491.9 (24.7) 

CNR (ROI) 54.2 (3) 30.1 (7.9) 

SNR (Phantom) 103.5 (3.3) 97 (5.2) 

SNR (ROI) 65.6 (15.3) 5.9 (1.3) 

AI 13.7 (5.6) 191.6 (41.4) 

MRI   

CNR (Phantom) 27.3 (5.1) 29.4 (4.4) 

CNR (ROI) 21.2 (1.2) 24 (3.5) 

SNR (Phantom) 70.2 (9.8) 106.9 (9.1) 

SNR ROI) 52.8 (1.3) 85.4 (12.1) 

AI 5.8 (0.9) 4.1 (1) 

AI = artefact index , CNR = the contrast to noise ratio, CT = computed tomography, MRI = magnetic resonance 
imaging, SD= standard deviation, SNR = signal to noise ratio 

 

 

Surface area greyscale profiles illustrated the fiducial’s impact on the surrounding phantom 

and demonstrated the interaction of multiple fiducials (Figure 5.4). The gold fiducial 
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produces a central peak but is surrounded by multiple irregular peaks and troughs of 

greyscale, representing the noisy artefacts around the fiducial (Figure 5.4a). The polymer 

fiducial produces a single well-defined peak with little perturbation of the surrounding 

gentle undulating terrain of the phantom greyscale (Figure 5.4b). This is further exemplified 

when two fiducials are in close proximity to each other, as would not uncommonly be seen 

in the clinical situation (Figures 5.4c and 5.4d). 

 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 5.4  Area greyscale “terrain” of a 50x50mm square centred on (a) Single gold seed, 

(b) Single polymer seed, (c) Two adjacent gold seeds, and (d) Two adjacent 

polymer seeds, that provides an visual overview of the analysis 

5.6.2 MRI scan 

On MRI, the visual analysis showed that the gold and polymer fiducials have a similar 

appearance, being hypointense and thus dark on T2-weighted imaging relative to the 

phantom (Figures 5.1e and 5.1f). A mild uniform hyperintense area around the fiducials was 
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slightly more prominent with the gold fiducials. At one end of the polymer fiducials, a 

pronounced hyperintense area was due to the wax used to hold the fiducial in the needle. 

This was not present with the gold fiducial. The wax would usually be absorbed in vivo and 

thus would not be present on a clinical MRI. 

A 20mm line profile was used with MRI because of the minimal artefacts from either fiducial 

(Figure 5.5a). The gold and polymer plots have a similar appearance. The main differences 

were that the polymer fiducials had a slightly darker greyscale trough than the gold fiducials 

(polymer relative greyscale value reaching a minimum of 0.4181 compared to 0.5328 for 

gold fiducials). Notably, there are small increases in the greyscale on either side of the peak 

base with the gold fiducials. This represents the small bright or hyperintense hue artefact 

around the fiducials, particularly the gold fiducials. The polymer fiducial’s line profile appears 

slightly wider than the gold, but this may result from the polymer fiducial being slightly 

wider in diameter or a slight increase in dark artefact around the polymer fiducial. 

The histogram of the MRI images shows that the polymer and gold fiducial plots are similar 

in appearance (Figure 5.5b). The polymer MRI normalised histograms show slightly wider 

percentile ranges (1st to 99th percentile: 0.9636 to 1.0339) when compared to the gold 

seeds (0.9748 to 1.0315), and a slightly larger standard deviation about the centralised mean 

value (0.0505 compared to 0.0455) (Table 5.1). The surface area profiles of both fiducials 

further showed the similarity between the two types of fiducial markers in that they produce 

minimal artefacts. 

The gold and polymer fiducials’ MRI CNR values show much smaller differences for MRI than 

CT relative to both phantom and ROI (Table 5.2). Gold has a higher SNR than polymer, but 
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the AI is almost equivalent. Thus, while gold has a higher signal than polymer, the contrast 

and artefact are similar to the polymer fiducials which is consistent with the visual 

appearance. 

 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 5.5  (a) Line profile of average relative pixel grey values along a 20mm line centred 

on each fiducial marker on MRI, polymer and gold, (b) MRI histogram of 

average relative pixel grey values within a 50x50mm square centred on each 

fiducial marker, polymer and gold 
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5.7 DISCUSSION 

The increasing precision of prostate radiotherapy requires a fiducial that can be visualised on 

multi-modality imaging with minimum artefacts. Therefore, to maintain consistency across 

imaging, a phantom was developed that was both CT and MRI tissue-equivalent. This is the 

first phantom to our knowledge with such dual properties. This phantom study has shown 

that polymer fiducials can be well seen on modern 3D imaging, such as MRI and CT. They 

produce fewer CT artefacts than the benchmark gold fiducials and appear at least equivalent 

to gold on MRI. This study further reinforces the findings in a recent prostate CT tissue-

equivalent phantom study that included polymer fiducials, but provides further information 

by developing a phantom that was both CT and MRI tissue-equivalent [742]. 

The accuracy of MRI to planning CT co-registration may be improved with polymer fiducial 

matching as the fiducials are visible on CT and MRI. Use of polymer fiducials could also 

reduce interference from artefacts seen with gold that can conceal crucial soft tissue 

structures such as the prostate capsule, apex and dominant intra-prostatic lesion (DIL). The 

accurate co-registration of MRI and CT is essential as MRI-defined volumes are significantly 

smaller than CT because less normal tissue is included in target volumes [528-530]. Polymer 

fiducials reduce the contouring uncertainty, particularly at the prostate apex and base, and 

reduce the inter-observer and intra-observer variation [526, 531-533] and the dose to 

normal tissue [534] . MRI also better defines prostate cancer pathology, such as the DIL, 

extracapsular extension and seminal vesicle invasion. Metallic structures, such as gold, cause 

CT imaging anomalies, including distortion, metal artefacts and change in target density 

[633]. The distorted CT image can also result in inaccurate planning and delivery if not 

accounted for [633]. Polymer fiducials may minimise this problem. 
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Polymer fiducials may provide more accurate co-registration of cone beam CT to planning CT 

for treatment verification or IGRT. Comparison studies of IGRT/fiducial markers with IMRT 

versus non-IGRT treatments have shown a decrease in late gastrointestinal and 

genitourinary toxicity [650-652]. In one study, there was also an improvement in clinical 

outcome [650]. The toxicity difference can be attributed to the combination of the IMRT 

technique with a reduced dose to organs at risk, daily image guidance, and margin reduction 

that IGRT with fiducials safely permits. 

The study’s limitation is that the phantom was a uniform tissue density and a mobile size to 

provide an appropriate test environment. However, a human subject will have a greater 

thickness and heterogeneity, which may interfere with the fiducial visibility. Furthermore, 

the study did not analyse other markers available on the market. There are new fiducial 

markers that produce minimal distortion with CT imaging. Visicoil™ uses helical coils of gold 

to reduce the relative thickness and decrease the equivalent density, thus reducing image 

artefact [635]. Others use a mixture of low-density biocompatible materials and gold 

particles [634]. Additional alternatives utilise lower Z radiopaque materials such as stainless 

steel, titanium [636], and carbon or ceramic materials [625, 637]. 

Another limitation is that we did not have access to artefact suppression CT [633] during the 

investigation. While artefact suppression CT is becoming more common in clinical practice, it 

is not widespread in radiotherapy and not available for cone beam CT. Alternative MRI 

sequences were not used because of MRI time limitations in our centre. Investigations have 

shown that other MRI sequences such as T2*2D and T2*3D [743] and multi-parametric MRI 

with bTFE (balanced steady-state free precession sequence) [744] are better at visualising 

gold seeds. These sequences are not used commonly in radiotherapy, but their 
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implementation is being investigated with the recent advent of MRI simulators and MRI 

linacs in radiotherapy. 

Nevertheless, these phantom results indicate that polymer fiducials may be more 

appropriate for X-ray-based imaging than the current standard gold markers. They are 

visualised as a discrete structure on CT and produce little to no image artefact. Given the CT 

visualisation improvements, combined with equivalent MRI visualisation and similar size and 

physical appearance, the polymer fiducial could improve radiotherapy treatment planning 

and localisation. However, they are more expensive than standard gold seeds. 

The study was limited to the investigation of CT and MRI simulation images. The rationale 

was to focus on the major radiotherapy imaging tools and consider polymer fiducials to aid 

image co-registration. CT-based imaging, where the gold metallic artefact is an issue, forms 

the central part of contemporary radiotherapy in terms of geometry and dosimetry, whereas 

MRI has had a secondary function, being co-registered to CT. MRI’s main function has been 

the identification of prostate anatomy and cancer pathology. However, it is becoming 

increasingly important as the primary modality of simulation and verification with the clinical 

introduction of MRI linacs [745, 746]. While the polymer fiducials have been approved for 

radiotherapy verification, future patient investigations are warranted to thoroughly test 

them against the standard gold fiducials across all modern verification modalities, including 

electronic portal imaging, cone beam CT and MRI. Notably, the polymer fiducials had less 

contrast than the gold fiducials, as evident from the CNR calculations. While gold fiducials 

are clearly seen for EPID or orthogonal kilovoltage (kV) verification, it is yet to be shown 

whether the polymer fiducials can be visualised with orthogonal matching, particularly 

lateral planar imaging, where pelvic bones could obscure the lower-contrast fiducials. 
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We have shown that polymer fiducials have good visibility and reduced artefacts compared 

to gold fiducials. The reduced CT artefact could enhance radiotherapy quality and accuracy 

by improving the visualisation of critical targets such as the prostate apex and allowing for 

more precise fiducial to fiducial verification, devoid of obscuring artefact. The polymer 

fiducials may have utility alongside the development of practice delivery protocols for MRI 

linacs  for MRI linacs. However, the real value and cost-effectiveness of polymer fiducials in 

radiotherapy must be validated clinically before they can replace gold fiducial markers. A 

comparison of polymer and gold fiducials in prostate cancer patients is indicated based on 

these encouraging results. 
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6.1 PREFACE 

Chapter 6 represents a manuscript that has been submitted for peer review to Technology in 

Cancer Research & Treatment in 2021 and is currently under review. 

As utilised in Chapter 4, three gold prostate fiducials have become the standard image-

guidance method for prostate cancer radiotherapy as it has been shown to improve cancer-

related and toxicity outcomes. Modern radiotherapy uses computed tomography (CT) 

simulation as a minimum and increasingly cone beam CT (CBCT) for daily online treatment 

verification. However, the high Z value of gold can lead to the substantial artefact on CT-

based imaging, obscuring important anatomy of the targets and interfering with accurate 

verification. The previous chapter illustrated that polymer fiducials in a tissue-equivalent 

phantom compared favourably with gold as they were visible on CT and magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) and produced far less artefact. These results led to this prospective study 

comparing polymer and gold markers in patients with locally advanced prostate cancer.  

Chapter 6 aims to compare and contrast polymer fiducials to the standard gold fiducials 

using clinical protocols for various radiotherapy imaging modalities to assess the visibility 

and relative artefact production in a population of prostate cancer patients. 

6.2 CONTEXT 

Chapter 5 was an exploratory phantom study to develop methodology and characterise 

polymer fiducials. Knowledge gained from this study was expanded to Chapter 6, which is 

one of the first clinical studies of polymer seeds in a prostate population.  
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The null hypothesis was that the polymer fiducials had the same visibility and artifacts as the 

gold and any differences are due to chance. The null hypothesis was rejected for visibility of 

polymers fiducials that were significantly inferior to the gold fiducials for CT and lateral KV. It 

was accepted for MRI, CBCT and APKV planar images where there were no significant 

differences in the visibility of the polymer and gold fiducials.  The null hypothesis was also 

rejected for the artefact production on CT, whereby the polymer fiducials produced 

significantly less artefact than the gold fiducials. 

Therefore the  investigation showed that the polymer seeds were well seen on CT and CBCT 

imaging for clinical radiotherapy but produced less artefacts than gold. However, polymer 

fiducials were inferior to gold for orthogonal planar imaging, and, like gold, they were not 

well seen on T2-weighted MRI. The study provides essential information regarding the 

characteristics of polymer seeds for departments considering their deployment. Further 

clinical investigations of the impact on prostate contouring and verification would potentially 

enhance the understanding of their clinical utility and effect on patient outcomes.   In 

addition, the 2D analytical methodology used in the previous study (Chapter 5) to investigate 

the artefact and fiducial characteristics were refined for analysis in 3D in Chapter 6. 

The phantom model used in Chapter 5 was a uniform normal tissue similar to those used for 

radiotherapy quality assurance data collection.  The phantom was used to minimize variables 

and explore the characteristics of polymer fiducials compared to gold in material that was 

normal tissue equivalent. However, prostates can have a varying heterogeneous greyscale, 

and thus, the fiducials are not well seen on patient MRIs. Therefore, phantoms are generally 

regarded as good representations of normal tissue but not necessarily a good representation 

of the variable human prostate of an older male. This chapter illustrated  why the clinical 
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study is essential, as phantoms do not generally represent the variability seen in the human 

population. As with many investigations, it was considered very reasonable to start with an 

idealized model to learn from and obtain preliminary data before pursuing studies in 

humans. 
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6.3 ABSTRACT 

Purpose: Image guidance with gold fiducials improves the outcome of prostate 

radiotherapy. However, gold produces artefact on computed tomography (CT) imaging, 

interfering with contouring and verification. The purpose was to compare polymer fiducials 

to the standard gold using clinical radiotherapy imaging modalities to assess the visibility and 

artefact in a prostate cancer patient population. 

Materials and methods: The study cohort comprised 28 patients with locally advanced 

prostate cancer. Half had three polymer fiducials implanted into the prostate, while the 

remaining 14 had gold fiducials. Patients were imaged with CT, T2-weighted magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI), cone beam CT (CBCT) and planar kilovoltage (kV) images. Fiducials 

were scored for visibility and assessed for CT artefact in the surrounding prostate tissue. The 

artefact was quantified from CT number, Hounsfield number (HU) histograms in terms of 

percentile ranges and proportion of voxels in HU normal tissue range of a 2cm sphere 

surrounding the fiducial. 

Results: Gold and polymer fiducials were sufficiently visible for verification on CT and CBCT. 

The gold fiducials could be visualised well on kV planar imaging. However, the polymer 

markers were not suitable for verifying lateral kV imaging because pelvic bones obscured 

them. Neither polymer nor gold fiducials could be visualised on MRI. The polymer fiducial 

produced less artefact than gold on CT, having less voxel spread for the HU percentile ranges 

and a greater proportion of voxels in normal tissue range. 

Conclusion: Polymer fiducials are a more suitable fiducial than gold for CT/CBCT in prostate 

cancer radiotherapy. They showed minimal artefact and good visibility in CT imaging. 
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However, they were not well seen on MRI or kV imaging, and thus are not suitable for co-

registration or planar kV verification.  
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6.4 INTRODUCTION 

Prostate cancer is one of the most commonly detected cancers in men and a leading cause 

of deaths [4] . Approximately 10–20% of patients diagnosed with prostate cancer will have 

locally advanced disease. Randomised studies have shown significant improvements in 

outcome for locally advanced prostate cancer using higher radiation doses [430, 446-449] 

and adjuvant androgen deprivation therapy [271, 431-433].  

The therapeutic ratio is further improved with precision radiotherapy techniques such as 

intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) [474] and image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) [650]. 

Modern IGRT methods for verification use daily online planar kilovoltage (kV) imaging and, 

more recently, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT). Both methods show good 

agreement; however, computed tomography (CT) provides additional information regarding 

the bladder and rectal filling [648].  

Radiopaque fiducials for prostate target localisation are now widely used [589, 625-627]. 

Gold fiducials are the most used as they have a high Z value, making them radiopaque and 

highly visible with X-ray imaging. Gold fiducials, however, can cause artefacts on CT imaging 

that can interfere with contouring and verification. The ideal fiducial marker is easy to 

deliver, with good visibility, minimal distortion in CT imaging, minimal dose perturbation, 

biocompatibility with soft tissue and negligible migration [634]. Some suggest that a polymer 

marker may be a better fiducial. 

The aims of the study were to compare polymer fiducials to the standard gold fiducials using 

clinical radiotherapy protocols to assess the visibility and relative CT artefact production in a 

population of prostate cancer patients. 
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6.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The study was a prospective investigation that was approved by the hospital ethics 

committee. The study used identical standard clinical protocols for both fiducial types in 

terms of mode of insertion, simulation, treatment verification and image review to provide a 

valid clinical assessment of the polymer fiducials. 

6.5.1 Patient accrual 

Patients with locally advanced prostate cancer with no contraindications to radiotherapy, 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or fiducial insertion were invited to have polymer fiducial 

inserted as part of a prospective study. They were entered into the polymer fiducial group 

after signing the informed consent. Those patients who did not wish to participate were 

asked to join the comparator patient group, with the insertion of standard gold fiducials. 

They were entered into the comparator group after completion of the informed consent. 

The planned sample size of 14 men with polymer fiducials and 14 men with gold fiducials 

was considered sufficient for a technical analysis to account for differences seen in the 

phantom studies. 

6.5.2 Fiducials 

PolyMark™ (polymer) fiducial markers measuring 1mm x 3mm and Gold Soft tissue markers 

measuring 0.9mm x 3mm (CIVCO Medical Solutions, Kalona, Iowa, USA) were used for the 

study. They were inserted into the peripheral prostate gland under sedation and antibiotic 

cover with transrectal ultrasound guidance. Three fiducials were implanted: one into the 

base, mid-gland and apex of the prostate.  
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6.5.3 Imaging simulation 

Patients were positioned supine with an individualised foam Alpha cradle placed on an 

indexed pelvic board with foot stocks. Patients were scanned on Lightspeed RT CT™ (GE®, 

Boston, Massachusetts, USA), with 1.25mm slice width, helical, 0.75 pitch, no gap, 512x512 

axial resolution, and 650mm reconstruction diameter.  

The planning MRI was performed on a 1.5 T Magneto Avanto Syngo MR B17™ (Siemens® 

Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). This study’s MRI sequence was a high-resolution 3D T2-

weighted scan with a voxel size of 1mm.  

6.5.4 Treatment verification 

Patients were treated on Elekta® linacs (Elekta®, Stockholm, Sweden), using IMRT to a dose 

of 78Gy in 39 fractions over 8 weeks. The departmental prostate verification protocol 

comprises daily pre-treatment, online CBCT. These were used to assess the visualisation of 

the polymer and gold fiducials on CBCT. The standard CBCT parameters consisted of 41cm 

diameter field of view (FOV), variable M10/M20 (scan length 12 or 24cm) depending on 

target size, 120 kV, 25 mA 40ms nominal per frame, 660 frames per scan (360 degrees 

rotation), 1mm voxel size, 2–3mm viewing slice resolution with an axial resolution of 

512x512. 

Patients also underwent weekly 2D orthogonal kV planar imaging: anterior-posterior (AP) 

and lateral as part of the imaging study. The Elekta® XVI (version 4.5+) kV imaging 

parameters were 120 kV, 25 (AP) or 32 (lateral) mA, and 40ms nominal per frame; and five 

frames averaged per image, 25.6x25.6cm imaging area and 0.25mm nominal pixel size 

(resolution 1024x1024). 
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6.5.5 Image assessment 

The planning CT and MRI were transferred to MIM Maestro™ version 6.6.13 (Mim 

Software®, Cleveland, Ohio, USA) (MIM) as per clinical protocol for contouring. The visibility 

assessment and artefact analysis were performed in MIM. 

All verification images were reviewed by the study radiation therapist, who routinely 

performs prostate radiotherapy verification and confirmed by the radiation oncologists. This 

was done to simulate the clinical situation and minimize observer variation. Subsequently, 

three representative CBCT and three pairs of kV planar images (AP and lateral) were selected 

for each patient for analysis – start, mid and end of treatment. The CBCT and kV planar 

images were transferred to Mosaiq™ (Elekta®, Stockholm, Sweden) as per the standard 

verification. The visibility assessment of CBCT and 2D kV images was performed in Mosaiq™ 

Image Review. 

6.5.6 Fiducial visibility 

To measure the fiducial visibility and minimise inter-observer variability, the study radiation 

therapist scored all the images. 

3D imaging typically shows a single fiducial being visible on a single slice. Therefore, each 

seed was scored for visibility. The visibility was scored for simulation CT and MRI, and 

verification CBCT on a scale of 1 to 4 for each of the three fiducials – apex, mid-gland and 

base:  

1) Clearly visible for verification 

2) Visibility impaired but sufficient for verification 

3) Visibility impaired but not sufficient for verification 
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4) Not visible and not sufficient for verification. 

For 2D kV imaging, all three fiducials are visualised for verification simultaneously on each 

plane, that is, AP and lateral. Thus, the AP and lateral kV images were scored on the number 

of fiducials sufficiently visible for verification. 

6.5.7 Artefact analysis 

A method was developed to analyse the artefact and seeds in a three-dimensional manner in 

the patient. A CT simulation represents the primary X-ray reference scan. Thus, artefact due 

to the fiducials was measured on the planning CT quantitatively using MIM’s clinical imaging 

analysis tools.  

The fiducials were initially manually contoured as for the standard verification. Then a 2cm 

diameter sphere was created around the contour centre. The fiducial, bone, physiological 

calcifications and rectal gas were subtracted from the sphere using the Boolean function to 

analyse the artefact’s impact on normal tissue in this sphere. The voxel Hounsfield units (HU) 

for the sphere were then exported in bins of 5-HU each for analysis. The fiducials’ 

characteristics were separately investigated as they produced very high HU signals 

compared to the artefacts.  

These spheres of interest contained the normal prostate tissues and the 3D artefact of the 

relevant fiducial seed. MIM was used to create histogram plots of HU versus voxel count 

from the spheres. These histograms were used to assess the relative differences in HU 

variation surrounding each of the fiducial markers. 
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Most voxels within the sphere are normal prostate tissue density. The bright and dark 

artefact is seen as the voxel variation of HU outside the normal tissue range at the extreme 

high and low HU values, respectively, at the ends of the histogram. 

Therefore, the greater spread of the histogram, the less normal tissue is represented as it is 

hidden by the high and low HU artefact from the fiducial. The spread of the histogram was 

analysed in terms of the percentile ranges in HU. This variation or range in voxel counts in 

the spherical contours that exclude the values attributable to each seed was measured by 

considering percentile ranges of 1st to 99th, 5th to 95th, 10th to 90th and interquartile 

range (25th to 75th). Hence, these analyses of the spheres focus on artefact production. 

The normal tissue not hidden by the artefact was quantified by the proportion of voxels 

within normal tissue representative HU ranges of +/−100HU and +/−150HU. The greater the 

artefact, the less proportion of voxels were represented in this range.  

6.5.8 Statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistics were prepared to illustrate the differences in patient characteristics, 

scan visibility, artefact variation and outcomes between the two fiducial marker types. 

Frequencies and percentages were used to present results for categorical variables, with the 

Fisher’s (exact) test used to test between groups. The mean ± standard deviation (SD) or 

median and interquartile ranges (IQR) were used to present continuous variables, which 

were normally and non-normally distributed, respectively. 

The percentile ranges and proportions were presented using median and IQRs and 

compared between the polymer and gold groups using the Mann-Whitney (rank-sum) test. 
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Adjustment for the clustering of up to three fiducials within each patient was considered 

using a mixed-effects model, with independent covariance structure. 

Patient imaging data were collected as per standard processes and stored within password-

protected systems. Data were collected and prepared in Microsoft® Excel (Microsoft®, 

Redfern, USA) and secured via password on a secure hospital server. Stata™ version 15.1 

(StataCorp, College Station, Texas, USA) was used to conduct statistical analyses. A p-value 

of less than 0.05 was used to show statistical significance. 

6.6 RESULTS 

6.6.1 Patient cohort  

Fourteen eligible patients with locally advanced prostate cancer were recruited to the 

polymer fiducial arm, and 14 patients were recruited to receive the standard gold fiducials. 

Table 6.1 provides a comparison of the demographic characteristics between the two 

groups. The gold fiducial patients were older than polymer patients (p=0.028). Otherwise, 

there were no statistically significant differences between the two groups (Table 6.1). In 

relation to visibility, there was notably no significant difference in body mass index (BMI). 
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Table 6.1  Patient characteristics across the two groups 

Factor Gold Polymer cp-value 

Number of patients 14 14 
 

Age (years), median (bIQR) 77 (70, 78) 72 (68, 73) 0.028 

aBMI, median (bIQR) 26.2 (24.7, 31.4) 27.7 (27.0, 29.9) 0.44 

Gleason score + total 
  

0.79 

   3+4=7 4 (29%) 6 (43%) 
 

   4+3=7 3 (21%) 2 (14%) 
 

   3+5=8 0 (0%) 1 (7%) 
 

   4+4=8 3 (21%) 3 (21%) 
 

   4+5=9 2 (14%) 2 (14%) 
 

   5+4=9 2 (14%) 0 (0%) 
 

Initial dPSA µg/L, median (bIQR) 16.5 (9.9, 27.0) 15.5 (7.2, 22.0) 0.41 

Initial T staging 
  

0.87 

   T1c 2 (14%) 4 (29%) 
 

   T2a 2 (14%) 2 (14%) 
 

   T2b 0 (0%) 1 (7%) 
 

   T2c 2 (14%) 3 (21%) 
 

   T3 2 (14%) 1 (7%) 
 

   T3a 4 (29%) 2 (14%) 
 

   T3b 2 (14%) 1 (7%) 
 

a BMI = Body mass index, b IQR = interquartile range, c p<0.05 = statistical significance, dPSA = prostate specific 
antigen 

 

 

6.6.2 Fiducial insertion 

All the polymer and gold fiducial patients had three fiducials successfully inserted without 

incident. All fiducials were available for analysis. However, in the gold fiducial group, one CT 

dataset and the kV images of two patients, in addition to one polymer CT dataset, could not 

be restored for analysis because of data corruption (Tables 6.2 and 6.3).  
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6.6.3 Fiducial visibility 

Visibility results for 3D imaging are shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. 

Table 6.2  MRI, CT and CBCT fiducial visibility assessments 

Fiducials 
and 
avisibility 
grade  

MRI visibility CT visibility CBCT visibility 

Gold Polymer cp-
value 

Gold Polymer cp-
value 

Gold Polymer cp-
value 

Number of 
patients 

14 14 
 

14 14 
 

14 14 
 

Apex 
fiducial 

  
1.00 

  
<0.001 

  
0.22 

   1 0 1 (7%) 
 

1 (7%) 12 (86%) 
 

14 (100%) 11 (79%) 
 

   2 2 (14%) 1 (7%) 
 

9 (64%) 2 (14%) 
 

0 1 (7%) 
 

   3 2 (14%) 2 (14%) 
 

3 (21%) 0 
 

0 2 (14%) 
 

   4  10 (71%) 10 (71%) 
 

0 0 
 

0 0 
 

†Not 
restored 

0 0 
 

1 (7%) 0 
 

0 0 
 

Mid-gland 
fiducial 

  1.00   <0.001   0.22 

   1  0 1 (7%)  1 (7%) 9 (64%)  14 (100%) 11 (79%)  

   2 2 (14%) 1 (7%)  7 (50%) 5 (36%)  0 3 (21%)  

   3 3 (21%) 2 (14%)  5 (36%) 0  0 0  

   4  9 (64%) 10 (71%)  0 0  0 0  

†Not 
restored 

0 0  1 (7%) 0  0 0  

Base 
fiducial 

  
0.63 

  
<0.001 

  
0.098 

   1  0 2 (14%) 
 

0 13 (93%) 
 

14 (100%) 10 (71%) 
 

   2 2 (14%) 1 (7%) 
 

8 (57%) 1 (7%) 
 

0 4 (29%) 
 

   3 2 (14%) 2 (14%) 
 

5 (36%) 0 
 

0 0 
 

   4  10 (71%) 9 (64%) 
 

0 0 
 

0 0 
 

bNot 
restored 

0 0 
 

1 (7%) 0 
 

0 0 
 

CBCT = cone beam computed tomography, CT = computed tomography, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging 

a Fiducials were scored for visibility, i.e.: 
 1. Clearly visible for verification 
 2. Visibility impaired but sufficient for verification 
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 3. Visibility impaired but not sufficient for verification 
 4. Not visible and not sufficient for verification 

b Not restored refers to images lost due to data corruption 

c p<0.05 = statistical significance  
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Table 6.3 2D kilovoltage (kV) fiducial visibility assessments 

kV type and number of fiducials 
visible 

Gold Polymer dp-value 

Number of patients 14 14 
 

aLATkV, start of radiotherapy  

No. fiducials visible 

  
<0.001 

   0 2 (14%) 12 (86%) 
 

   1 0 1 (7%) 
 

   2 5 (36%) 0 
 

   3 5 (36%) 0 
 

   cNot restored 2 (14%) 1 (7%) 
 

aLATkV, mid-radiotherapy 

No. fiducials visible 

  
<0.001 

   0 1 (7%) 14 (100%) 
 

   1 2 (14%) 0 
 

   2 4 (29%) 0 
 

   3 5 (36%) 0 
 

  cNot restored 2 (14%) 0 
 

aLATkV, end of radiotherapy  

No. fiducials visible 

  
<0.001 

   0 1 (7%) 13 (93%) 
 

   1 0 0 
 

   2 6 (43%) 0 
 

   3 5 (36%) 0 
 

   cNot restored 2 (14%) 1 (7%) 
 

bAPkV, start of radiotherapy  

No. fiducials visible 

  
0.14 

   0 0 0 
 

   1 0 3 (21%) 
 

   2 2 (14%) 3 (21%) 
 

   3 10 (71%) 8 (57%) 
 

   cNot restored 2 (14%) 0 
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kV type and number of fiducials 
visible 

Gold Polymer dp-value 

bAPkV, mid-radiotherapy  

No. fiducials visible 

  
0.65 

   0 0 1 (7%) 
 

   1 0 1 (7%) 
 

   2 2 (14%) 3 (21%) 
 

   3 10 (71%) 9 (64%) 
 

   cNot restored 2 (14%) 0 
 

bAPkV, end of radiotherapy  

No. fiducials visible 

  
1.00 

   0 0 1 (7%) 
 

   1 0 0 
 

   2 2 (14%) 3 (21%) 
 

   3 10 (71%) 9 (64%) 
 

   cNot restored 2 (14%) 1 (7%) 
 

kV = kilovoltage imaging 

a LATkV = lateral kV planar image, b APkV = anterior-posterior kV planar image, c Not restored refers to images 
lost due to data corruption, d p<0.05 = statistical significance 

 

 

The gold fiducials were sufficiently visible with CT (Figure 6.1 A1) for verification in 71%, 57% 

and 57% of those positioned in the apex, mid-gland and base, respectively. However, the 

polymer fiducials scored significantly higher in terms of visibility with CT imaging (p<0.001) 

because of less artefact, being visible for verification in 100% of patients (Figure 6.1 B1).  
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CT = computed tomography, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging  

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 6.1  Comparison of visibility and artefact for gold and polymer fiducials on CT and 

MRI. Patient A: A1) CT simulation with gold fiducial with associated artefact on 

CT. A2) Fiducial co-registered CBCT showing gold fiducial with little artefact. 

A3) Bone co-registered MRI where the gold fiducial was not visible. Patient B: 

B1) CT simulation showing polymer fiducial with minor artefact. B2) Fiducial co-

registered CBCT with visible polymer fiducial with slight artefact. B3) Bone co-

registered MRI where polymer fiducial was not visible. 

Both the gold fiducials and polymer fiducials were well seen on CBCT, with no significant 

differences in visibility scores. However, all the gold fiducials (100%) were scored 1 (clearly 

visible for verification) compared to 71–79% of the polymer fiducials. The gold fiducials were 

well seen because of the gold having good contrast, and the artefact is less prominent with 

CBCT than CT (Figures 6.1 A2 and 6.1 B2).  
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The visibility of the gold and polymer fiducials for MRI was low (Figures 6.1 A3 and 6.1 B3). In 

64–71% of the images, neither the gold nor the polymer fiducials could be seen on the MRI.  

Gold markers were well visualised on kV imaging (Table 6.3). At least two of the gold 

fiducials were seen on 65–79% of the lateral kV images and 85% of the AP kV images. In 

contrast, only one polymer fiducial was visualised on lateral kV images across the three time 

points due to the overlying pelvic bones. Polymer fiducials were better seen on the AP kV 

images, with at least two fiducials visualised in 78–85% of the patient images. 

6.6.4 CT fiducial and artefact analysis 

The fiducial contours had a small volume and low voxel count; consequently, only the 

maximum HU was considered as it is the most representative of the fiducial material. The 

polymer fiducial contours and gold fiducial contours had similar volume and voxel counts. 

The fiducial contours’ median volume was 0.03cc (range 0.01 to 0.07cc) for the polymer 

compared to 0.03 cc (range 0.01 to 0.11 cc) for gold. The polymer group’s voxel count had a 

median of 15 (range 5 to 34) voxels, similar to gold with a median of 15 (range 5 to 52) 

voxels. However, the maximum HU value for polymer was lower than gold, with a median of 

2,603 (range 1,564 to 3,350) HU compared to 18,017 (range 3,025 to 23,635) HU for gold. 

The gold fiducials had a much higher HU contrast, that is, were brighter than polymer, on CT 

(Figures 6.1 A1 and 6.1 B1). 

Box plots of the distribution of the percentile ranges (HU) (Figure 6.2) illustrate the range in 

voxel counts across the artefact spheres’ HU range. It is a graphical representation of the 

relative width of the histogram. The plots showed a significantly lower median voxel count 

across the HU range for the polymer fiducials compared to gold fiducials. The median HU 
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values (IQR) for polymer versus gold were 185 (150 to 230) versus 780 (640 to 945), 

respectively, (p<0.001) for the 1st to 99th percentile; 105 (85 to 150) versus 230 (190 to 270) 

(p<0.001) for the 5th to 95th percentile; 75 (60 to 110) versus 120 (100 to 160) (p<0.001) for 

the 10th to 90th percentile; and 33 (39 to 45) vs 50 (35 to 60) (p=0.002) for the 25th to 75th 

percentile (Figure 6.2). The polymer values show fewer voxels at the extreme HU artefact 

values and a narrower histogram than gold, suggesting that the polymer fiducials produced 

fewer artefacts on CT images. 

 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 6.2  Boxplots showing the distribution of percentile ranges in the Hounsfield units 

for the polymer and gold groups 
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The proportion of voxel counts within the pre-defined HU normal tissue ranges of ±100HU 

and ±150HU (Figure 6.3) were also significantly higher for the polymer fiducials when 

compared to the gold fiducials (p-values <0.001), with a median (IQR) of 97.6% (95.23, 99.04) 

in the polymer group compared to 87.3% (83.56, 88.60) for the gold group when considering 

the ±100HU defined range, and 99.4% (99.12, 99.60) compared to 91.9% (90.39, 93.61) for 

the ±150HU range. These results show less prostate was obscured by artefact as a 

significantly greater proportion of prostate normal tissue was visualised for the polymer 

fiducials compared to gold. These statistically significant differences were maintained upon 

mixed-effects modelling, with the cluster effect of up to three fiducials per patient taken into 

account (all p-values <0.001). 
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Source: Austin Health 

Figure 6.3  Boxplots illustrating the distribution of the proportion of voxel counts within 

the defined Hounsfield unit normal tissue ranges for the polymer and gold 

groups 

6.7 DISCUSSION 

The study is one of the first to examine and validate the use of polymer fiducials in a 

prostate cancer patient population. It found that while gold fiducials have a higher HU and 

are therefore brighter, they produce far more artefact than polymer fiducials on CT. The 

reduction in artefact around the polymer fiducials resulted in a greater volume of normal 

tissue being visualised as it was not obscured by high and low HU artefact seen with the 

gold. Both the polymer and gold fiducials were well seen on CBCT. However, the lower HU of 

the polymer fiducials than gold meant they could not be easily detected on lateral kV 
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imaging as the pelvic bones obscured them. Neither type of fiducials could be seen on MRI, 

in contrast to phantom studies [738], and were not useful for CT to T2 MRI co-registration. 

The accurate localisation of the prostate is crucial for precise radiotherapy. Imaging can be 

used to localise the target and reduce uncertainty during treatment. IGRT can significantly 

minimise patient set-up uncertainties and achieve better conformal radiation therapy [747]. 

3D multi-planar and multi-modality imaging is routinely used for contouring, but now 3D 

imaging is increasingly utilised for verification. Verification is mainly performed with CBCT, 

although MRI is being investigated [748]. 

IGRT historically used pelvic bony anatomy to provide patient alignment. However, the 

prostate can move relative to the pelvic bones, and thus bony alignment was considered 

insufficient for dose-escalated IMRT for prostate cancer [589, 625-627]. A more accurate 

prostate target localisation method uses biologically inert radiopaque fiducial markers, 

typically gold as it is well visualised on X-ray imaging. Typically, three fiducials are inserted 

into the prostate (apex, mid-gland and base) for better accuracy and reproducibility of 

prostate alignment. Three fiducials also reduce localisation uncertainty due to migration of 

the fiducials and deformation of the prostate [625, 629, 749].  

Comparison studies of IMRT with IGRT using fiducial markers versus non-IGRT treatments 

have shown a decrease in late gastrointestinal and genitourinary toxicity [650-652] and, in 

one study, there was a significant improvement in prostate cancer outcome [650]. The 

toxicity difference can be attributed to the IMRT technique’s combination with the reduced 

dose to organs at risk, daily image guidance and margin reduction that IGRT safely permits. 
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The shortcomings of gold fiducials are that they cause bright radiating and dark shadowing 

artefact on CT imaging, leading to a change in target and normal tissue density. The 

distorted CT image can also result in inaccurate delivery if not accounted for [633]. The 

artefact can also hide anatomical detail that could lead to inaccurate contouring. The 

obscuring of anatomical detail is most often an issue around the apex of the prostate. The 

artefact can also interfere with the efficiency and accuracy of verification. Polymer fiducials 

appear to alleviate these issues with CT. 

The limitation of the study is that we only compared the polymer fiducials to the standard 

gold fiducials. Other new fiducial markers produce minimal distortion with CT imaging. 

Visicoill™ uses helical gold coils to reduce the relative thickness and decrease the equivalent 

density, thus lessening the image artefact [635]. Others use a mixture of low-density 

biocompatible materials and gold particles [634]. Other alternatives use lower Z radiopaque 

materials such as stainless steel, titanium [636], carbon or ceramic substances. [625, 637]. 

A further limitation of the study was that only the T2-weighted MRI was examined. 

Investigations have shown that other MRI sequences such as T2*2D and T2*3D [743] and 

multi-parametric MRI with bTFE (balanced steady-state free precession sequence) [744] are 

better at visualising gold fiducials. We have not investigated the optimisation of MRI 

sequences to visualise the polymer or gold fiducials better, as we wished to prioritise the 

most common sequence used for radiotherapy planning. Furthermore, we did not 

investigate artefact suppression CT [633] as it was not available at our centre at the time of 

the study. 
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6.8 CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this patient study has shown that a polymer fiducial is a better fiducial for CT 

and CBCT in prostate cancer patients because of its minimal artefact and good visibility. 

Polymer fiducials have minimal distortion with CT imaging, minimal dose perturbation and 

are biocompatible with soft tissue. However, they were not well seen on T2-weighted MRI or 

kV imaging, and are therefore not suitable for image co-registration or 2D planar kV 

verification. 
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7.1 PREFACE 

Chapter 7 represents a manuscript that has been published in the World Journal of Urology 

in 2019. 

Previous chapters have investigated approaches to improving the precision of prostate 

cancer radiotherapy. Initial studies explored clinical perspectives of magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) to enhance target definition, and then seminal vesicle target motion and 

margins relative to the prostate using gold fiducials to further the accuracy of radiotherapy 

delivery. The subsequent chapters analysed a commercially available polymer fiducial – an 

alternative to gold – in an initial tissue-equivalent phantom study of computed tomography 

(CT) and MRI, and then in a prostate cancer patient population. The development of a 2D 

histogram analytical tool for the phantom study was further advanced to a 3D analysis in the 

clinical investigation. These studies showed that the polymer fiducials were well seen on CT 

and had less obscuring artefact than gold in the phantom and prostate cancer patient 

population. The final chapters will expand on fiducial enhancement and investigate the in-

house development of a Lipiodol™ (ethiodised oil contrast agent) and tissue glue liquid 

fiducial. 

Image-guided radiotherapy has been shown to improve the outcome of prostate 

radiotherapy, notably with prostate gold seed fiducials for primary prostate irradiation. 

However, in the post-prostatectomy setting, where the vesicourethral anastomosis and 

bladder base are the primary targets, fiducials have been used infrequently. Although gold 

seeds have been used, they can be difficult to insert post prostatectomy, can be expelled 

from the bladder and produce artefact on CT imaging. Lipiodol™ alone has been utilised for 
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radiotherapy bladder fiducials, but it can be technically challenging to inject as discrete 

fiducial markers as it can disperse widely, particularly in the post-prostatectomy setting. 

Lipiodol™ mixed with a tissue glue, Histoacryl™ (monomeric n-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate), has 

been used clinically in other sites. The tissue glue can prevent the dispersion of the 

Lipiodol™, but urine or saline could potentially result in premature setting of the glue. 

The objective of this study was to investigate contrast agent/tissue glue mixtures as liquid 

bladder fiducials, with respect to deliverability and visualisation for radiotherapy verification. 

As water can cause the premature polymerisation of tissue glues, Chapter 7 details the 

procedural technique of delivering a Lipiodol™–tissue glue fiducial into an ex vivo water-

filled porcine bladder. 

7.2 CONTEXT 

This chapter is the first detailed description of the successful insertion of a discrete 

Lipiodol™–glue fiducial into an ex vivo water-filled porcine bladder model, while avoiding 

premature polymerisation of the tissue glue than can be caused by water-based solutions 

such as urine and blood. The model simulated the clinical and technical process of inserting 

fiducials for post-prostatectomy and bladder radiotherapy. The study showed that the glue 

fiducials could be delivered but the detailed characteristics were investigated in Chapter 8. 
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7.3 ABSTRACT 

Introduction: Radiotherapy to the bladder has a risk of toxicity to pelvic structures, which 

can be reduced by using fiducial markers for targeting. Injectable contrast offers an 

alternative marker to gold seeds, which may fall out or exacerbate scarring. Combining a 

contrast agent with tissue glue can minimise dispersion through tissue, enhancing its utility. 

We evaluated combinations of contrast agents and tissue glue using porcine bladder, for 

feasibility and utility as fiducial markers to aid image-guided radiotherapy. 

Methods: Different contrast agents (Lipiodol™ Ultra or Urografin™) were combined with 

different tissue glues (Histoacryl™, Tisseal™ or Glubran2™). The mixtures were 

endoscopically injected into porcine bladder submucosa to identify the area of interest with 

multiple fiducial markers. The porcine bladders were imaged within a phantom porcine 

pelvis using standard radiation therapy imaging modalities. The feasibility as an injectable 

fiducial marker and visibility of each fiducial marker on imaging were scored as binary 

outcomes by two proceduralists and two radiation therapists, respectively. 

Results: Lipiodol™–glue combinations were successfully administered as multiple fiducials 

that were evident on computed tomography (CT) and cone beam CT (CBCT). Lipiodol™ with 

Histoacryl™ or Glubran2™ was visible on kilovoltage (kV) imaging. The Lipiodol™ Glubran2 

combination was deemed subjectively easiest to use at delivery and a better fiducial on kV 

imaging. 

Conclusion: This study demonstrates the feasibility of mixing contrast medium Lipiodol™ 

with Histoacryl™ or Glubran2™ tissue glue, which, injected endoscopically, provides discrete 

and visible fiducial markers to aid image-guided radiotherapy. Although promising, further 

study is required to assess the durability of these markers through a course of radiotherapy.  
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7.4 INTRODUCTION 

Radiotherapy to the bladder is utilised in two common clinical situations. It is often used as 

adjuvant or salvage therapy following prostatectomy for the management of prostate cancer 

where the major radiotherapy targets include the vesicourethral anastomosis, posterior 

bladder and retrovesical space [516]. It is also used to treat muscle invasive bladder cancer 

following transurethral resection of bladder tumour (TURBT) in the context of bladder 

preservation, pre-radical surgery or if radical surgery is not suitable [58]. Efficacy of radiation 

therapy is directly related to the dose received by the tumour. Similarly, radiation toxicity is 

directly related to the dosing of normal adjacent tissues. Specifically, bladder toxicity is 

associated with significant morbidity and is directly related to the proportion of the bladder 

to receive high radiation doses [750]. As such, the aim of modern radiotherapy is to 

accurately target the area of malignancy to maximise treatment dose while minimising 

toxicity [751]. 

The use of fiducial markers in conjunction with image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) allows for 

more accurate dose delivery of radiotherapy to the tumour or target, improving local control 

while reducing dose and thus toxicity to the normal bladder and bowel. The requirements of 

any fiducial marker are visibility on a given imaging modality for use in IGRT, availability and 

reasonable cost [735]. This concept has been clearly demonstrated with the use of gold 

fiducial markers and IGRT for radiotherapy to an intact prostate [650]. Several studies have 

demonstrated that fiducial markers improve targeting of the prostate over use of bony 

landmarks [735]. Fiducial markers have also been demonstrated to be better than surgical 

clips for use in IGRT post prostatectomy [602]. Solid fiducial markers are used in the bladder, 

but may be subject to migration, dislodgement or foreign body sequelae in the irradiated 
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post-operative field [630]. The degree of migration of solid fiducial markers unrelated to 

bladder volume change has been documented to be as little as 1mm over a course of 

treatment in a single patient [752] but needs further investigation and validation. Injectable 

contrast offers an alternative to potentially avoid these concerns [753]; however, dispersion 

of contrast through the bladder wall may impede its use [754]. 

A mixture of Lipiodol™ and cyanoacrylate tissue glue has been shown to be a safe and 

effective treatment of gastric and oesophageal varices [755]. Cyanoacrylate rapidly solidifies 

in the presence of weak bases such as water and blood. Lipiodol™ is an oily radiological 

contrast agent. The oil prevents the cyanoacrylate from polymerisation until it contacts 

water or blood in tissue. It also enables the operator to visualise the process on X-ray 

imaging. We have previously successfully used a mixture of Lipiodol™ and cyanoacrylate glue 

as a fiducial marker for oesophageal cancer [756]. However, the use of glue fiducials has 

never been described in a water-filled organ such as the bladder. 

The aim of the study was to test the technical and procedural aspects of combining and 

delivering liquid contrast agents with several types of tissue glues in a porcine pelvis bladder 

model. The objective was to create multiple reproducible discrete glue fiducial markers that 

could be visualised with standard radiotherapy imaging. 

7.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Ethics approval was sought but not required according to the institutional Human Research 

and Ethics Committee, as this study was conducted in vitro on isolated porcine bladder. 
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Six separate contrast–glue mixtures were tested by combining two contrast agents – 

Lipiodol™ Ultra liquid (esterised poppy seed oil, Aspen Medical) or Urografin™ 76% 

(amidotrizoate, Bayer Resources) – with three different tissue glues: Histoacryl™ 

(monomeric n-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate, B Braun), Glubran2™ (G-NB-2 NBCA-MS co-monomer, 

Baxter Healthcare) and Tisseal™ (fibrin sealant, Matrix Surgical), respectively, in a 1:1 ratio. 

For comparison, porcine bladders with no injection and single agent injection of Histoacryl™, 

Glubran2™ and Tisseal™ were used as controls. To create the mixtures, 1mL of contrast 

agent was drawn up in a 2mL syringe and 1mL of tissue glue was drawn up in a separate 1mL 

syringe. Mixing was performed using a luerlock connector by plunging the agents back and 

forth between the syringes. Once adequately combined, the mixtures were immediately 

used. 

A 17fr rigid cystoscope was used to endoscopically inspect the isolated bladders and fill the 

bladder with occlusion of the bladder neck against the scope itself by manual pressure to 

maintain continence. Using a William’s needle (Cook Medical, Australia), contrast/glue 

combinations were injected submucosally to raise a bleb of 0.1mL of mixture into the 

submucosal tissue (Figure 7.1). Injections were placed around the trigone to create discrete 

markers, to imitate marking out a small bladder tumour or the vesicourethral anastomosis 

following a prostatectomy, as demonstrated in Figure 7.2. Each individual mixture was 

tested in a separate bladder specimen. 
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Source: Austin Health 

Figure 7.1 Endoscopic ex vivo submucosal glue fiducial injection of fluid-filled porcine 

bladder 

 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 7.2  Contrast/glue injection sites within the porcine bladder 

The contrast/glue combinations were assessed for technical feasibility with regards to mixing 

and injection procedures on a binary rating system by the investigators carrying out the 

injections (NL and SS). After the injection was completed, the cystoscope was removed from 
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the bladder with the needle kept beyond the scope to avoid occlusion of the working 

channel with the glue mixture. Once withdrawn from the bladder, the needle was 

disengaged from the cystoscope in a retrograde fashion (from the distal end) to protect the 

scope from the glue mixture passing through the working channel of the cystoscope. 

The bladders were then placed in a detached porcine pelvis positioned to imitate a human in 

a supine position. This also approximates the tissue densities in a human pelvis undergoing 

radiotherapy image guidance. The porcine pelvis and contained bladder were then imaged 

using typical radiotherapy modalities, that is, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT), 

computed tomography (CT), and kilovoltage (kV) and megavoltage (MV) planar imaging 

(Figure 7.3). The images were evaluated for visibility of contrast markers. The basis of the 

fiducial marker utilisation during a course of radiotherapy is the accurate registration of the 

treatment images with the original planned images, so as to accurately deliver the radiation. 

This targeting and matching process is performed by trained radiation therapists or 

technicians. Therefore, if the markers were adequate to allow registration by the radiation 

technicians (consensus opinion of at least two investigators – RO, KB, ML) using standard 

imaging modalities for IGRT, the contrast–glue combination was considered to be visible on 

a binary rating system. 
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Source: Austin Health 

Figure 7.3  Verification of Lipiodol™ and glue fiducial marker on computed tomography 

(CT) and cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) 

7.6 RESULTS 

7.6.1 Combining contrast with glue 

Both contrast media were able to be mixed with the tissue glue in all combinations. 

However, since Urografin set quite quickly when combined with the tissue glue, only limited 

time was available for injection to be carried out. Ease of mixing was also subjectively better 

with the Lipiodol™ Ultra when compared with the Urografin. The rate of polymerisation 

when Lipiodol™ Ultra was combined with Glubran2 was dependent on the ratio of the 

agents, with increased time to polymerisation as the proportion of Lipiodol™ Ultra was 

increased. 
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7.6.2 Injection of contrast–glue combination  

Urografin combinations could only be injected once as a single marker due to the rapid 

polymerisation of the mixture, as Urografin is a water-soluble contrast medium. 

Lipiodol™ combinations with Glubran2, Histoacryl and Tisseal could be easily injected 

repeatedly into the bladder submucosa, raising multiple small blebs. The combination of 

Lipiodol™ with Glubran2 was assessed as being technically easiest to inject as subjectively it 

required marginally less pressure. 

7.6.3 Imaging of porcine bladders 

All markers were assessed with several typical imaging modalities to determine whether the 

markers were adequately visible to allow registration, recorded as a binary outcome being 

visible or not visible. Urografin–glue combinations were each only able to produce a single 

fiducial that was visible on CT and CBCT, but not visible on kV or MV imaging. 

Lipiodol™–tissue glue combinations were all able to deliver multiple fiducials that were 

adequately visualised on CT and CBCT. Lipiodol™ with either Histoacryl or Glubran2 

produced visible fiducials on kV imaging. Subjectively, the Glubran2 combination created a 

better marker. The Lipiodol™ with Tisseal combination was not visible on imaging. No 

combination produced sufficient contrast with MV planar imaging. These results are 

summarised in Table 7.1. 
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Table 7.1  Injection visibility of contrast/glue markers with multimodal imaging 

Contrast agent Urografin Lipiodol™ 

Glue agent Glubran2 Histoacryl Tisseal Glubran2 Histoacryl Tisseal 

Injection feasible No No No Yes Yes Yes 

Visible Yesa Yesa Yesa Yes Yes No 

Imaging method CT, CBCT, kV CT only CT and CBCT CT, CBCT, kV CT, CBCT, kV None 

CBCT = cone beam computed tomography, CT = computed tomography, kV = kilovoltage planar imaging 

a The single marker injected prior to polymerisation of the Urografin–glue mixture was visible but re-injection 
was technically not feasible. 

 

7.7 DISCUSSION 

This is the first study to demonstrate that Lipiodol™ Ultra can be easily combined with 

Glubran2 or Histoacryl tissue glue to create discrete injectable fiducial markers within the 

fluid-filled bladder wall. The combinations are visible on standard imaging modalities used in 

IGRT. They can be easily delivered using standard endoscopic injection techniques. The other 

combinations tested were not found to be suitable. Fiducials created with a mixture of 

Lipiodol™ and Tisseal were not visible on imaging, while Urografin mixtures with each tissue 

glue had practical limitations in creating more than one fiducial marker given rapid 

polymerisation. 

Several previous studies have demonstrated that Lipiodol™ is safe and effective for use in 

the bladder to demarcate tumours [753, 754, 757-761]. Success rates with Lipiodol™ alone 

have been variable, reported between 76 and 100% [753] as summarised in Table 7.2. No 

toxicity from Lipiodol™ has been reported. Notably, although Chai et al. report 92% of the 

markers remained in situ at the completion of the radiation course in their 15 patients, a 

further 16 patients could not be included in the series as the markers could not be registered 

for image-guided therapy due to splitting or joining [757]. Cyanoacrylic glues such as 
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Histoacryl and the components of Glubran2 have been used in a range of urologic 

procedures, including on urethral tissue in animal models, and use in urinary fistulas without 

toxicity [762]. The use of a mixture of Lipiodol™ and Histoacryl glue has also been previously 

described for the treatment of persistent anastomotic urine leak after radical prostatectomy 

without toxicity at 23-week follow-up [763]. 

Table 7.2  Current published series investigating Lipiodol™ as a marker for image-guided 

radiotherapy 

Study Patient 
number 

Trial 
type 

Oncological outcome Adverse effects Visibility of 
Lipiodol™ 
markers on 
kV planar 
imaging (%) 

Pos et al. 
2009 [754] 

40 Obsa Difficulty controlling 
size of markers, with 
some Lipiodol™ 
outside bladder wall, 
thus not feasible to 
use Lipiodol™ alone 
as sole reference for 
delineation. Valuable 
aid. Tumour would 
have been missed by 
radiation in some 
patients without 
Lipiodol™ 
demarcation.  

No Lipiodol™ toxicity. 
Lipiodol™ disappeared 
over 12 months on CT 
follow-up. 

95 (2 of 40 
patients 
had no 
Lipiodol™ 
present on 
imaging 
post 
injection) 

Chai et al. 
2010 [757] 

15 Obsa 15 of 32 patients 
injected with 
Lipiodol™ markers 
were included. 17 
patients were not 
included, in 16 
because markers had 
split or joined, in 1 
because there was no 
contrast in the 
bladder wall. No post-
radiation follow-up.  

Not recorded 92 at 5 
weeks (of 
included 
patients) 
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Study Patient 
number 

Trial 
type 

Oncological outcome Adverse effects Visibility of 
Lipiodol™ 
markers on 
kV planar 
imaging (%) 

Sondergaard 
et al. 2010 
[760] 

5 Obsa >50% of treatment 
fractions required 
moderate shift to 
match Lipiodol™ 
spots. No post-
radiation treatment 
follow-up. 

Adverse effects on 
cystoscopy + injection: 
1 patient dysuria, 
1 patient mild urinary 
frequency, both lasting 
<24 hours 

76 

Meijer et al. 
2012 [759] 

20 Obsa Median follow-up 28 
months. 9 patients 
died: 3 died of 
metastatic disease—
no evidence of local 
relapse; 2 patients 
died of local muscle 
invasive relapse and 
disease progression at 
6 and 12 months post 
treatment; 4 died of 
MIc. Remaining 11 
patients had no 
evidence of disease. 

No adverse events from 
cystoscopy + injection. 
No GbIII toxicities, acute 
GbII toxicities ~45%, at 36 
months 25%. 

100 

Baumgarten 
et al. 2014 
[761] 

Freilich et al. 
2014 [758] 

5 Obsa Follow-up 18 months. 
In 2 of 5 patients 
tumour bed based on 
Lipiodol™ extended 
outside planning 
target volume that 
would have been 
treated based on 
cystoscopy reports 
alone. 3 no 
recurrence. 1 alive 
with metastatic 
disease, 1 died from 
metastatic disease. 

No adverse events from 
injection. No treatment-
related 
toxicities/infections. 

95 

Kliton et al. 
2017 [753] 
[764] (in 
Hungarian) 

3 Obsa Total treatment time 
was shorted by 4 
days. No oncological 
outcomes reported in 
English abstract. 

No toxicity to injection. 
1 patient GbII cystitis + 
proctitis, 1 patient 
GbI cystitis. 

100 

a Obs = observational trial, no randomisation or control group comparison, b G = grade as per Radiation Therapy 
Oncology Group side effects grading recommendation, c MI = myocardial infarction 
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Despite the success in visibility of Lipiodol™ as described in the literature, our clinical 

experience in using Lipiodol™ alone has been variable. While discrete fiducials have been 

created, it was often hampered by the significant dispersion of Lipiodol™ through and 

beyond the bladder wall, limiting its specificity as a fiducial marker. This is reflected in the 

imaging included in each of the studies listed above that demonstrate good visibility on 

CT/kV imaging but highlight a lack of specificity in the location of the Lipiodol™ following 

injection [758]. Consequently, it may not be sufficient as the sole fiducial marker [754]. In 

addition, wide dispersion of contrast may significantly impact further imaging in these 

patients, which is commonly required for ongoing follow-up. 

Placing a foreign body within an operative site during radiotherapy presents the potential 

risks of scarring and fistulae formation [605]. These concerns have prompted the 

consideration of options beyond the conventional gold seeds. Modified gold seeds have 

been used successfully in the bladder with endoscopic placement for targeting of 

radiotherapy for treatment of muscle invasive bladder cancer [765]; however, these seeds 

are not freely available. In contrast, Lipiodol™ and tissue glue (Glubran2 or Histoacryl) may 

be found in many hospitals, including regional centres. Notably, Lipiodol™ and Histoacryl 

mixture is a cost-effective combination when compared to most other glues and fiducials. 

The major limitation of this study is the evaluation of the fiducial markers at only a single 

time point immediately following the administration of the contrast–tissue glue 

combination. It does not address the stability, durability and migration of the marker. 

However, similar combinations used in other organs such as the upper gastrointestinal tract 

[766] suggest that these markers are likely to be stable. Further evaluation of the stability 
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and reliability of Lipiodol™–tissue glue markers through a standard course of radiotherapy is 

required by appropriate in vivo assessment. 

7.8 CONCLUSIONS 

This model presents a Lipiodol™–tissue glue combination as a feasible and potentially 

inexpensive alternative to solid fiducial markers or Lipiodol™ alone to overcome the 

respective difficulties with each. The technique has the advantages of utilising standard 

stock available in most hospitals, and endoscopic injection techniques that are in widespread 

use. Further human trials are required [767], particularly to assess durability through a 

complete radiation treatment course. 
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8.1 PREFACE 

Chapter 8 represents a manuscript that has been published in Physics and Imaging in 

Radiation Oncology (PhiRO) in 2021. 

The previous studies have aimed at improving radiotherapy precision through imaging and 

the utilisation of fiducials. The standard gold fiducials were first studied and then compared 

to an alternative commercially available polymer fiducial. A method using greyscale or 

computed tomography (CT) number Hounsfield unit (HU) histograms was established for 

analysing the fiducial and artefact. The purpose of the Lipiodol™–tissue glue fiducial 

investigations was to develop a novel radiotherapy fiducial and use the CT number HU 

histogram analytical tool developed in Chapters 5 and 6 to describe its characteristics. 

Gold fiducials are commonly used as part of image guidance with prostate radiotherapy. 

However, they are not frequently utilised in post-prostatectomy radiotherapy, where the 

vesicourethral anastomosis and bladder base are the primary targets. Gold seeds have been 

used in the post-prostatectomy setting, but they can be challenging to insert post 

prostatectomy, may migrate and be expelled from the bladder, and are subject to infection 

and fistula risk. They also create artefact on imaging, obscuring the major targets including 

the vesicourethral anastomosis. 

Chapter 7 described the detailed procedure of inserting a mixture of Lipiodol™ and tissue 

glue as a discrete fiducial into a water-filled porcine bladder model, while avoiding 

premature polymerisation due to the presence of an aqueous solution. This intent was to 

simulate the insertion of fiducials for post-prostatectomy bladder radiotherapy.  The aim of 

Chapter 8 was to investigate the visibility and CT number HU characteristics of Lipiodol™–
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tissue glue fiducials, compared to gold, as bladder fiducials for post-prostatectomy and 

bladder radiotherapy verification.  

8.2 CONTEXT 

Chapter 7 illustrated the successful delivery of Lipiodol™–liquid glue fiducials into an ex vivo 

fluid-filled porcine bladder as discrete visible fiducials. Visibility sufficient for verification was 

confirmed on CT, cone beam CT (CBCT) and kilovoltage (kV) imaging. The verification 

methodology was improved in Chapter 8, and the fiducial characteristics were further 

quantified. Chapter 7 mainly described the procedure and the preliminary results. Chapter 8 

was designed to report the results in a more comprehensive fashion. Thus, in Chapter 8, to 

minimize observer bias, the radiation therapists were blinded to the mixtures identities and 

each other’s results for the verification scoring. 

 

Furthermore the methodology from the polymer seeds study was extended to investigate 

the fiducials’ artefact in 3D. In Chapter 8, a standard radiotherapy uniform tissue-equivalent 

phantom was utilised to analyse the glue fiducials’ CT number HU characteristics and 

artefact compared to the standard gold fiducial, so as to complement the more clinical 

porcine bladder model. This chapter demonstrates that the glue fiducials have less artefact 

than gold markers while still being visible.  

The exploratory porcine bladder model suggest that contrast glue fiducials make it easier to 

achieve a discrete fiducial, as the tissue glue limits the dispersion of the Lipiodol. Discrete 

fiducials are easy to verify and are, therefore, potentially more accurate. However, the 

installation is more complex. The tissue glue and contrast must be mixed before the 
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insertion. In addition, one must take care not to allow the glue to polymerize within the 

scope channel or come into contact with the endoscopic lens. If the glue becomes adherent, 

then an expensive endoscope may be rendered unusable. Prospective clinical studies are 

required to assess the utility of glue fiducials in post-prostatectomy and bladder 

radiotherapy before glue fiducial can be adopted as a standard clinical approach. The study 

has thus paved the way for clinical investigations in post-prostatectomy radiotherapy 

patients.  
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8.3 ABSTRACT 

Background and purpose: Image guidance with fiducials has been shown to improve pelvic 

radiotherapy outcome. However, bladder fiducials using ethiodised oil (Lipiodol) alone can 

disperse widely, and gold causes computed tomography (CT) scan metal artefacts. The 

study’s purpose was to investigate the ability to deliver Lipiodol–tissue glue fiducials and 

compare them to gold for bladder radiotherapy image guidance. 

Materials and methods: A fluid-filled porcine bladder model was used to assess the ability to 

cystoscopically inject visible Lipiodol–glue fiducials into the submucosa. We then transferred 

the bladders into a porcine pelvis for imaging and compared them to gold fiducials using CT, 

cone beam CT (CBCT) and kilovoltage (kV) planar views. A tissue-equivalent phantom was 

utilised to analyse the CT number Hounsfield unit (HU) characteristics and artefacts of the 

glue and gold fiducials. Percentile ranges and normal tissue voxel percentages of the 

subsequent CT number voxel histogram from a 2cm sphere surrounding the fiducial was 

used to characterise the artefact. 

Results: We successfully delivered all Lipiodol glue fiducials into the porcine bladders as 

discrete fiducials. They were well seen on CT, CBCT and kV imaging. The glue fiducials had 

lower CT number values, but less CT number spread of the voxel percentile ranges, 

consistent with the diminished contrast and less artefact than gold. The glue fiducial types 

had similar CT number characteristics. 

Conclusion: This study has shown that Lipiodol glue fiducials can be delivered with online 

visualisation qualities comparable to gold fiducials without metal-related artefacts.  
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8.4 INTRODUCTION 

The bladder is a mobile structure that can expand and contract depending on its relative 

filling volume. Consequently, there has been an increasing interest in using fiducials for 

bladder image-guided radiotherapy. Gold fiducials are the benchmark for visibility with X-ray 

imaging and have been used for both bladder tumours and prostate bed radiotherapy [768]. 

However, they produce a substantial artefact as a result of multiple mechanisms, including 

beam hardening, scatter, Poisson noise, motion and edge effects [769, 770]. The artefact can 

interfere with the accurate fiducial definition leading to imprecise image guidance. 

Alternatively, ethiodised oil (Lipiodol) has been utilised as a liquid fiducial for bladder 

tumours, but it can be challenging to achieve a discrete marker due to dispersion [754, 760]. 

Gastroenterologists routinely use a mixture of Lipiodol and cyanoacrylate tissue glue to treat 

gastric and oesophageal varices [771, 772]. Lipiodol is an oily X-ray contrast agent that 

prevents the glue from initially polymerising [771, 773]. The glue rapidly sets once injected 

into the body and contacts water, for example, in, blood, [771]. We previously have 

illustrated its utility as a fiducial for oesophageal cancer patients [756]. The tissue glue 

reduced Lipiodol’s dispersion through the oesophagus’ wall, increasing the ability to produce 

a discrete visible fiducial.  

While the gastroscopic insertion of Lipiodol and cyanoacrylate glue for the oesophagus is 

well described, there are no reports of the cystoscopic delivery of tissue glues into a fluid-

filled bladder. The cystoscopic insertion of a tissue glue into a watery environment raised 

concerns that the glue could polymerize prematurely. The glue could obstruct the needle tip, 

making it difficult to inject into the bladder submucosa. The premature polymerisation may 
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also glue the cystoscope’s lens or channels, permanently damaging an expensive instrument, 

as has been reported with oesophageal varices [774]. 

The aim of this study was to investigate the ability to deliver visible discrete Lipiodol–tissue 

glue fiducials suitable for image guidance, and characterise and compare them in terms of 

visibility and artefact production to the standard gold fiducials for bladder radiotherapy 

image guidance. 

8.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

8.5.1 Glue fiducials 

The glue fiducials consisted of a mixture of Lipiodol™ Ultra liquid (esterised poppy seed oil, 

Aspen Medical) with either Histoacryl (monomeric n-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate, B Braun, 

Germany) (CA) or Glubran2 (n-butyl cyanoacrylate and methacryloxysulpholen monomers, 

GEM. Italy) (CM), in a 1:1 ratio, respectively. 

8.5.2 Porcine bladder model: image guidance visibility 

The fiducial insertion utilised a 17fr rigid cystoscope that was initially used to inspect and 

then fill three ex vivo porcine bladders with saline. Then three sets of three Lipiodol/CA (LC) 

fiducials, three LipiodoL/CM (LM) fiducials and three gold fiducials were cystoscopically 

inserted into the three separate porcine bladders. A William’s needle (Cook Medical, 

Australia) was inserted via the scope and used to inject Lipiodol glue combinations 

submucosally, raising a bleb of 0.1mL. Each set of three discrete fiducials was placed around 

each bladder’s trigone, imitating the demarcation of a small bladder tumour or the 
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vesicourethral anastomosis following a prostatectomy. Further details of the procedure have 

been previously described [775]. 

Following the injection, the cystoscope was removed from the bladder, keeping the needle 

beyond the scope to avoid the glue occluding the working channel. The glue fiducials were 

compared with three standard gold fiducials (0.9mm x 3mm, CIVCO Medical Solutions, 

Kalona, Iowa, USA) in terms of their visibility. 

Following the fiducials’ insertion, the porcine bladders were transferred sequentially into a 

porcine pelvis (Figure 8.1). The porcine pelvis was to provide realistic size and tissue 

densities, including inhomogeneities, for imaging. According to clinical protocols, the pelvis 

was stabilised and set up in a two-part foam immobilisation device for reproducibility. 

The porcine pelvis with the bladder was then imaged using radiotherapy imaging modalities, 

including computed tomography (CT), cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) (Figure 8.1) 

and kilovoltage (kV) planar imaging using standard clinical parameters for pelvic 

radiotherapy. 
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LC: Lipiodol/ethiodised oil and monomeric n-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate, LM: Lipiodol/ethiodised oil and n-butyl 
cyanoacrylate and methacryloxysulpholen monomers. 

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 8.1  Porcine model: pig’s bladder and pelvis in two-part foam immobilisation. 

A) Computed tomography (CT) simulation. Axial CT image with contoured 

bladder and fiducial showing visible B) LC fiducial and C) LM fiducial. D) Linac for 

cone beam CT  

The CT simulation was performed on a Lightspeed™ RT CT (GE®,Boston, Massachusetts, 

USA), with 1.25mm slice width, helical, 0.75 pitch, no gap, 512x512 axial resolution, and 

650mm reconstruction diameter. 
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CBCT was imaged on an Infinity™ linear accelerator (Elekta®, Stockholm, Sweden). The 

standard abdomen/pelvis scan parameters were used, that is, 41cm diameter field of view 

(FOV), variable M10/M20 (scan length 12 or 24cm) depending on target size, 120 kV, 25 mA 

40ms nominal per frame, 660 frames per scan (360 degrees rotation), 1mm voxel size, 2–

3mm viewing slice resolution and axial resolution of 512x512. 

2D orthogonal kV planar imaging was performed using anterior-posterior (AP) and lateral 

views. The Elekta® XVI™ (version 4.5+) kV imaging parameters were 120 kV, 25 (AP) or 32 

(lateral) mA, and 40ms nominal per frame; and five frames averaged per image, 25.6x25.6cm 

imaging area and 0.25mm nominal pixel size (resolution 1024x1024). 

Two expert radiation therapists who routinely verify pelvic radiotherapy independently 

scored the fiducials while blinded to the mixture’s identity and each other to measure the 

fiducial visibility and minimise observer error and bias. The ability to deliver a suitable 

fiducial set for radiotherapy image verification was scored 0 – not sufficiently visible for 

verification, or 1 – sufficiently visible for verification for each imaging modality – CT, CBCT 

and kV planar scans. 

8.5.3 Phantom model: fiducial and artefact characterisation 

A CIRS Torso (tissue-equivalent) phantom was used to characterise the glue fiducials and 

artefacts. A gold fiducial was used as the standard and embedded centrally in a wax block 

cylinder measuring 6.3 x 1.0cm for comparison. A wax block cylinder alone was used as a 

normal tissue control. These wax blocks were constructed and inserted to minimise any air 

gaps within the phantom. 
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Further tissue-equivalent, wax block cylinders were constructed for the glue fiducials. Holes 

for the glue fiducials were drilled into individual blocks that approximated 1) the size of the 

0.1mL porcine bladder glue fiducials (i.e. large, 7 x 4mm), and 2) the size of the gold fiducials 

(i.e. small, 0.9 x 3mm). The holes were moistened for polymerisation and then filled with the 

glue fiducial. A small Lipiodol alone fiducial control was also created. Each wax cylinder was 

then sequentially inserted into the CIRS phantom centre and imaged on CT using the same 

clinical parameters as the porcine model. Two fiducial samples were used for each control, 

gold and large glue fiducials. Four samples were created for the small glue fiducials, to 

account for any possible variation due to their small size (Table 8.1). 

8.5.4 Fiducial and artefact analysis and statistical description 

CT number Hounsfield unit (HU) histograms are increasingly used to analyse human tissue 

characteristics [776-778]. Consequently, a methodology using CT number histograms derived 

from clinical tools – MIM Maestro™ version 6.6.13 (MIM Software®, Cleveland, Ohio, USA) 

(MIM) – was developed to analyse the fiducial artefacts in a three-dimensional manner 

consistent with modern radiotherapy. 

The fiducials were contoured as per clinical protocols using a window level that 

approximated fiducial size, that is, window level of 4,095 with a width one and gamma [779, 

780] of one for the gold fiducials, and level of 600 with a width of 40 and gamma of one for 

the polymer. Then a 2cm diameter sphere was created around the fiducial contour centre. 

The high CT number fiducials were subtracted from the sphere using a Boolean function to 

analyse the artefact’s impact on normal tissue. The CT number voxel histogram for the 

artefact sphere was then exported in bins of 5-HU for analysis. The fiducials’ CT number 
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characteristics were separately investigated as they produced very high CT number signals 

compared to the artefact. 

The spheres contained the phantom, surrounding wax and the relevant fiducial seed’s 3D 

artefact. MIM was used to create histogram plots, presenting the voxels count at each CT 

number (HU) value to assess the relative differences in CT number variation surrounding 

each fiducial marker. 

Given the non-normal, bi-modal distribution of the voxel count histograms, means and 

standard deviations were not suitable for describing and comparing the histograms across 

the fiducial marker types. Therefore, the variation in voxel counts in the spheres (excluding 

the fiducial) were measured with percentile ranges. An example of the percentiles range is 

illustrated in Figure 8.2 using the wax control fiducial. Additionally, the normal tissue not 

hidden by artefact was quantified by the proportion of voxels within the normal tissue CT 

number ranges of +/− 100HU and +/− 150HU. 

No statistical significance was assigned due to the small sample size for this descriptive 

study. Data was collected and prepared in Microsoft® Excel (Microsoft®, Redfern, USA). 

Stata™ version 15.1 (StataCorp®, College Station, Texas, USA) was used to calculate CT 

number parameters, percentile ranges and proportions. 
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Source: Austin Health 

Figure 8.2  Phantom model artefact analysis: example of histogram and cumulative 

percentage distribution of voxel count and calculated percentile range by 

computed tomography (CT) number Hounsfield unit (HU) for wax control. A) 

Cross-section through the wax block control inserted in the phantom. The outer 

contour is the 2cm sphere, while the inner contour denotes the fiducial volume 

equivalent to the gold or small glue fiducial. B) The corresponding histogram 

represents the CT number (HU) versus voxel count for the 2cm sphere minus 

the fiducial volume used to calculate the artefact analysis’s percentile ranges. 

8.6 RESULTS 

8.6.1 Porcine bladder model: fiducial deliverability and visibility 

The gold fiducials were well visualised on all imaging modalities. Lipiodol glue combinations 

could be injected repeatedly into the porcine bladder submucosa, raising consistent multiple 

small blebs. They were larger than the gold fiducials measuring approximately 7 x 4mm, 

being overall elliptical in shape. All three fiducials for both LC and LM fiducials could be 

visualised on CT, CBCT and kV imaging that was adequate for verification. The LC and LM 

fiducials’ appearances were similar on CT and CBCT (Figure 8.1). 
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8.6.2 Phantom model: fiducial characterisation 

The fiducials were analysed separately from the surrounding phantom and artefact 

(Table 8.1). Notably, the fiducials are small relative to the sphere; they occupied only 6 to 38 

voxels compared to 1,912 voxels of the sphere. The wax control, gold, Lipiodol alone and 

small glue fiducials had the same volume and similar voxel count. The wax control had 

median CT number values 48HU lower than the surrounding phantom but was still within 

the normal tissue-equivalent range. Therefore, this should not affect the results based on 

the percentile ranges and percentage of voxels in the normal tissue range. Some wax blocks 

had incomplete thin rims of air, low CT number voxels adjacent to the phantom interface 

(Figure 8.3). However, these represented only a small proportion of the sphere and did not 

affect the results. Lipiodol alone was designed to have the same volume as the small glue 

fiducials and had comparable CT number characteristics to the glue fiducials (Table 8.1). 
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LC = Lipiodol/ethiodised oil and monomeric n-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate, LM = 
Lipiodol/ethiodised oil and n-butyl cyanoacrylate and methacryloxysulpholen monomers, 
Lipiodol = ethiodised oil  

Source: Austin Health 

Figure 8.3  Phantom model: computed tomography scan of phantom showing A) Wax 

control – normal tissue density but less dense than the phantom, B) Gold 

fiducial and artefact, C) Small LC fiducial, and D) Small LM fiducial. The Lipiodol 

glue fiducials C) and D) have a minimal artefact.  
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Table 8.1  Phantom model: comparison of the fiducial and controls in terms of volume, 

voxel number, and CT number (HU) characteristics. It illustrates that the gold 

fiducials had a greater CT number (HU) contrast than the small glue fiducials with 

a comparable volume and voxel number.  

Fiducial/Factor 

Number 

of 
fiducials 

Volume 
cm3 

(average) 

Voxel 
number 

(average) 

Median 
CT number 

(HU) 

Minimum 
CT number 

(HU) 

Maximum 
CT number 

(HU) 

Control (2cm 
phantom sphere 
alone) 

2 3.85 1,912 24 −220 79 

Control (wax) 2 0.02 9 −24 −114 57 

Lipiodol alone 2 0.02 9 346 0 1,383 

Gold seed  2 0.02 8 6,039 1,229 16,779 

Small LC 4 0.02 6 374 50 642 

Small LM  4 0.02 6 488 25 835 

Large LC  2 0.08 38 717 −261 2,092 

Large LM 2 0.07 35 770 −22 2,472 

CT = computed tomography, EC = Lipiodol/ethiodised oil and monomeric n-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate, LM = 
Lipiodol/ethiodised oil and n-butyl cyanoacrylate and methacryloxysulpholen monomers, Lipiodol = ethiodised 
oil, HU = Hounsfield unit 

 

 

The gold fiducial was the same size as the small glue fiducials but had a greater contrast with 

12 to 16 times greater CT number values than the small LipiodoL fiducials. The glue did not 

impact the CT number characteristics of the Lipiodol. The differences in median CT number 

between the glue fiducial and Lipiodol alone was 28–142HU. Both the smaller LC and LM 

fiducials had similar CT number characteristics, with the difference in their median CT 

number values being 114HU. The larger LC and LM fiducials were similar, but both exhibited 
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greater median CT number values than the smaller counterparts but were not as high as 

gold. 

8.6.3 Phantom model: fiducial artefact characterisation 

The vast majority of the voxels that are represented by the histograms relate to the small 

wax block surrounded by the 2cm phantom. Both have HU values within the normal tissue 

range (+/-150 HU). However, the wax has a lower HU than the phantom, and thus, the 

histograms are bimodal. The lower HU peak mainly represents the wax, and the high HU 

peak consists mainly of voxels related to the phantom material. 

Sphere voxels were mostly normal tissue density. The bright and dark artefacts result in the 

HU voxel variation outside the normal tissue range at the extreme high and low HU values, 

respectively, at the histogram ends, that is, bright radiating or dark shadowing artefact. The 

greater the spread of the histogram, the less normal tissue is represented as it is obscured 

by the high or low HU artefact from the fiducials. 

The gold fiducial sphere CT number values for the 1st to 99th percentile ranges were 593, 

604 and 600HU greater than small LC, LM and Lipiodol alone fiducials, respectively, and 

563HU greater than the control (Table 8.2). This suggested a larger number of voxels being 

present at the extreme ends of the CT number histogram and is representative of an 

increased artefact for the gold fiducials (Figures 8.3B and 8.4). 
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Table 8.2  Phantom model: artefact analysis – mean and standard deviations (SD) of 

percentile ranges of the CT number (HU) versus voxels count histograms and 

proportion of voxels within normal tissue CT number range for 2cm spheres 

surrounding the fiducial. It illustrates that the glue fiducials produce fewer 

artefacts than gold with smaller percentile ranges and a greater percentage of 

voxels in normal tissue range +/−100 and +/−150HU.  

Sphere/ 
Factor 

Number
of 

fiducials 
spheres 

1st to 
99th 

percentile, 
mean (SD) 

5th to 
95th 

percentile, 
mean (SD) 

10th to 
90th 

percentile, 
mean (SD) 

25th to 
75th 

percentile, 
mean (SD) 

Percentage 
within  

+/− 100HU, 
mean (SD) 

Percentage 
within  

+/− 150HU, 
mean (SD) 

Control 
(wax) 

2 310 (21) 200 (35) 163 (4) 128 (4) 78 (2) 95 (3) 

Lipiodol 
alone 

2 273 (11) 215 (14) 175 (7) 133 (4) 75 (3) 92 (1) 

Gold 2 873 (110) 270 (57) 173 (11) 128 (4) 74 (1) 91 (2) 

Small LC 4 280 (30) 211 (10) 174 (5) 131 (5) 76 (2) 93 (1) 

Small LM  4 269 (39) 205 (32) 178 (21) 135 (9) 73 (6) 94 (5) 

Large LC 2 360 (35) 203 (4) 165 (0) 123 (4) 80 (1) 94 (0) 

Large LM 2 318 (32) 180 (7) 158 (4) 123 (4) 79 (1) 97 (1) 

CT = computed tomography, LC = Lipiodol/ethiodised oil and monomeric n-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate, LM = 
Lipiodol/ethiodised oil and n-butyl cyanoacrylate and methacryloxysulpholen monomers, Lipiodol = 
Lipiodol/ethiodised oil, HU = Hounsfield unit 

 

 

Both glue fiducials showed similar CT number values across the percentile ranges, with 

differences between 1 and 11HU for the small fiducials, and 0 and 42HU for the larger glue 

fiducials. There were also only small differences from the wax control, indicating that the 

artefact was minimal (Table 8.2, Figures 8.3C, 8.3D and 8.4). The tissue glue did not affect 

the fiducials’ CT number artefact characteristics, with differences between the small LC and 
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Lipiodol ranging from 1 to 7HU and 2 to 10HU for the small LM fiducial (Table 8.2). The 

remaining percentile ranges and percentage of voxels in the designated normal tissue range 

only showed minor differences with much of the histograms overlaying each other, 

indicating that the artefacts made up only a small proportion of the 2cm spheres. 

Compared to the smaller glue fiducial, the larger glue fiducial’s CT number histogram spread 

was greater for the 1st to 99th percentile range but less than gold. There were only minor 

variations in values between the LC and LM fiducials for all other values. 
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LC = Lipiodol/ethiodised oil and monomeric n-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate, LM = Lipiodol/ethiodised oil and n-butyl 
cyanoacrylate and methacryloxysulpholen monomers 

Source: Austin Health 
 

Figure 8.4  Phantom model artefact analysis: average histograms (frequency distribution) 

of voxel count by CT number Hounsfield Unit (HU) for a 2cm sphere minus the 

fiducial volume illustrating A) Control (2cm phantom sphere alone), control 

(wax) and gold fiducial; B) Gold fiducial, small LC and small LM; and C) Gold 

fiducial, large LC and large LM, i.e. three histograms in each panel.  
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8.7 DISCUSSION 

This study has confirmed that glue fiducials can be delivered cystoscopically into a fluid-filled 

bladder and produce a discrete visible marker with minimal artefact compared to standard 

gold fiducials, and are thus suitable for image guidance. However, the glue fiducials were 

larger than the gold markers but had comparable imaging and artefact characteristics to 

Lipiodol alone. 

Fiducials, in an image-guided approach, are critical for targeting in partial bladder 

radiotherapy to treat the bladder tumour alone or as part of a dose-escalation boost [758, 

781]. The bladder can greatly distend, particularly in the cranial-caudal direction. Margins of 

2–3cm are required to account for this distension, potentially resulting in increased bowel 

toxicity [782, 783]. However, studies that use Lipiodol or gold fiducials for partial bladder 

radiotherapy utilise smaller anisotropic planning target volume (PTV) margins of 5mm to 

15mm [602, 754, 758, 760]. 

Investigations have shown that Lipiodol fiducials effectively define the tumour within the 

bladder for image guidance [754, 758, 760]. A recent study using cone beam verification has 

shown that Lipiodol resulted in a higher inter-observer agreement than bladder wall surface 

matching and decreased PTV margins [784]. However, there was a substantial shape 

variation of the Lipiodol markers due to bladder filling [784]. 

While the Lipiodol-only markers can fade, they exhibit a high retention rate and remain 

visible throughout radiotherapy. However, the ability to use them for radiotherapy 

verification is variable. In terms of verification with LipiodoL, success rates have been 

reported to be between 76 and 100% [753] . Chai et al. reported that 92% of the markers 
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remained in situ after the radiation course in 15 patients. However, a further 16 patients 

could not be included in the series as the fiducials could not be registered for image-guided 

therapy due to splitting or joining [757]. Thus, there is a learning curve to achieve Lipiodol 

markers suitable for radiotherapy verification [760]. Despite success in achieving discrete 

visible Lipiodol fiducials, our experience when using Lipiodol alone has been inconsistent. 

LipiodoL dispersion through and beyond the bladder wall into peri-vesical tissue sometimes 

limited its specificity as a fiducial marker and prompted our investigation of tissue glues. 

Side effects of Lipiodol, including an allergic reaction, are uncommon and mostly transient 

[758]. The studies of LipiodoL bladder markers have not reported any significant toxicity 

[785]. The Lipiodol and CA combination has been utilised in multiple sites, with infrequent 

serious side effects [756, 786]. More specifically, CA and CM glues have been used in 

urological procedures, including in animal urethral tissue models, urinary fistulas [787], and 

the treatment of persistent anastomotic urine leaks after radical prostatectomy [763] . 

Gold has also been used as fiducials for partial bladder and post-prostatectomy radiotherapy 

[597, 602, 768, 788]. Gold is easily visible on X-ray imaging due to its high Z value. However, 

this subsequently causes bright radiating and dark shadowing metal artefact [785], resulting 

in the inaccurate fiducial definition that interferes with precise verification. The artefact can 

also obscure the anatomy causing difficulties in target delineation. Another significant but 

uncommon risk with the combination of surgery, radiotherapy and foreign body is fistulae 

[605, 632]. A further issue is the drop-out rate, which is estimated to be 50%, particularly 

from the tumour area [630, 760, 788]. There have also been technical difficulties inserting 

gold fiducials into the bladder dome [788]. 
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The caveats of Lipiodol alone and gold fiducial markers have led us to investigate the 

Lipiodol–glue combinations. Lipiodol and tissue glue (CA or CM) are generally available in 

most surgical hospitals. The Lipiodol and CA mixture is a less expensive combination [631]. 

The glue fiducials have good visibility in various imaging modalities, minimal distortion in CT 

imaging, minimal dose perturbation, and are biocompatible with soft tissue. The widespread 

use of Lipiodol and tissue glues indicates that they can be safely used in many anatomical 

sites. 

The study did not investigate artefact suppression CT for the gold fiducials [633, 738] or 

alternative markers, including newer commercially available liquid gel fiducials that have 

recently been trialled in the bladder, such as BioXmark™ (sucrose acetate isobutyrate [SAIB], 

iodinated SAIB and ethanol solution) [789] or TraceIT™ (iodinated polyethylene glycol 

microparticles, or hydrogel) [631]. We have found that glue fiducials and TraceIT™ [631] 

have their pros and cons. At our centre, the CA and Lipiodol are readily available and less 

expensive. However, the relative utility of different liquid fiducials can only be resolved in a 

comparative study that is under consideration. 

Interestingly, Lipiodol produces high signal intensity on T1-weighted MRI images and low 

signal intensity on T2-weighted images [790]. A future interest will be to develop fiducials for 

MRI, possibly using Lipiodol or another MRI contrast agent with tissue glue. A comparison 

with TraceIT™ or BioXmark™ would also be appropriate, as both are marketed as being 

visible on MRI. 

The study was an ex vivo and in vitro investigation of glue fiducials where they were imaged 

immediately after insertion. Issues such as fading, retention, distortion, migration and 
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dispersion resulting from normal physiological processes during radiotherapy are more 

appropriately assessed in a clinical study. However, these issues were not evident in our 

previous gastro-oesophageal patient study [756] or earlier investigations of Lipiodol alone 

(except dispersion). An in vivo study is planned to address the clinical and imaging aspects, 

including the fiducials’ durability, CBCT, MRI and workflow aspects in a patient population 

undergoing bladder radiotherapy. 

8.8 CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the study has confirmed the potential use of Lipiodol glue fiducials for 

radiotherapy bladder targeting. They have advantages over gold markers in terms of 

decreased artefact production and may be more easily deliverable with less dispersion than 

LIPIODOL alone. The components are readily available, and the Lipiodol Histoacryl mixture is 

relatively inexpensive. Patient studies are warranted to assess the utility and durability of 

these fiducials during a radiotherapy course. 
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Chapter 9 THESIS DISCUSSION 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Prostate cancer is a common cancer among men. The advanced state can have a variable 

and often prolonged and complex natural history. As such, it is a leading cause of cancer-

related deaths. Many patients will be diagnosed with locally advanced disease. Patient 

selection is vital as uncontrolled disease and/or treatment toxicity can result in prolonged 

morbidity that significantly impacts on quality of life. Radiotherapy can be cost-effective in 

maintaining the patient’s quality of life, but must be delivered appropriately and precisely to 

maximise treatment efficacy while minimising toxicity. 

9.2 PROSTATE RADIOTHERAPY AND DOSE ESCALATION 

Higher radiation doses [430] and radiotherapy with adjuvant androgen deprivation therapy 

(ADT) [271, 431-433] have significantly improved the outcome of prostate cancer. 

Progressive technical developments such as intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), 

volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and imaging techniques, including multi-modality 

imaging and image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT), continue to improve significantly the 

precision of radiotherapy so as to exploit the dose-response while minimising dose to organs 

at risk. IGRT, due to its greater accuracy, has been shown to decrease radiotherapy-related 

toxicity and possibly improve cancer outcomes [650-652]. This thesis further continues the 

theme of incremental technical radiotherapy improvements to optimise the treatment of 

locally advanced prostate cancer and potentially improve patient outcomes. 
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Surgical treatment – prostatectomy – has been regarded as the gold standard for the 

treatment of prostate cancer. However, patient selection is essential when deciding 

between prostatectomy and radiotherapy as treatment with curative intent for prostate 

cancer [791]. Younger patients with early disease are most often selected for surgery, 

whereas the older patient with more advanced disease is treated with radiotherapy, due to a 

trade-off between anaesthetic risks, continence and the possible need for future salvage 

that are, at least in part, age dependent. 

The randomised ProtecT study of low/intermediate-risk prostate cancer has shown that 

surgery and radiotherapy result in similar outcomes. Both surgery and radiotherapy were 

associated with a lower incidence of progression and metastasis and possibly dying from 

prostate cancer compared to active monitoring. Notably, there was no difference between 

prostatectomy and radiation on these measures [222, 246]. Surgery has greater urinary and 

sexual side effects, whereas radiotherapy can result in a greater impact on bowel function 

[246]. There were no differences in general health-related or cancer-related quality of life. 

The study illustrated that radiotherapy is a reasonable alternative and preferred to surgery 

in the appropriate patient. It is most often recommended in the older patient and/or more 

advanced disease. The study did use older radiotherapy techniques, whereas modern 

precision radiotherapy, IMRT and IGRT, continues to reduce the bowel toxicity. 

Therefore, radiotherapy with curative intent has become a well-established treatment for 

prostate cancer. Depending on the clinical situation, it can be delivered using a number of 

techniques including external beam radiotherapy (EBRT), EBRT with a high-dose-rate 

brachytherapy boost, and low-dose-rate brachytherapy monotherapy. 
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EBRT is the most utilised form of radiotherapy as it does not require any major procedural 

intervention. Thus, it can be utilised in the elderly and/or patients with comorbidities. 

Randomised studies have confirmed its utility, by showing it greatly improves prostate 

cancer–specific mortality and overall mortality/survival with acceptable toxicity when 

compared to surgery [222, 246] or ADT alone [243, 792]. 

The indications for radiotherapy to the prostate primary has increased recently to include 

patients with pelvic nodal disease and even those with low-volume metastatic prostate 

cancer. The role of definitive local therapy in men with clinically evident lymph nodes has 

been controversial. However, observational data from a large and comprehensive 

population-based database and observational studies have supported its use. These studies 

suggest that initial local therapy to the prostate in men with positive pelvic lymph nodes and 

at high risk of disseminated prostate cancer may provide selected patients with benefits in 

terms of local control, prevention of distant metastases and survival [268, 793-796]. It is 

generally recommended that both neoadjuvant and concurrent ADT be used in such 

patients, as used in the RTOG 9413 trial [261]. 

The STAMPEDE study has further supplied prospective non-randomised data that support 

local radiotherapy for locally advanced prostate cancer with or without pelvic node 

metastases [245]. The study found that failure-free survival outcomes of nonmetastatic, 

high-risk prostate cancer patients with newly diagnosed disease were increased by 

radiotherapy to the prostate with or without pelvic radiotherapy, compared to the standard 

of care (ADT). These results were confirmed for patients both with and without nodal 

involvement. The study authors concluded that the data, together with previous studies, 
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supported the routine use of radiotherapy in patients with positive nonmetastatic prostate 

cancer. 

The concept of radiotherapy to the prostate primary in the setting of metastatic hormone-

sensitive prostate cancer (mHSPC) has been tested in three randomised studies [356-358], 

and recently reviewed by the prospective planned STOPCAP systematic review and meta-

analysis [356]. These studies found a highly significant benefit of prostate radiotherapy in 

biochemical progression and failure-free survival, although there was no significant 

improvement in survival or progression-free survival for adding prostate radiotherapy to 

ADT overall. Toxicity results were generally regarded as acceptably low. The benefit was 

mainly seen with fewer than five metastases. The recommendation was that the addition of 

local prostate radiotherapy to ADT should be considered in men with mHSPC who have four 

or fewer bone metastases. 

The outcomes for radiotherapy, including biochemical control and lower toxicity, have 

improved with the utilisation of IMRT and image-guidance techniques. Further technical 

developments have been seen with a hypofractionated shorter course of radiotherapy that 

attempts to exploit the low alpha-beta ratio radiobiology of prostate cancer [797] while 

making it more convenient for the patient. Four large prospective randomised controlled 

trials have demonstrated that EBRT delivered to the prostate using moderate 

hypofractionation provides similar early prostate cancer control and similar toxicity to EBRT 

delivered using conventional fractionation [247]. However, one study did show an increase 

in toxicity. The majority of patients treated in these studies were low and low-intermediate 

risk. The CHHiP study noted a steep dose-response with the 57Gy arm producing a worse 

outcome than 60Gy [492]. Previous studies of dose-response have suggested that high-risk 
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disease may require higher doses of radiation [443, 798]. However, attempts to dose 

escalate with hypofractionation have been related to an increase in side effects, as the 

organs at risk have a similar low alpha-beta ratio and are sensitive to dose per fraction and 

total dose [496]. 

Similarly, relatively small prospective studies of ultra-hypofractionated radiotherapy have 

shown acceptable outcomes and toxicity in mainly low- and low-intermediate-risk prostate 

cancer. Ongoing randomised studies of ultra-hypofractionation are using mainly one to five 

fractions. Some also include rectal spacers in an attempt to minimise late rectal effects. 

Precision radiotherapy, particularly accurate image guidance and possibly spacers, are 

required to limit severe late toxicity. 

The ASCENDE-RT brachytherapy randomised study provides further insight into the interplay 

of dose escalation, dose-response and toxicity [251]. In this study, the radiation dose was 

increased with a brachytherapy boost, resulting in a reduced biochemical failure. However, 

there was a significant increase in acute and late genitourinary toxicity and a trend for worse 

gastrointestinal side effects [252]. The brachytherapy boost resulted in a significantly greater 

decline in quality of life on physical and urinary function scales. Thus, improvements in 

radiotherapy technique may improve disease outcome from further dose escalation but 

further developments are required to reduce side effects. 

Salvage radiotherapy (SRT) for post-prostatectomy prostate-specific antigen (PSA) relapse 

has been increasingly favoured ahead of immediate adjuvant radiotherapy (ART). While the 

original randomised studies performed in the adjuvant setting showed an advantage over 
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surgery alone, there has been a concern about overtreatment and toxicity arising from the 

use of ART.  

The controversy surrounding ART versus SRT has been resolved following a planned meta-

analysis of three completed randomised trials. This analysis showed an absolute potential 

difference of 1% at 5 years in favour of SRT, and thus no advantage for adjuvant treatment. 

The clinical implementation of SRT for PSA relapse post prostatectomy is consistent with the 

level 1 evidence. Analysis of radiotherapy doses for SRT indicate a robust dose-response 

relationship that is similar to that for radiotherapy of intact prostate cancer [512, 518, 523].  

Clinical evidence suggests that higher doses improve outcome in terms of biochemical 

relapse-free survival and disease-free survival [523, 799]. However, the initial analysis 

reported an increase in late toxicity with dose escalation to the prostate bed [514]. With 

more sophisticated techniques, including IMRT, the toxicity is acceptable [519], indicating 

that more conformal dose distributions result in decreased doses to organs at risk. 

Investigations of image guidance, including fiducials and rectal spacers, may continue to 

improve the therapeutic ratio in terms of improved cancer control and reduced toxicity for 

the patient.  

Some of these technical improvements are discussed in Chapter 3, Chapters 5 and 6, and 

Chapters 7 and 8. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was shown to enhance the accuracy of 

the target definition, and thus uncertainty margins may be decreased. The margin reduction 

could potentially reduce doses to organs at risk, while image guidance using fiducials would 

maintain target coverage and minimise the risk of a geographical miss. Furthermore, 
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polymer or glue fiducials may provide more accurate delivery of radiotherapy without the 

interference of artefact, further optimising the therapeutic ratio. 

9.3 MULTI-MODALITY IMAGING TECHNIQUES FOR RADIOTHERAPY 

VMAT is capable of creating exquisitely tight and conformal dose distributions around a 

specified or contoured target. Ideally, the target, gross tumour volume and clinical target 

volume (CTV) are accurately contoured for VMAT planning. Computed tomography (CT) has 

served as an excellent 3D representation of the patient for radiotherapy planning, as it can 

be rapidly acquired and is geometrically correct, as well as providing correct electron density 

values that allow for heterogeneity corrections and accurate dose calculations. However, 

because of CT’s relatively poor soft tissue contrast, it is difficult to distinguish tumour from 

the prostate or prostate bed, including the vesicourethral anastomosis (VUA). 

MRI is increasingly utilised in radiotherapy as more departments install MRI simulators and 

MRI linear accelerators (linacs). T2-weighted MRI provides an excellent characterisation of 

soft tissues compared with CT. Furthermore, functional MRI, notably diffusion-weighted 

imaging, can assist in detecting and defining the actual malignant tumour, both in the intact 

prostate and in post-prostatectomy situations. Thus, MRI can define both the prostate and 

the tumour within the prostate [526]. 

Unlike CT, MRI can visualise the normal prostate zonal anatomy, including the seminal 

vesicles and capsule [64, 525]. MRI prostate volumes are significantly smaller than CT 

because less normal tissue is included [528-530]. This increased precision reduces 

uncertainty and observer variation, particularly at the prostate apex and base [526, 531-
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533]. These more accurate and smaller volumes result in a reduced dose to the organs at risk 

[534].  

Chapter 3 further elucidates the use of MRI for post-prostatectomy radiotherapy. Guidelines 

had suggested that MRI should be better than CT in defining the VUA, the principal target 

and commonest recurrence site post-prostatectomy, but it was yet to be validated. Chapter 

3 confirms and validates that MRI provides a more accurate delineation of the VUA for post-

prostatectomy radiotherapy planning. 

Guidelines recommend that a CTV margin should extend beyond the VUA to allow for 

microscopic extension inferiorly, which has been shown in pathological studies to occur with 

apical involvement or possibly surgical manipulation [699-702]. Chapter 3 illustrates that 

with the maximum recommended margin of 12mm applied to the CT-defined VUA, almost a 

quarter of patients that would have less than the minimum recommended margin of 5mm 

on the MRI-defined VUA. This reduced margin potentially risks a geographic miss. 

MRI can also define prostate cancer pathology for radiotherapy targeting. It has a high 

specificity for the definition of the intra-prostatic lesions including the dominant intra-

prostatic lesion (DIL) [535, 536, 800], extracapsular extension [801] and seminal vesicle 

invasion [174] [537]. These are important considerations as the dominant intra-prostatic 

lesion (DIL) has been shown to be the most common site of recurrence following 

radiotherapy, most likely because it represents the site of highest cancer clonogen number 

[535, 536, 802]. Therefore, the DIL represents an important target for dose escalation. These 

MRI developments allow increasing precision and individualisation that can lead to further 

dose escalation and normal tissue sparing strategies by fully utilising the accuracy of IGRT. 
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Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) positron emission tomography (PET) has 

supplanted choline PET for the detection of prostate cancer [803, 804], although choline PET 

may be useful in those that are not PSMA avid [805]. PSMA PET has high sensitivity and 

specificity in the detection of prostate cancer [194, 195, 203, 572], and is a useful tool for 

radiotherapy planning [575-577] [578]. It alters treatment decisions in 26% to 33% of 

prostate radiotherapy patients [580, 581]. PSMA PET may also assist in the assessment of 

response following radiotherapy [806]. PET or MRI detects local recurrences in 27% of cases, 

and it has been shown that dose delivered to the DIL defined by PSMA PET/CT and/or MRI is 

an independent risk factor for biochemical recurrence [583]. 

Radiotherapy has mainly used T2-weighted MRI for the structural definition of the prostate 

anatomy and pathology. Increasingly functional imaging is being used to increase the 

accuracy and refine the prostate cancer pathology. Functional imaging, including diffusion-

weighted MRI [187, 547-550], dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI [547-549, 551] and PET [187, 

543], can more reliably identify the DIL. While Chapter 3 focused on defining the post-

prostatectomy anatomy, particularly the VUA, multi-modality imaging is increasingly 

important in defining gross local recurrences for consideration of dose escalation. Multi-

parametric MRI (mpMRI), particularly diffusion-weighted imaging, has a high specificity for 

defining gross tumour recurrence post prostatectomy within the prostate bed [199, 806-

808]. While urinary excretion can interfere with the PSMA PET detection of local recurrences 

post prostatectomy, early phase scans can reduce this effect and can further enhance the 

MRI detection of gross disease in the prostate bed [807, 809, 810]. Studies of PSMA PET 

have illustrated that it alters treatment decisions in SRT in 42% to 61% of cases [581, 582]. It 
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has also been shown to have an impact on the planning of radiotherapy. PSMA PET resulted 

in modifications of SRT plans in 59% of patients compared to CT alone [579]. 

Although functional imaging techniques such as diffusion-weighted MRI, dynamic contrast-

enhanced MRI and PSMA PET can define the primary or recurrent prostate cancer, they 

presently have a relatively poor resolution. This low resolution can be partly minimised by 

co-registering with high-resolution T2-weighted MRI and CT to improve the delineation of 

the anatomy, DIL or recurrent prostate cancer. 

The utilisation of CT heralded the 3D era of prostate radiotherapy with its excellent 

geometry and dosimetric characteristics. Multi-modality imaging, particularly mpMRI and 

PET, are increasing the accuracy in defining the appropriate pathological volumes and 

anatomy. The increased precision of these techniques enhances the targeting and image-

guidance precision, which could further improve outcomes by allowing for further dose 

escalation, and increase organ-at-risk sparing. 

9.4 MOTION MANAGEMENT AND IMAGE-GUIDED RADIOTHERAPY 

IMRT, VMAT and multi-modality imaging allow for the design of intricate dose distributions 

that are precisely shaped around the known cancer targets, the gross tumour volume, 

clinical target volume (CTV) and planning target volume (PTV), and ideally away from organs 

at risk. These conformal dose distributions need to be delivered accurately to the patient; 

otherwise, they risk geometric miss and/or increased toxicity. Image guidance is paramount 

for the correct daily alignment of the patient and target. The appropriate margins are also 

required to allow for uncertainties and motion, both between treatments (inter-fractional) 

and during treatments (intra-fractional). 
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Prostate motion is secondary to physiological changes including changes in bladder and 

rectal volume, muscular contractions and respiration [584]. The motion of the prostate is 

greatest in the anterior-posterior (AP) and superior-inferior (SI) axes, but less laterally. 

Prostate motion can vary from 1mm to 9mm [585, 586]. Intra-fractional motion is smaller, 

ranging between 0.86mm and 2mm [588]. Contemporary prostate radiotherapy uses daily 

pre-treatment online verification, increasingly with cone beam CT (CBCT) and prostate gold 

fiducials, and soft tissue analysis [589, 735]. The use of IMRT with IGRT using gold fiducial 

markers has been shown to decrease late gastrointestinal and/or genitourinary toxicity [650-

652] and improve prostate cancer outcome [650]. Chapter 4 expanded these themes to use 

gold fiducials in both the prostate and seminal vesicles to investigate prostate motion and 

relative seminal vesicle displacement. Chapters 7 and 8 considered an alternative to gold 

fiducials by investigating polymer fiducials that appear to be well seen on CBCT with less 

artefact, making verification more efficient and accurate. 

The main targets or CTV for post-prostatectomy radiotherapy, typically salvage, relate to the 

sites of most common recurrence. These sites include the VUA, which is the commonest site 

of recurrence, followed by the retrovesical space including the posterior bladder, and finally 

the seminal vesicle bed/remanent to the cut end of the vas deferens [591-596]. 

Current post-prostatectomy radiotherapy typically uses CBCT for verification. The alignment 

is most often based on adjacent pelvic bones, but bladder and rectal filling is usually 

assessed to monitor the bladder/rectum interface. The VUA is difficult to discern because it 

has the same soft tissue contrast as surrounding tissues. The CTV is also subject to distortion 

and motion due to changes in relative bowel and bladder filling.  
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Prostate bed motion is greater in the AP and SI axes than in the left-right (LR) axis. The inter-

fractional motion standard deviation has been reported to be about 1.4 to 2.8mm for the LR 

axis, 4.3 to 5.9mm for the AP axis, and 3.9 to 5.9mm for the SI axis [599, 601]. These shifts 

are not dissimilar to motion seen with an intact prostate. Therefore, the calculated shifts and 

difficulty discerning the VUA make the use of fiducial markers for post-prostatectomy 

radiotherapy a reasonable image-guidance proposition. 

The utilisation of surgical clips or inserted fiducials for post-prostatectomy radiotherapy 

verification has been limited [585, 590, 597-604]. Gold fiducials are favoured as they are 

stable and easily visualised in the prostate bed [585, 601, 602], whereas surgical clips can 

sometimes be challenging to match [601, 602]. However, fiducials have not been extensively 

used due to perceived technical issues such as drop-out rate [630, 760, 788], CT artefact that 

can interfere with identification of anatomy such as the VUA and cause dose-calculation 

issues [785], and concern regarding the risk of infection and even fistula, particularly if 

fiducials are inserted transrectally [605, 632]. Chapter 3 addresses the issues regarding 

artefact and identification of the VUA with the utilisation of MRI. Chapters 5 and 6 show that 

the use of polymer seeds with CBCT would negate the issues regarding artefact around the 

VUA. Chapters 7 and 8 propose a glue fiducial that would potentially be easier to deliver as a 

liquid fiducial with a minimal artefact in the post-prostatectomy radiotherapy setting. 

The seminal vesicles form part of the CTV in the radiotherapy treatment of high-risk prostate 

cancer, but appear to be subject to greater motion due to variation in bowel filling and, to a 

lesser extent, bladder volume [617, 619]. Seminal vesicle invasion is a hallmark of very high-

risk prostate cancer [436] and is detected in up to 24% of patients at presentation [606, 

607]. Most studies of seminal vesicle invasion have shown that the spread extends into the 
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proximal half or first 1–2cm in 90% of patients. Consequently, guidelines recommend either 

the proximal half or the proximal 1–2cm [615, 616] of the seminal vesicles should be 

included in the CTV of patients undergoing radiotherapy for high-risk prostate cancer. 

Seminal vesicle displacement is greater than and sometimes independent of that of the 

prostate, particularly in the AP and SI directions. The estimates of motion, both systematic 

and random, varies from 1.1 to 1.9mm and 0.4 to 1.4mm, respectively, laterally; 2.8 to 

7.3mm and 1.2 to 3.1mm anterior to posterior; and 2.2 to 3.6mm and 0.06 to 2.1mm 

superior to inferior [617-620]. The subsequent calculated CTV to PTV margins ranged from 

4.5mm to 15mm [617-624]. The differences in the studies are partly due to methodology, 

including that motion of the entire versus proximal seminal vesicle was calculated, and 

observer contouring variability may have affected results. Estimates of observer contouring 

variability can be greater than the seminal vesicle motion [727, 728], ranging from 5.4 to 

10.7mm [728]. Importantly, this observer variation can be more than the seminal vesicle 

displacements, and may obscure the correct measurement and direction of the seminal 

vesicle motion. 

Chapter 4 attempted to address these issues of proximal seminal vesicle motion and 

observer variability by placing gold fiducials in the proximal seminal vesicles. The study 

confirmed that the proximal seminal vesicle displacement was greater than the prostate 

motion, with the left seminal vesicle moving more than the right. The greatest shifts in the 

left seminal vesicle were 2.5mm in the posterior direction and 1.6mm in the superior 

direction. The study also confirmed and recommended that the PTV margins should be 

greater in all directions for the proximal seminal vesicles (ranging from 5.2mm to 9.8mm) 

compared to the prostate (range 4.5mm to 5.6mm). 
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9.5 FIDUCIAL MARKERS FOR PROSTATE CANCER IMAGE-GUIDED RADIOTHERAPY 

CBCT is rapidly replacing kilovoltage (kV) imaging for image guidance for prostate 

radiotherapy. It enables volumetric visualisation of the major organs at risk: the rectum, 

bowel and bladder. However, gold fiducials are still routinely used so that the prostate can 

be rapidly aligned for treatment. Optimally, verification to treatment time should be as short 

as possible to minimise movement by the patient and organs at risk, as well as reducing 

changes in filling of the bladder and bowel. 

Gold fiducials have become the standard marker utilised in radiotherapy. Those used for 

prostate radiotherapy are approximately 3mm x 1mm and may be scored, knurled, 

patterned or shaped to minimise migration [625, 629]. They are biologically inert and are 

easily visualised on X-ray imaging. They are usually inserted transperineally, nowadays under 

antibiotic cover to minimise infection, using a light general/sedation anaesthetic [641, 642].  

Insertion is generally well tolerated with mild side effects that include pain, voiding issues 

and bleeding [643, 644]. Typically, three gold fiducials are inserted, in the apex, mid-gland 

and base, to triangulate the prostate position and provide translational and rotational shifts 

[625, 629]. While three fiducials are considered ideal, two are sufficient if they are inserted 

in the apex and base. Although gold fiducials are routinely used for radiotherapy of the 

intact prostate, they are not typically utilised for post-prostatectomy radiotherapy due to 

technical concerns, such as drop-out rate, and infection and fistula risk, particularly when 

inserted transrectally. For post-prostatectomy radiotherapy, fiducials can be used to align 

the VUA, the commonest site of recurrence post surgery and thus pivotal to SRT [699-702]. 

Further fiducials may also be inserted in the retrovesical space or posterior bladder to mark 

the second commonest recurrence site. 
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While image guidance with gold fiducials has improved prostate radiotherapy results, they 

are not without their caveats. Gold can cause artefacts on CT imaging resulting in a change in 

tissue density, which leads to inaccurate dosimetry with heterogeneity corrections. The 

artefact can also interfere with precise radiotherapy verification. Anatomy can be obscured 

by the artefact, particularly at the prostatic apex or VUA post prostatectomy, resulting in 

imprecise contouring. Thus, the ideal fiducial should be biocompatible, safe and easy to 

deliver, with a minimal artefact and negligible migration, and able to be well seen on all 

radiotherapy imaging modalities [634]. 

Newer fiducials have been developed to address some of these caveats. To reduce the 

distortion, some use coils of thinner gold or mixtures of gold particles [634, 635], while 

others use lower Z but radiopaque materials such as steel, titanium, carbon, ceramic or 

polymer [625, 636, 637]. Chapters 5 and 6 investigated one such fiducial constructed of a 

polymer material. 

A new phantom was developed for the Chapter 5 study that was tissue-equivalent for both 

CT and MRI. The preliminary phantom investigation suggested that polymer fiducials could 

be clearly visualised on CT as a discrete maker with little artefact compared to gold. Both 

gold and polymer could also be well seen on MRI when imaged in a uniform tissue-

equivalent phantom. This visibility suggested that the polymer fiducials could be used for 

both CT and T2-weighted MRI co-registration as well as radiotherapy verification. The 

phantom results were confirmed in the patient study for CT and CBCT with the polymer 

being well visualised. However, the polymer could not be well seen on lateral kV imaging 

compared to gold, due to its lower contrast resulting in it being obscured by the pelvic 

bones. Neither gold nor polymer could be seen on T2-weighted MRI due to their low dark 
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contrast in relation to the prostate tissue’s heterogeneity. Chapter 6 suggests that polymer 

fiducials could be useful for prostate radiotherapy where primarily CT simulation and CBCT 

verification are used. However, their use with MRI, as with gold, requires further 

investigation regarding alternative sequences to improve their visibility. 

In the post-prostatectomy and bladder radiotherapy setting, injectable liquid fiducials, such 

as TraceIT™ (polyethylene glycol) and BioXmark™ (sucrose acetate isobutyrate), that result 

in a sticky gel-like fiducial have recently undergone preliminary investigation [631, 789, 811]. 

Analyses of BioXmark™ in bladder and prostate radiotherapy have shown that it can be 

successfully delivered as a visible and durable fiducial in 79% of patients. It also had little 

artefact and could be seen well on CT, CBCT and MRI [789, 811, 812]. 

We have performed a parallel study to this thesis investigating a commercially available 

polyethylene glycol liquid fiducial in post-prostatectomy patients [631]. The liquid fiducial 

was successfully injected in the retrovesical tissue adjacent to the VUA in 45 consecutive 

patients. These fiducials were used to analyse the prostate bed motion relative to the 

standard pelvic bone verification. The study showed mean shifts of 2.25mm in the LR 

direction, 5.89mm in the SI direction and 6.59mm in the AP direction. These shifts would 

potentially allow tighter PTV margins of 7mm compared to the guideline standard of 10mm 

with a resultant reduction in dose to the rectum. 

Chapters 7 and 8 explored a novel liquid fiducial that would potentially be cost-effective as it 

uses components already available in surgical units. The glue fiducial is a 1:1 mixture of an 

oily contrast agent, Lipiodol™, and a tissue glue, either Histoacryl™ or Glubran2™. The oily 

Lipiodol™ prevents the tissue glue from polymerising while it is injected, whereas water, and 
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therefore urine or blood, precipitates the glue’s setting. Chapter 7 reports on the fiducial’s 

technical delivery, as there were concerns that the adhesive could prematurely polymerise 

before the fiducial was injected. This chapter illustrated in a porcine bladder model that 

simulated the clinical and technical process that a visible fiducial could be successfully 

injected into the submucosa of a water-filled porcine bladder ex vivo without premature 

polymerisation. The characterisation and visibility of the glue fiducials were compared to 

gold in the porcine model (in Chapter 7) and a phantom model (in Chapter 8). The glue 

fiducials injected into the porcine bladder were larger than gold fiducials but were well 

visualised as verifiable fiducials on CT, CBCT and kV imaging. The glue fiducials had lower 

Hounsfield unit (HU) values and therefore less contrast than the gold but produced far less 

metal-related artefact. Potentially, the glue fiducial will be clinically easier to deliver as a 

discrete fiducial, as Lipiodol™ alone can sometimes diffuse widely. Lipiodol™ -glue fiducial 

may also be useful on MRI, as it produces high signal intensity on T1-weighted MRI and low 

signal intensity on T2-weighted images [790]. 

The use of fiducials remains an integral part of image guidance for prostate radiotherapy. 

They provide a quick, efficient and accurate method to verify the prostate or prostate bed 

position. Importantly, fiducials, in combination with image guidance methods such as kV or 

CBCT, have been shown to reduce toxicity and improve cancer outcome due to the increase 

in precision of radiotherapy delivery [650-652]. They potentially also allow for further dose 

escalation or margin reductions. Chapter 4 demonstrated the use of fiducials to track motion 

and displacement accurately and to calculate more appropriate margins that would avoid 

potential geographic misses. Chapter 5 and 6 examined the use of an alternative fiducial to 

the standard gold. It was illustrated that a polymer fiducial has some advantages over gold 
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as it is well seen on modern radiotherapy imaging, CT and CBCT, with a less obscuring metal 

artefact. Chapters 7 and 8 explored a new liquid glue fiducial in experimental models that 

may be easier to deliver, particularly in the post-prostatectomy setting. It was also well seen 

on CT and verification imaging and had less artefact than gold. 

9.5.1 MRI linear accelerators  

MRI has a growing importance in radiotherapy, with the MRI linac representing a significant 

advance in radiotherapy precision. The thesis has focused on precision radiotherapy with 

multi-modality imaging, particularly Chapter 3, with the use of MRI for accurate target 

delineation and image guidance using fiducials with X-ray imaging, including kV and CBCT. 

Polymer fiducials were investigated with respect to MRI for image co-registration in 

Chapter 5, and Chapter 8 proposed a future investigation with Lipiodol™–glue fiducials. 

Although MRI has been used in radiotherapy to complement CT, CT has generally been 

regarded as the radiotherapy geometric and dosimetric template for treatment planning 

and, more recently with CBCT, treatment delivery. 

However, the advent of a hybrid linear accelerator with onboard MRI for image guidance, 

magnetic resonance image guided radiation therapy(MRgRT), may herald a new era of 

precision for prostate radiotherapy [746]. Due to its greater soft tissue contrast, MRgRT has 

several advantages. MRgRT would provide direct targeting of the prostate tumour and 

differentiate it from the surrounding normal tissues. It also permits the real-time 

characterisation of geometry and motion, and morphology and function of the target cancer 

as well as normal tissue. It has been proposed that it may be the ultimate online image 

guidance solution [745]. 
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9.5.2 MRI targeting and margins 

As previously noted, the better soft tissue contrast of T2-weighted MRI allows for the more 

precise contouring of the prostate as the zonal anatomy and particularly the capsule can be 

visualised on MRI but not on CT. The MRI prostate volumes are consistently smaller than 

volumes estimated by CT, leading to smaller clinical target and planning target volumes [707, 

813, 814]. Additionally, the tumour within the prostate and extracapsular extension and 

seminal vesicle invasion can be seen on MRI, providing a more accurate gross tumour 

volume for the DIL and CTV [174]. Chapter 3 concluded that MRI provided greater accuracy 

in defining the VUA for post-prostatectomy radiotherapy and, therefore, more appropriate 

margins were applied. Consequently, the PTV margins can be smaller as there is less 

uncertainty, reducing possible overlap with organs at risk. MRgRT allows these targets to be 

directly aligned prior to radiotherapy delivery, minimising the risk of geographic miss and 

minimising inaccurate alignment that may increase organ-at-risk doses. There are presently 

numerable investigations into the appropriate MRI sequences, including functional MRI such 

as diffusion-weighted MRI, that may help delineate prostate cancer, normal prostate and 

other normal tissue. 

9.5.3 Inter-fraction displacement 

MRgRT will allow for the very precise pre-treatment online alignment of the prostate and 

prostate cancer on a daily basis, that is, online adaption to position. Thus, accurate PTV 

margins can be calculated and adjusted according to the individual patient. Potentially, MRI-

compatible and visible fiducials, as investigated in Chapters 5 and 6 and Chapters 7 and 8, 

may quicken required workflow for adaption to position, although appropriate sequences 

will require investigation. 
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However, the prostate can change in shape and volume following treatment. Although the 

prostate volume generally reduces with ADT and with radiotherapy [815-817], it has been 

reported that the prostate volume can increase with ultra-hypofractionation or within the 

first 2 weeks of standard fractionation, presumably due to oedema. The seminal vesicle 

volume can also change during a course of radiation [817, 818].  

There can likewise be changes in normal tissue due to rectal and bladder volume changes, 

including oedema and swelling. In addition, as reported in Chapter 4, displacement of 

seminal vesicles during radiotherapy was generally greater and independent of the prostate 

motion, and thus greater PTV margins are required.  

MRgRT would allow for possible offline (or online) adaptive radiotherapy replanning, that is, 

between treatment fractions, according to the shape and volume of the prostate and 

seminal vesicles as well as the organs at risk and adjacent soft tissue [745, 819]. Adaption to 

position is even more likely to be important in hypofractionation and especially ultra-

hypofractionation. In these situations, the effect of positional changes could be more 

dramatic, and precision becomes paramount as only a limited number of fractions are 

delivered to the tissues sensitive to the dose per fraction, including prostate cancer and 

organs at risk. 

9.5.4 Intra-fraction displacement 

Intra-fractional displacement, that is, mainly motion during treatment delivery, of the 

prostate or prostate bed is generally small and less than 2mm, although it can be larger, 

mostly due to the passage of flatus [588, 820, 821]. A more significant prostate motion has 

been noted with real-time monitoring with Calypso™ and with megavoltage (MV) and kV 
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imaging of stereotactic treatments [588, 822]. A recent study using cine MRI on an MRI linac 

reported that motion of greater than 2mm was seen in 43% of scans by 5 minutes [823]. 

MRI-measured intra-fractional movement of the seminal vesicles was found to be greater, 

ranging between 2.7mm and 7.2mm depending on the time and seminal vesicle side [734]. 

Sheng et al. found that margins of at least 5mm were required to allow for intra-fraction 

motion of the seminal vesicles [824]. 

MRgRT can assess the target volumes and normal tissue during the treatment, thus 

permitting real-time monitoring. As with stereotactic treatments, treatment could be 

delayed if the target and normal tissue fell outside a threshold value, avoiding potential 

geographic miss and unnecessary normal tissue irradiation [745]. A recent study on motion 

monitoring utilising the MRIdian™ MRgRT system, with a gating boundary of 3mm on the 

prostate, reported that 2D shifts were required in greater than 20% of fractions [825]. 

Real-time tracking with MRgRT has led to the investigation of gating techniques. Gating 

involves only delivering the radiotherapy dose when the target is within defined 

geographical limits; it therefore dramatically mitigates intra-fractional motion issues. The 

more time-efficient method would be to track the target, for example, with the multi-leaf 

collimator. Tracking opens the possibility of real-time inter-fractional adaption. This would 

produce extremely conformal dose distributions and significantly reduce PTV margins, 

improving the radiotherapy therapeutic ratio. Real-time adaption would require significant 

workflow advances, including fast contouring and planning with advances in computer 

technology and dose calculation algorithms. 
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9.5.5 Response assessment and dose adaption 

The geometric advantages of MRI-guided radiotherapy are extremely important in the 

positional precision of radiotherapy; however, the ability to acquire functional MRI daily 

would represent a new paradigm of biological adaption. Changes on functional MRI, such as 

diffusion-weighted imaging, can be used to assess the dose-response of the tumour and 

possibly the normal tissue. Functional MRI could form the foundation of radiotherapy image-

based biomarkers and subsequent radionics algorithms that would enable biological 

response-based adaption. For example, dose escalation could be used for those with adverse 

functional MRI parameters, such as those with tumours that are not responding or hypoxic 

tumours, or radiation de-escalation could be used for those with very responsive tumours, 

especially if normal tissue toxicity was a concern. These methods have been referred to as 

biological, image-guided adaptive radiotherapy (BIGART). Differential radiation dose could 

also be used, based on MRI functional imaging in terms of radiosensitive or radioresistant 

sub-volumes [745, 746, 826]. Therefore, the initial planning and biological dose adaption 

throughout the course radiotherapy could be precisely individualised for the patient and 

their prostate cancer. For such strategies to be accepted, rigorous clinical validation, 

including prostate cancer and toxicity outcomes, is required. 

MRI linacs show an enormous potential to develop a new level of precision for radiotherapy 

with real-time geometric adaption to position and shape, and potentially biological adaption 

to radiation sensitivity. However, the machines are first-generation clinical machines with 

significant caveats [745, 746, 826, 827]. MRI dosimetry is mainly based on synthetic CT and is 

suitable for prostate pelvis radiotherapy, which has a relatively uniform soft tissue density 

[826]. However, there are still issues with MRI use where there is significant broad tissue 
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heterogeneity. Rapid adaptive real-time planning requires sophisticated and robust 

algorithms and computers with appropriate quality assurance. There are also challenging 

and potentially complex workflow issues that lead to the patient being on the machine bed 

for significantly greater durations than with a standard linac. The linac radiotherapy 

component of the machine also has limitations in terms of technique and slow delivery 

times. In addition, there are patients in which MRI may be contraindicated such as those 

with a non-MRI compatible pacemaker, cochlear and other metal implants, claustrophobia 

or gross obesity. 

Consequently, the concepts of this thesis are still very relevant to MRI linacs. The continued 

and even more widespread use of MRI imaging, as shown in Chapter 3, is paramount, as are 

studies of motion and adaption strategies as discussed in Chapter 4. The use of MRI-

compatible fiducials, as in the studies presented in Chapters 5 to 8, is critically important for 

developing efficient and effective treatments on the MRI linac, in addition to the many 

prostate radiotherapy treatments that will continue using the more standard linac. MR linacs 

in concert with enhancements in technical precision have the potential to further translate 

into clinical improvements in cancer control and reduction in treatment related side-effects.
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Chapter 10 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The demonstration that prostate cancer had a radiotherapy dose-response was one of the 

main driving forces for radiotherapy’s technological revolution. The aim was to escalate the 

radiation dose to the prostate cancer while minimising rectal toxicity and improving the 

therapeutic ratio. This aim resulted in progressive developments in the design and planning 

of increasingly conformal dose distributions by 3D conformal radiotherapy, intensity-

modulated radiotherapy and volumetric modulated arc therapy. The increasingly conformal 

dose distribution was eventually accompanied by ever more precise imaging methods to 

improve target design and accuracy of delivery. The methods included multi-modality 

imaging with computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron 

emission tomography (PET), and image guidance with planar imaging and, more recently, 

volumetric scans including cone beam CT (CBCT) and fiducial markers. This thesis has 

focused on methods to incrementally further the precision of prostate radiotherapy by using 

MRI as part of the multi-modality process, studying motion and displacement to apply 

appropriate margins better, considering newer commercially available polymer fiducials to 

minimise artefact, and developing novel liquid fiducials that could be more cost-effective, 

more efficient and safer to deploy as visible fiducials with less artefact. The improvement in 

technical precision of radiotherapy can potentially translate clinically into better cancer 

control and cure as well as reduced toxicity for the patient. 

Chapter 3 validates the guideline recommendations that a T2-weighted MRI is critical for the 

accurate delineation of the vesicourethral anastomosis, the commonest site of recurrence, 

for post-prostatectomy radiotherapy. It found that MRI was better able to define the 

vesicourethral anastomosis than the standard CT simulation because of its better soft tissue 
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contrast. PTV  margins could be minimised, therefore safely reducing the dose to organs at 

risk such as the rectum and penile bulb. We routinely use MRI for prostate cancer salvage 

radiotherapy, provided it is not contraindicated. Chapter 3 reflects the increasing utilisation 

of MRI in radiotherapy for greater precision. 

Furthermore, multi-parametric MRI and prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) PET are 

increasingly utilised to investigate prostate cancer patients with a prostate-specific antigen 

(PSA) relapse. Notably, MRI including diffusion-weighted imaging has been shown to have a 

greater than 90% sensitivity, specificity and accuracy in detecting gross local recurrence in 

patients with a PSA relapse post prostatectomy [807]. PET, including PSMA and choline, may 

further enhance MRI’s ability to detect and define a local recurrence post prostatectomy 

[807, 808] for targeted dose-escalated radiotherapy. MRI-guided radiotherapy would further 

strengthen this precision in post-prostatectomy radiotherapy as the vesicourethral 

anastomosis, or local recurrence, could be directly targeted. However, MRI-detectable 

fiducials may shorten verification to treatment times. Also, MRI, including functional MRI 

could monitor inter-fraction and intra-fraction motion and response, allowing for adaption 

to position, shape and response. Studies have been proposed to analyse these concepts. 

Appropriate PTV margins are, in part, dependent on the understanding of target motion and 

displacement. Chapter 4 describes the study of seminal vesicle displacement relative to the 

prostate by utilising gold fiducials in the prostate and seminal vesicles for patients with high-

risk prostate cancer. It concluded that the proximal seminal vesicle displacement is greater 

than that of the prostate. It recommended that greater margins should be considered for 

the seminal vesicles compared to the prostate margins. The results have been translated 

into our clinical practice, and we now standardly use larger margins for the seminal vesicles 
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relative to the prostate in high-risk patients undergoing radiotherapy. Larger margins are an 

essential consideration, but caution is required with the organs at risk, particularly with 

hypofractionation and ultra-hypofractionation in such high-risk patients. Late effects 

affecting organs at risk, like prostate cancer, may have a low alpha-beta ratio and can be 

susceptible to the larger dose per fraction. Cine MRI studies of the intra-fraction motion of 

seminal vesicles have been performed [734]; however, further confirmatory investigations 

would be appropriate. 

Furthermore, the study of prostate and seminal vesicle geometry and motion together with 

organs at risk during a course of radiotherapy, including inter-fraction and intra-fraction 

changes, would increase radiotherapy precision. It would provide a better time course for 

these changes and allow for more precise adaption. The MRI linac with MRI-guided 

radiotherapy offers the opportunity to perform such analysis. 

The polymer fiducial clinical study of Chapter 6 confirmed the preliminary phantom 

investigation in Chapter 5. The polymer fiducials were well visualised and suitable for 

verification on CT and CBCT with minimal artefact relative to gold. However, unlike the 

phantom study, the polymer fiducials could not be well seen on T2-weighted MRI because of 

the prostate gland’s heterogeneity compared to the uniform normal tissue contrast of the 

phantom. The clinical study also revealed that the polymer seeds could not be imaged on 

lateral kilovoltage (kV) imaging because they were obscured by the pelvic bones, unlike gold 

which has a greater CT contrast. The polymer fiducials have been utilised in other centres 

but are more expensive than gold. The cost-effectiveness in our centre is still being 

considered. Future studies of the polymer fiducials include the investigation of MRI 
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sequences to better visualise the fiducial, as MRI availability increases due to MRI simulator 

installations. 

Chapter 7 concluded that a Lipiodol™–glue fiducial could be successfully delivered into the 

wall of a fluid-filled ex vivo porcine bladder as a discrete and visible fiducial without 

premature polymerisation. Chapter 8 found that the Lipiodol™–glue fiducial had advantages 

over gold in terms of producing less artefact and the glue appearing to prevent the 

dispersion of the Lipiodol™ in this porcine bladder model. The advantages of this 

combination over commercially available liquid fiducials are that stock of the components is 

available in most surgical hospitals and the endoscopic injection techniques are in general 

urological use. However, patient studies are required to assess clinical performance and 

durability of the fiducial during the entire radiotherapy course. There are also plans to 

compare and contrast Lipiodol™-glue fiducial with the commercially available TraceIT™ 

liquid fiducial, as we have completed other studies in this area [631]. The future areas of 

interest include the utility of the Lipiodol™–glue fiducial with various MRI sequences. 

Radiation oncology is at least in part a technology-based speciality, and its development has 

reflected the rapid advancements in computer, robotic and engineering innovations. These 

advances have led to increased precision in terms of radiotherapy design, dosimetry and 

delivery. The result of these advances has been improved outcomes in terms of curability, 

toxicity and quality of life. This thesis has examined different levels and links in the process, 

including developmental works with animal models and phantoms in the investigation and 

analysis of fiducials, to clinical studies of MRI imaging and target motion in patients through 

their course of radiotherapy. The final aim is that by progressing the precision of treatment, 

the therapeutic ratio will be improved. However, radiotherapy’s technical developments 
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continue to accelerate with the advent of multi-modality imaging, MRI simulators and 

magnetic resonance–guided radiotherapy with MRI linacs. Thus, this research will continue 

investigating concepts derived from the thesis, by evaluating the translation of these 

concepts in the clinical practice to determine the potential benefit for patient outcomes. 
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APPENDIX B: PAPER INCLUDED IN CHAPTER 3 (AS PUBLISHED) 
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APPENDIX C: PAPER INCLUDED IN CHAPTER 4 (AS PUBLISHED) 
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APPENDIX D: PAPER INCLUDED IN CHAPTER 7 (AS PUBLISHED) 
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APPENDIX E: PAPER INCLUDED IN CHAPTER 8 (AS PUBLISHED) 
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